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, VOCATIONAL REHABILITAT.IOU IN:THE'TREA;MENT/SETTING

Course Decripti6n.

,NUMBER OF
/TRAINEES

pONTENT
110

:

*

The 'curricultim,is *derigned to-,- '.

. 0
r increase knowledge and skills in

t -vocational rehabilitation 'of drug
. .

'abuseis;

.

). help clarify trainees.' roles as
Vocational retidbilitation

.

pecialists;-
)

*

.

.; ,
, . . . ..

help trainees,define the program
SPIprt-TiecesSary to perform their
job -effectIvely.

.

Ol'"

I
1

.This course is directed toward..personeeXin drug
treatmeAt and rehabilitation programa whose ma-
jor responsibiliVes are vocktionAl rehabilita-
tion counseling,:job deyelopdeK: .placement.
(The courte.is not iritendedo cotinselors at

, the Master's ldvel in' vocatiónal.reWabiliation
coUnseling, 4thoughtsorme"hspects of the course
may be"usefuAfor this-pudienceJ u -

"I

' 10 to 20.

gbarnig moduled focus On--
)

-

client-,assissment, treatment pllanning,
vocationaLguidanpe.and counseling, and
-ancillary s4poreservice4; '

. 1

jthe role of the vocationaL rehabilitation
specialist'llit the rehabdlitatVin process;

r 1 , . r.
the drug abusingeliept and the employ...

/meitt problems he,fdbes. .

--
,

.c.

a
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATIoN IN THE TREATMENT SETTING
.

V

1;

Coui e Descript,ion (conti.nved)

METHODOLOGY

s.

44,

MKTERSLS
REQUIRED

1

EQUIPMENT

TRAiNER
REQ IREMENTS

FACILTTIES
NEEDED

TIME
REQUIREMENTS

.Information is shired through a balance of lec-
ture presentationg and experiential actvities
Such as role plaY, skill develaprent, and group

discussion. r''

One set of trainee matetials for each

traiftee
. ,

One trainer's manual tor eacti trainer

A
Two videata*ies: "Lifestyle Interview",and .

"Contracting and Goal Setting"'

Testidg matgrials (optiOnal)

ne 1/2 inctdeotape deck ancl monitor

Flip chart-pads and easel .

. \

FeltItipped M4rkers

Knowledge of course content And labbratotSr
trainj.ng experience is required'for all traineFs.

The training team should Consis\of aminimum af
one trainer-resource expert and.lthree to four ex-

perienced group trainers. If a content expert
is unavailable, experienced trainers who.prepare
by reading all cOurse materials'can condubt the

course adequately.

A large-group meeting room

Small7group Vorat Areas

: 5 days (48 hours) (

I.

1.

.
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COURSE OVERVIEW

-.This program is a,five-day tiaining experience f)r specialists*

Who prOvide vocationa3rehabilitation services to drug abusers

in residential or outpatient treatpent programs.

This is an introductoty program designed to:

increase participants' understanding of voca-

tional rehabilitation both in gehetal and

specifically as it relates to.the drug abuser;

help participant: clarify their roles as vocd-

tional rehabilitation specialists, identify the

type of program support they need, and determine .'
/-

what skills they should develop to perfprilytheir-.

work:
. b

The curriculum .has been broken down into several.areas.

4

1) the phases of the.vocational rehabilitation process%

client assessment and treatment.planning, vocational guidance

and counseling, and ancillary support services; 2) the role of'

the VR specialist in the itAl,bilitation process; and 3) 'thedrug

abusing client and' the problems he faces in becoming vOcationally

. .

*The VR spectalist is ddfined here as any pergon performing
vocational r aalitation services who has not had specialized .

training at e Easter's level in'Vbcational Rehabp.iipation
4;Counseling. It is assumed that theSe workers are supervised by'

trained counseldrs. .

)
.

1 7
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.FoLlowing is a brief description of eadh area of the

v. A

..THE VOCATIONALIREHABILIO;i0N PROCESS' 4MODULE 1)

The vocational rehabilitation proce has as'its-.

the placementp5f the client in 5 gratifying employmen

inal oal

situation.

Gratification has to do with salary, atmosphere, terpe of work,

and opportunity for the client to experience positive feelings

abdut himself. Arriving at this result requiresla seAitive

assessment of the client, as 'well as job development and place-

meni actilAties that will make the best possible match'between

tke.client's skilli and interests and the employep.'s needs.

frd
,

(tluere are, however:, (5ther ,necessarS, considerat1onb in the voca-:

.
tiOnal rehabilitation process.)

V

..I.
. , .

i' '. , Plenniag, guidance, careful,explorat on 'of several types, of ,

;

. . .,,

. ,.
,6 ,

iliciicl.di-run intewiews, Ad suppbrt a ter placement will hel.p

. 1 ...
.110.

.."
.%.'

to.developeand sustain4w\ithin4he 6lisnt the notion theit work
. .

.
.

. .1

mhy.haire intrinsic gratifidationp; that it is not only.a.meaits

F
- to an end. '

.

1,

k

11 ,

TkE SPEQ4ALIST (MODULES 2, AND 12) /.

%_ThiS part of the.course,helps traines dxamine their rOlesi

/ .against a typical $31:) description.' Me gkillg and X-ormation .

6

necessary to perform in the rol of the VR specialisp are iso-

,

late& ind trainees are assiste in determining their eeds

far training in those areas.

2

f directed workbo9k helps .

SIPS

*a

0
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. ,

trainees to assess themslies in relation to thei J)6formance,.
.

r
.

.1

arid their progr in talation to the quality of tervice-dg=4
i .

. .
. .

. .

livered. .qhe rkbook also cOrtains a *section that guides the
..

trainee thAughthe steps of the planning prOcess: setting ,

,.

goals, destgnipg an evaluation plan, and.other planning activi-
.

ties that Will1help traiklees highlight and-resolve problems

....kheiirTkograms.

ft
: .

.THeDRUG ABUSER.AS CLIENT:(40DULES 3 AND,8)

Undersranding the nature of .the clieht is e4ential if jhe

specialist.is to facilit4te 41the client's entry ineo the straight

4
world of work. The special4A must.be aware of the psychological

P'

_and social characteiiscs of drug dependency syndromes arid the
.

, ..

particular vocational prOblems that may .be expecte& to atise inr.
. I

.
/ 1 /.. A

- . ,

',,r the_gourse cif treatment.

gib

A basic knowledge and awareness of the drug abuser's life-

I

.

style/and culbure will enable
.

th specialist to have a caference

f, ,
. - ...

. .

point as he works with the client. The- sevbrity and chronicity
..--

r.,. % .,/ I

4.

of drug dependence can be frustrating and defeating for both ,

e,

,clierlt and specialist. Therefore, a specia4st who is aware of

ipossj.ble problems 4s.better prepared to deal with both

ings'of*.frustration arid defe4 and yhose of.the Client.
4.

CL.TEIV ASSEStMENT, AND TREATMENT: PLAN/ING (MODULES 4, 5,. 6).

4
! $

:*

Thp cotnerstone of any helpi%g.dp:rocess is the intial' assess-
,

ment and the contract agreed upo/,n by client and sge..dali§ti

, '

/*
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.

Asses.5ment is a systematid procedure it) which the vocational

.4, .
,t .

1

.rehabilitation-spixialigt collects inforMation about and frow
-, -0. .

4' . i -

.the,c,fient' il.oideyto d*relop a comL.)reheiive rehabilitation
.....0 1

plan.' It is important touse specific social history 7infor-ria7
..,,

.
. , ..

r

.

tionanci tqLestablish aiconeyct that.reflects
,

tbe cnd coal Of
.' ,

..

'the individual client. TPlisTrocess allows the specialist tcy
. )

\ .

. N
./

establish with he clierit'a, plp that makes clear thp'oXtent
. *

.

,

to. whioh the,Olivnt h#s developedor needs td clevqlpp.Ntbcational.

4
knowledge, work hablts, v.Ylues,

c and specific j1nterper-

sonal sk.illsnecessaryito*achieve.the desired out6ome.

.The specialigt must also learn to focus on th obvious
. .

.(fOr exaMpie, the ways in wh*h the drug abuser made it. 'on the

st'reet") ',Ad a means Ot_uncavering existing:skillts and knowlcdge.
k

. .

. The assess.menta ribase br aks down intO three essential tasks,
1,. .

4.

'with .discreteskills flor each! .interviewing,.evaluatinginfok-
,

I,mati-Jp, arid usidg the inforination to 'develop the,ontract and# ,

'. ,b..
the rehabilitation plan. 4

: '1 v --'

/

The Illadbes ..ealing with tbis-Oase have a twofold purpose:

-

041

1. They focus,on the kind of information that needs to be

-collected from the client and bignificant others, such as:

a. What tne client wants to do
/

I

lop

b. ,WhaVsalable.skills the .1.ierit alrea6y has
-

ev,

4

11

'

4

4
mo

,;

4.
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-Ovorview

-

C. What attitudes .and valuesthe client hcd!f

t9ward.W/ork -J
, p

. 4

d. What the client's motiva.tion is towar0

2.

different kinds of wcerk

e. What d screpancies ;xisl between what i.he
4

cilkene wants*(or does Rbt,want) aild what hlt?

is ready to do
4 0

These modules 'present the formal'andlinformal inter-

view les,a means'for.establishing.a relaLonship, !

collecting information, and denerarly assessing.the

., it /
- client's needs The importance of the:verbal and 1;

1

,

nonverbal discrete heha4ioiS exhibited by.the
. .. X

,

speciali5st that contribute to a supportive, non-

I. 1'

threfatening inteirview ituation and'achievement o;

the specialist ' s, goals ds. emphisized,

.-.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUEISELI.TAP(MODULES 7. /NU'
,( ,

N e
This aspect*p f, the curri'culum focuses on the role ofthe .

.
.

. .--' 1..1

....

-

speciaii,St and'how he moves the óliet from the initial assess-
. it . .

ment phase toward placement.. The goal is td present a cogni-

tOr overview. of the guidance arid counseling function. An'over-

vieW is alio preiented c) the social and voOtionl pribblem

experiencedby the reh'abilitating drug abuser..

.7
...

.., -..--- / ,

,. . .1

.1

a 41

1 /
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The matules that'deal with this ,phase focus on--

f
1. 49uidance a_ process of. cohtinuou's.gnal setting

and problem solving;

.pelationshiP building for

encouragement;
a

. 4b.

personal

3.. teaching life skills (e.g.,

employee skills, budgetin4,

4..

etc.), '

iilentification of job apd/or

suppoit and

4. . .

intexpersonal skills,

banking; diet planning,

4

training-options;

5.. idintificatioh and referral for support resources

4

. (e.g.,.public assistance, family

employment coMpensation, .etc.) .

VIE ANCfLLARY SUPPORT =IV=
,

counseling, un-
C7

("i0D6LE$ 9, 10:1.1)

.,This 'asPect of the curriculum focuses'on support services

formed with the' client and on his behalf. rihe'VR specialist

-perceive 'this function as imperative if the VR proceds is to

conc9tned with.the total functioning of the individual. qhis

per-.

must

be

course supports the notion that withoUt o4going supportive ser-

Vicesz as aintegral 1:iart.of the treatment and rehabiatationpro-/--

. cessi successful. client rehabilitction is unlfkely. Attention .is

given to--

1) adeciute job development policies and Lrocedures,

I.

6

ait
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-0verview

2.) provision of alternative kinds of skill training

' and. one-of-a-kind, unusual job placements:.
a

3) highly developed support.programs.that prepare clients
oe.

' for entry'into the labor market by ocusing on the
'

.psychological components off.job readiness-Ay b satis-

faction, and.work a0justment;

i

4) careful attentior to client,life-pkills development.

It is this aspect of any program concerned with total rehabili-,

ftation that. must be the most creative, innovhtive, and responsiye

to individual client needs. The fact 'that follow-up and other

support services tend to be of lowest priority in most drug treat-

ment programs probably accounts fox the apparent lack of success

and high recidivism rates.

The'modules.within this.functional area)Will addressthe following:
,f

1. Job development from strategic,and tactical point of

view., The OeciaIist is assisted in developing planning

strategies for job devellopment,(e.g.,epi'ojecting needs,

setting goals and objectives).. Specific tasks, such as

,employer education, contacting and 11-ng specialized

agencies, builaing a Community. relations Program to

Maintain interest and commitments, developing "9,1terna-

tive and one-of-a-kind jobs, nd building systematic

res.durce files will be discussz,O. Specialists are also

7 13
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1
)

helped t() recognize similaritles between job

de veloptent,skills and salesmanstop. They will

have epetlence in selling in face-to-f.iee

views,
r

2. ,The issues dealing with prenarationpf the

client as well as the emplOyer. Assessing the

psyChological readiness of the c1iet4,to.mdve into
,

a job and designing a plan to respond to those

, areas in which he seems unPrepared are /Arts -of . /
) -,

placement planning (e.g.., asses:sment pf sieuational
r/

,3

needs auch as eiansportation, wardrobe, stipend,

tobls, on-the-job:training, etc.). Anxiety about

initial interViews and
t
fantasies related to the fear

It'failing are explocted.

. ,

. Follow-up of wdrk adjustment and .perSonai

life adjustment as-the cliInt enters a 'OD and
.

beComes either _partially or toially independent.

'-of the treatment facility.- Thi',.. tranSition.me;4s in
. .7.

.

, . .

sor instances, as with A therapeutic community, that

the client must adjust to.a liew set of work and liv-
.

ing arrangements.: -Despite preparatory" training,

the-new envirohment andwliving arrangemdnts may hold,
'

unfaMiliar/and disturWing elements. Intensive.post-

employment'counseling services aee seen as critical

8

,
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.
.. s

.

to work adjUstment and to the long-terin rehabilia-
.

..
.

, . ._

tion of the client.. This module on-pogtplacelment

Overview

follow-up' emphasizes--
-t

, .

a) 'methods of collecting information albdut

I
and.frOm the client, an,d how to use that

inforntation- for durrent 'and efuttre =

.

s.up btive counseling (e. .,' Cealing' with
...

ar/iety, use of lqis-ure.time, problems. -

4 4

re4htive to personal and work adjuStMent).;

,

"c) eMployer evaluation tnd client advocacy;

d) futu;e 'planning in trainiag, educatiOn,

.job advandement, and vocational change;
,

e) record keeping for effective planning.

di
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( The.following is a schematic representation of .the course as
fJ

it relates to the preceding discussion..
4'

,0

4

4

,

0
THE PROCESSITHE.S*IALI4T, THE CLIDENT: OVERVrEW OF THE'COURSE

;
-

,

THE VOCATIONAi
REAABILI7XTION
PROCESS IN THE
'TREATMENT
SETTING

Sr

THE ROLE OF
THE SPECIALrST'
IN THE PROC;SS

ASSESSING THE CLICNT

Interviewing to collect informa-
tion from and about the client.
Arranging for other assessment
methys.

PLAUNING UITH TtiE CLIENT

lbevelOping,goals with client;
planning a course of actiaL,to

love these goals

THE DRUG ABUSER -
IMPLICATIONS OF
HIS LIPE4TYLE FOR
VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION,

If'

10

COUNSELING Ahr GUIDAkE

Implementing agreed-upon program
and Ofering support arRI guidance
necessaxy to help the clienp stay
on course.

L---

nr

SUPPORT AND FOLLOW-UP

Con(ucting job develument on
bchhlf of client. :0Intaineing
contact with client tior least
three months after praccNtAto
ensure client continues
rehabilitation process..

,

e
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VOCATIONAL REHABiLITATION IN THE TRVIATMFMT SETTING: *AN MERVIEW

NONDAY/
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8:30 - 9:30

Module lt Ths 4

Process

9:30 - 1:00,

Moduie 2: The,
Speciapst

TUESDAY

UNIT II'

9:00 - 1:00

Modull 4:
Princip es of
E(fectiv Inter-
viewing

A,

WEDNESDAY

.UNIT ,ZITt

9:00 - 12:30

Module 6:

.Contracting and
Goal Setting.

I.

II

THURSDAY

UNIT IV

8:30 - 12:30

Meddle 10 Job
Development

14.

FRIDAY

UNIT y

9:00 - 12:00,

Aodule 12:. 1

IndIvfturd Problem
IdentIficatiori

and Action
Pkeonfing

.

Regisecatton
Pretesting

2:00 - 5:00

Orilntation

Course Overview

Climate-Setting
Activities

"

1:30 - 5:16/A

Modale 3: Under-
standing the Client

1:30 Ak 5:00

*Ow
Module 5:
Assessmeot and'
Vocational Choice

grodels

1:30 -.5:30

I

Modubr 7:
Introdu tion to

;

the Cou

5

eling . .

:Relation hip

ar"
1:20 - 4:0Q

Mo61c. 10v Job?
Placement

1

4:00 - 5:00

Module 11:
Postracement
Foliow-up

C.

r

1:30

--k.

Posttraining
Activitiep

Evaluation and
Feedback.

7:60 - 10:00

Module 6:
Problet of the
Rehabi tating,

Drug Abuser

e,
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THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITAT_

.1. Description of.the VIR process

A. Asfiessment of client'h readiness (for employment)
,

'N! ICESS

Module 1
Resource Paper
Topic Outline

a. Guidance.of client through preparation for employment

C. Support for.cl\ient during placement
- ., \ . :, .

,

tr. Follow-up of olient after placement
,

E. gThe specialist's responsibilities'

1. Setting goals with client

2. Facilitating personal and social adjustment
\

3'. Making referrals

4. 'Developing jobs
.
.

1. haking placements 03 ,
.

1

6. Providing sUppokt ,nd follow-up

'II. Work and society ,

\

A. Valae of work in Amtrican society
,

B. Value of
1

work to,in,dividual self-image
)

.., .
-....---

C. Importance .6f gr4tificetiiin 'from work

D. Problems encountered by ex-addicts adjustin0 to work
.

,

,

0

o

Vocational rehabilitation process model
-

A. Operations required for effective \vocational' rehabilitation

B. Assewsment \

.1 9
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C. Guidance

D. Possible courses of action.

1. Vocational training
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'Modti.le 1

.Rpsource.Paper'

THE VOCATIONKL.REHABILITATION PROcESS

;

.7

VoCational rehabilitation is the process 'in,which 6. disabled

person is assis'..ed by one or more.specialiSts in getting the

training, education, and counseling neede0 to'make the.personal

aild social adjustments ne.cessary o enter a vocation. The peces-
,

sary adjustment requires that the client make his values and

aspirations crpatible withla system that emphasizes responsible,

paid employment as a measure of acceptance,ind ap'proval. This

adjustment id particularly crucial for the drug abusing client.

In 'order to,assiA a clibnt in this adjustment,.a VR speCialist.

III/

I *,

. must be able to assess'ttie.client's aspirationt, valueS;

..
and abilities. He must then be able to guide the person.throtigh-

, .
-

thAprocess of training, planning, referral,.and jObhunting. He
...2\

, must support the client through job developMent and placement,
. , . a

and, finally, follow up with'the employer and)client. Vocational
'

k

1

t,

counseling is the process thromgh which,these functions take plade.

Clients arc often able.to learn hew attitudes and appraise

asseps A.nd liabilities with respect to.Nobatonal 'realities, without

requiring inajor personality restructuring. :In these,ca'ses,

psychotherapy is not needed. In any eyent, psychotherapy is not i

the VR specialist.

)0'

dip

6

/ .

I
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Module 1^

Psychotherak may be'nleded ih some measUre, but vocational

planning, not psychotherapys the prikary orientation of the
4

...1>kocess. The vodatibnal counielor is the reinforCing agent,.
_

facilil'ator of client activity, resource -person, and "expert"

on techniques for diecovering information relevant,to voca='

tional plannifig. Although the VR specialist may pork with a '

9lient on a num8er or aoWlems, he is. primarily concerned with,

the vocational rehabilitation. of the client. This is an
e

important bonsideration to keep in mind, because in drug treat

mtnt facilities rolemboundaries between Vocational and

therapeutic-,,Inselorsgare ofted ill-defined.

The VR epecialist must be able: , 1) to=establish a contrict

with the client, sileciOing the goals that they are work:;ng
.

together to achieve; 2)10 guide, facilitate, and counsel the

client in making personal and social adjustments that prepare

him for work; 3) to make
Aw
appropriate referrals for services

qUIL

that are.unavailable within the program;.4) to develop jobs;

5) to make placement referrals to employers; ind 6) to provide

supportive seivices, suCh.as follow-up counseling, that" help the ,

,client sustain himself once he is employed.

WORK.AND SOCIETY

.Pertinent to any discuspon of the voCational rehabilitation

process is the meaning of work in our society. It ,is important

that the vocation'al specialist understand why people Pork,

t,
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for hissgoal is.-the,vocation adjulstment.of hié clients;, all

of hii.activitios are directed toward' this gdal.
,1-

ciurs !s a strohly work-oriented society$ the pbility to

perform in paid employmeht is uied 'as an important indiCator

of personal worth. Although one's,ahility to secure and main-

taih a job is one of the ways society identifies

those who.are acceptable and thase who are not, wg knoW that

simply rIceiving a ileycheCk is not sufficient gratifidation. If

paid emPlophnt were the only requirement for suitable work, then

- the VR specialtist would not need to consider such factors as a
A

client's interest, aptitudes and the conditions . .

. A
, conducive to. satisfaction with:his job. On theAbontrary, he

would need only to find or create jobs his client could do and that

would provide the client with the essentials of living. The

client's emotional needs oi needttor personal satiSfaction

Would nc4 be considerations. .

,

)

However, peaPle are happiest and most .productive when perform,

e

,ing work that fulfills their psychollogical needs and, róvides
. .

, .

.
them with the material necessities4. Work, as a way o ltife, is

A
one of the ways in Which Atericcins find social acce nce and a

personal internal sense of themsellies as "worthwhile." When,

for any reason, the individual is unable to.get or keep &job;

he is threatened by a lack of-social acceptance, poor se.1f41

concept, and all the possible reactions that result from feeling

unaccepted (or unacceptable) and worthless.
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What is work then, if it is more 'than.just earning a. salary?
v

'David Steinberg (1971) .descjibes his perception of work in the
4

following thoughts. . .
,

. .

Woikirp and growing stand,VerY close together. Pet-
.,

P

4 haps theyiare completely synoflymous. At least I ckl't .6

1 V 1

ft think of how to do one withdut the .4ther. ..
.

I ,- For the lawnmoOerf:the opposite of workina is being,

broken. -And for part of me that"s also true.. My work (

is a sign of where am. When,I'm broken, I dontt work.'
4

Until clients of drug reatment and .:ehapilitation programs
. ,

,

begin to move toward the societal ideal of gainful employment,

. kience social accellance'arid elevated self-esteem, they will
s.-

, . w
. 4.; r *

.
.

cohtinue to be "broken".--perpettlal readiviaks. . Unless trie treat-.

''Intent and xehabilitation process with dru% abusers,lincludes_ an

Intentional, cleolarly defined, skillful.effort of reeducation and -

hkill training in preparint the client psychglOgically and phys-
4

.

. . .

k ically to enter the world o'f work, lpt rehabilitation process is
. . .

. . /

incomplete and m4ningless. Iteis meanillglets if.it does not
..

,

. ,
, . , . .

.
.

4

facilitate the drug anuser's abstinence from drugs and he acceptance
i I' : . ,

a./ ,

. .

of himself as an independent, self-reliant membèr.of* society. .

s

. I

Staying itraight is doubly diffficult for the min6rity ex-
.

addict who is, first ofilfall, affected ,by minai-ity status, .

secondly, stigmatized as an ex-addict, and, thiraly,.probabrv

unaware pf tSe values and work sklrs necessary to make the

adjUstffient to a regular life. The rate of recidivism for this
.

,

'population will continue to-bp excessively fligh unless treat-'

'-ment programs take more seriously thp.neet.. for systematic .

pIanning'tb meet' the vocatidnal needs of clients. .

. %

Ma.

a.'
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3 ,
itierely considering VocatiOnal needs may not be enough,Z,and it

111, ..is at thisTdiht that the counseling ahd gUidanCe function that
e

,

/, .

f,

oper'ates in any'good rehabilit'ation4Progiam Must'take over.

. t 11.
.

, helping the cl(ent develop a genuine.apueciation of himself as a

%

worker may be a difficult task. Thilis especiLly true,for,those
. --.

clients.who /have notliad experiences.that would .1,eadtthem to rli

i. 4. . .

, 4 '
believe that theit dare intrinsic sAtiSfAction6 to be derived-From I

the work experietnce.

the VW-specialist need not believe that the work ethic is

viable, but he shpuld accept that it exists. Despite..ptilosophical

a'rgument's pro and con, the value Of paid employment is adend re-

slult of the vocatiOnal rehabilitation pcocess.. Th,is coursb is

based on the assumptions that: 1) given the preparation and op-

,

portunity foll)a SuCcessful work experience, most people would

prefer full or part-time paid employment to-the "haslle" of criminal

activity Jr public assistance;. fl the majority,of people are.capable of

. .

and suitable ior some form of work activity (work 'activity is not de-

1,

.

fi ed by thfi)-Middle-class concept of a traditional nina to five jo!)-,

but rather by any paid activity performed full or part-time, suitable
:

to the individual's psychological needs and interests);.ana 3Y,the
7

IR specialist'mu't be able to-hel0 a cl'ient discover what he or

iflp is interested in and dapable of doing.for wages by being aware .

of traditional employment opportunlitiPs ci:s well as'alternatives

)that.su client's life experiences, preferences, e"tc. There

is-of en such a disparity between the employment qualifications

1-7
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,And social profile,of the 1,pical inactive addict (criminal record,

lack of education, scanty, work history and minority group dtatus)

and the nepas ofthe'employer that the VR specialist mustloe

.-
1

'extremely imaginative and tenacious in preparing and securing

actual ethployment for the client.

#4

0

-N>
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(

, A VOCATIONAL REHkBILITATION PROCESS MODEL

Hugh WardiAn Employment and Addiction: Overview of Issues

(1973) describes the problems of inactive Addicts and employment

by defining several elemelts that have contributed to the "lag"

between treatment and total rehabilitation of clients in drug

I.

prcgrams. Tliese relevant factors are: ly that.the perspectives

of,agencies.and intlividuals involved in treatment programs are so

t!tiverse that nobody feels responsible for the employment issue, and

2) theft is the.mistaken belief that if Odicts are rehabilitated,

employment will be taken care of automatically.

Recently the Joint Commission on Accreditatioh of Hospitals

published Standards for.Drug Abuse Treatment and Rehabilitation

Programs (JCAH, i975). Developed in conjunction with specialists

in the drug abuse field, the document establishes principles that

drug pEOgramg.should strive to meet.

The following model for vocational rehabilitation services in

.drug treatment and rehabilitation programs parallels the standards

established by the JCAH (1975). A strong commitment of manpower,

time, and funas from the progra; is required to implement this

aspect of drug rehabilitation treatment. The program myst also

)
define its success in terms of the vocational adjustment and gain-

ful employment of its graduates. If a program does not have the

resources for vocational services, responsibility should be delegated
\

to an outside agency. However, the agency should assign a specific

individuarto serve as coordinator ol the program's vocational
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rehabill!,tation component.

This model presumes that the VR specialist is a fully integrated

and valued member of the treatment team from the mo f the

client's entrance into the rehabilitation procesA.z Often the

vocational counselor or specialist is included only after the .

Plient is believed to "have his head together," which may be a

month or less before'his anticipated exi;.:..from the program.:

The vocational rehabilitation process model presented here has

been specifically tailored for the vocational rehabilitation

specialist. It is assumed that he is'work,ing with a trained

counselor,* dild does not have the repponsibility for psychological

or vocational testing or for test interpretation.

_The. vocational rehabilitation proCess is a planned, orderly

sequence of services related to'the total needs of each client.

To achieve this--
4

action must be based upon adequate assessMent information

,that has been accurately and realistically interpreted;

eaChclient must receive services that are -, ..c1 by a

sound plan agreed to by both client and specialist;
'A

each service' must ge rendered thoroughly and systematic-
.. 4

ally, and followed up;

*. Master's level vobatiodal rehabilitation counselor at other
professionally trained counpelqs

A

e

1=1.0
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,111/4 tbeuidance and counbelLing prooess is the vehicle
P

s-
through which a therapeutic.climate is established,

making it possible to renUer vocational si;ei.viFes;

adequate records must be kept for,effective administra-
i>

'Gan and evaluation of client services:

The process begins with a client's entrY-into a treatiment and'
-

rehabilitation. prbgram4(after detoxification, if needed), and.
.?

.epds ith his successful djustment to.a job.

The Assessment Function

The cornerstone of any helping process is the initi.il-assess-
.

Ment and contract established between the client alicd counselor.

Assessment is a systematic procedure in which th&vocational

'r
rehabilitation counselor collects information atip4 and from

the client in order to develop a coTprehensive rehabilitatiqp

plan, a contract reflecting the end goal of the individual

. client once hv has been rehabilitated. This plan should

consider the extent to whj,ph the 6lient has developed or needs

to develop-skills, Inowledgel work habits, values, and inter-
,.

personal skills in order to achieve the desired outcome.

74%
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es

The client may requirp specialized servies.that are not

.available within the program. The yo4tional rehabilitation

try._('
specialist may draw oh resOurces stich as the State Department

*

,of Vocational Rehabilitation or the Dep rtment,of Employment

Services, both tf which may be used for special testing and

more sophisticated vocational evaluation.

The Guidance Funct,ion
4

k.N

/,. 4

i'4 ;
, Vocational rehabilitation co.anseling is a process in which the

1 ,4'
d

.
spedialist,thinks,_and works i4 4 face-tO-face relationship with

.

a disablea person in order to helO him understaRdipoth his

4

Y
problems apd potentialities and to carry through,a program of

4,
adjustment and celf-improvement with the goal of mAking the best

'''.....,
.

.1

poisible vocational, personal And social adjustment.

/
There are, however, some confliots .in thesade-As to whether

.

.
..

.

or not) the I funciion of the vácational 'rehabilittioh' .

,

/--N._

.
speciaIistjs primarily tliat of counseling or the coerdimation of

services. The.point of view here
s
is that the.counseli4g

, .

relationship is the vehicle through

I

dwhich the client is ehable.

Dto 1) examine his.vocatiopal and 6 cial deficiencies, 2) take

necessary risks towar0 making life changes, and I) accept

1-12
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lervices. Therefore, the primary concern of the vocational

Modd)le 1

rehabilitation specialist is the 'establishment of a trutting,

goal-oriented, facilitative relationship with the client that

will allow them both to make and follow through on vocational

.,plans.leading to the client's vocational,,personal and social

adjustment,.

The guidance and counseling function,performed by'the vocation-

'al specialist in the treatment setting involves the following

.processes: L- \ ,."

do' dontracting, continuous goal-setting, and problem solving

Relationship-building for personal supPoA and encourage-
,

ment

Teaching or building on existing life skills, such as inter-
.

Personal skills, work habits, survival skills (budgeting,

banking, avocationaI interests, personal time management,

etc.)

Identification of vocational options .

Identification of and referral for support'resources,

e.g., public aisistance, family counseling, unemployment*

and workinan's compensation

'do _Client follow-up

Carbful record keeping
)

Collaboration with other staff in the program so,A,at

there is .continuity in. services delivered to'the client
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Once the cj.ient's problem a;eas are Identified-and hi,s goals
41,

410*
art establisiled, several courses of action are availble:

Vocational Trainimg. If a client needs to develop salable
e.

job skills, vocational ti'Aiqincl may-be neAed: 'The 'client,
NO,

should be involved in the .selection of a field for trotting.

The specialist stiould 1,o'peasonably suie, however, that

there is a job market fop th .that 'the Lient Is

. -

leing taught.
7

Personal Adjustment Traitning. The client.may need io develdp
-

and improve social skills that will lielp him get alon% with

fellow-employees and relate'to a supervisor.. He needs to

learn to get,to work on time, and to acquire essential

. work habits.

Sileltered or Modified Employment. The client mdy have to

begin his rehabilitation in a silltered setting. Demands

on him will be made gradually. Pressures will increase

slowly until it is clear that the client can function in a

conventional work setting.
N

Socifl RehaNditation. Here the stress(is on improving

interpersonal relationships so that the client will learn

to trust ithers, to co4fol his hostility, and to deal with

negative feedback.

.The*se concerns may be addrIcsed during individual or group

counseling sessions, depending .uTon which setting meets the needs

of both olient and specialist.''

3 2
0
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The ,Support'Functioxi

;I

Module 1 .

.;

Wk. rt

The slipport fUnction is defined as thos service% that'
(

.

,are prolfided bir the.client when hefis job-ready--yocatioRally,

socially and psychológica*y.

job placement, and follow-up.

SuppJrt includes job developmerit,

Without ongoing tupportive

pervices as \an integral part of.the treatment and rehp4ilitation
7

'process, the*probability.og successful client'work-adjustmenp is

questionable. For example, the types of supportive activities

that are responsive to the clieht's neMs are:

Adequate, creative, and realistic job development policies

arid proceOurd's. r

4..Provision of alternative J4nds,of on-the-job training and

unusual job placements ewell as the more traditional

r I
.11, 0

placeme9 and training opportunities

,Air Highly developed support programs that p(epare clients

for entry intq the labor market by focusing on the

psychological components of job readinees, job satisfac-

tion, and work adjustment

ev. Carefta attention to the".client's conyentinnal life-skill

deve3 opment

The low priority given to support and followlip services in

*Anost drug treatment programs may be one factor contributing c:).

the apparently high recidivism rates.

1-15
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A
The functional support areas are the following:

0

Module.1

Job Developmeq. Thig.is a systematic process for creating

.future job opportunities hased on-projected program needs and

individual client'needs.'.

It encoMpasses eMplOyer.edua'ation, contactingand-
specialized Agencies, building a cbmmurifty relations program,

1

to makntain interest and commitments, deltéloping alternative

and one-fof-akind jabs, and building systematic resourQe:.,
0

files:

'Placemen t. .ftge we'are dealing with. ,preparation of the

employelw as well as the client, .. Assessing the psycholdgical
.

readiness of the client to moi/e i,nto a job and designing a,
' I

,

plan.to reseorld td those areas in which he seems unprepared

1

. ,

.. are a part of placbment .planning.'. Asse.ssment of situAional
4. 0, f

( .'

needs (k iinsOortatonc wardrobe, stipen'il, t61s, on-the-job
.>

*

training, etc.),,, recognition of anxiety about the initial
', . .. ( - , .

. inerview oi '!fearlantasied4 aboUtwfailingihre the'.concerns

1

I.

dealt with dur,ing placement,
/.

follow-4 Af
v

yollow-up concerhs'work,,adjustmont and personaL.life adjustment

1

? as the clieot pr6pares to,) 3,eave the kreatment facility and become '

. . , .

, !

, w

totally independent.. This transittoA means'that the client rust'
, .3. ...

. 10

adjudt to a whole new.work-andoli'ving situation.

.
Despite preparatory.training,;the knew environment and

,arrangements may have unfabiliar and disturbing elements for the'
. .

client. Intensit,re postplaceme6t counseling4ervices are critical

, to the work adjustment and long-term rehabilitation of the client.

3
1-16
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Supportive counseling im this area may include:
A

Performing folloW-'uc (collecting information about rand

,
from the client and use of that information for cuerent

and fu'llre planntng)

4,
Supportive counseling Odealing with anxiety, use of

. .

leisure ti14, problems, that,surface relativeto personal
\

, work and work adjustment)

/Employer evaluation aad client laAvocacy

Futuxe.planning for training, education, joh advancement,

,
and ITcational change

Record:keeping for effqctive plannIng

SUMMARY 9 z

4110
-!th 4g effective,'any drug abuse treatmenty0d rehazilitation

program must pclude a comprehensive vocational rehabilitation.

,

. -effort, complete with realistic goals and objectives. This
,

'effort includes AsastEisig. of the client's situatioh and'nebds,

.. . 11. ..
.

.
.

i
. guidance through a difficult peiiod of adjustmeht,..suppori during

the job.7readipério.follow-up.after placement,. and .ill of the .

,
. n c

0
N

.

tasks inriuded in these four major areas._ .

,
.-.. ,

.
, c,

.

A
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Module 2
,

Resource Paper
Topic Outline

-

THE VOCATIONAL REWILITATION SPECIALIST

I. Vocational rehabilitation defined
>

A. Finding eMployment for client. through .

1. Assessing ci4ent's aspirations

2. GuidiT clight to goals

3. Supporting client through placement

4. Following'up with employer and client

B. 'importance of gdod.pla ent

Primary functions of the vocational rehabilitation
. 3

.specialist

A. Planning and progEam development

B. Counseling ahd problem solving

C. Client assessment

D. -:-..iucational and occuoational planning

C. Referral

F. Staff counsulting

Community relati ns.

H. Job development`

I. Job placement

2-1
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III.. Information needed by the vocational rehOiliiation

specialist in hè rehabililetion process

.4

A. Specialized services

B. Vocational evaluation
,

C. Vocational training

. D. Personal adjustment.training

E. Sheltered employment

F. Social.rehabilitation

G. Placement

H. .Follow-up

I

2-2
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THE VOCATIONAL REhABILITATI/SN SPECIALIST

INTRODUCTION
jF

Many treatment,programs do not have an individual desimiated

-to perform vocational counseling. Instead, a treatment cOun-

selor must often perform this role in 'addition to myriad other duties.

In order to provide th4 important service to clients, the special-,

4

ist mutt be aware.tof the vocational rehabilitation process and tbe

specific role that he plays. The 'following, description represents

the role and. functionsof the VR specialist in a treatment program.

It presents definite standards upon which specialists can pattern

their approach.

.\ In Module 1 wt defined the vocatiorial rehabilitation specialist

as- a staff person who prodides vocational counseling under stiper-

vid?.,on of.a treatment counselor (program director, etc.) or a
.

vocational rehabilitation counselor. A master's degree in

v6cation4_rehabilitation is not a prerequisite for the specialist's

role.

The specialist's primacy responsibility is to facilitate the

client's entry into the working world. Tprough vocational coun-

selia4 he helps the client move toward finding meanin4ful employ-

ment that will enable him to become an independent and productive,

member of society. To achieve thi s. goal, the vocational rehabili-

tition specialidt concentrates on specific functions that include

asSessment of the client's needs, abi4ties and values; counseling

through the job planning and hunting prucess; support during job

I.

2-3
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11.
placemen ;and follow-up after employment is established. The

vocational rehabilitation specialist is a reinforcing agent, a
,-

't
resource person and an "expert" on techniques for discovering

data relevant to vocatiohal planning. Because of the numerous

essential services performed, the inclusion of the vocational re-

.0 habilitation specialist early in the client's treatment is an'

important consideration.

The vocational tehablitatioh specialist may be tempted to

find employment bf any kind for his client in the hope that this

will qatisfy the 'client's needs and perhaps satisfy his own

supervisor's need for accountability. Although this is an import-

ant function, the specialist must recognize that mere placement

in a paying job May not, in fact, meet the needs of the client.

The jobless individual may see job placement as paramount

among his needs; however, a poorly placed person is-often, ulti-

maiely, an unsatisfied person--one who, albeit employed, will

soon be seeking.an escape from an unsatisfactory way ol life.

Further, if the emphasis is on finding wor rly kind of work,

there is the risk of ending up in,a d It is the

counselor's' responsibility to couple t the c14,,

immediate need for gainful employment wita ....mtinued counseling

aimed it rettaining for higher skill levels. The client then is

employed and equipped to make more appropriate and satisfying

vocational 'choices.

#
Other .concerns such As community relations and program devel-

't

opment are also important to the specialist seekinri to do a

40
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thorough job, though they may no't seem directly related to client

serviCes.

4*

PRIMARY FUNCTIONS-OF THE ya PECIALIST
IA*

Major functions of the.VR ecialict in the'helping relation-
.

(--

ship with the clidnt.include thfollowing:,

' Planning and Program Develoiment

Counseling and Problem'Solvinq

AssessMent

Educational and Occupational Planning

Staff r!onsulting :

Community Relations

Job-Development

Job ,Placement

Planning and Program Development. Before any one of t.lese

activities can be undertakenl.cooperative planning by the entire

staff must be implemented,. Planning and program' deveopment may

also include input from the community and agencies cooperating in

formulating the. program's objectives. It is imperative that the

objectives of the program, as well a'S procedures.for meeting the

objectives, be _clearly defined and-itated.

The vocationalrehabilitation specialist's role in this plan-

ning process is to--

assist in defining .objectives of the vocational rehabilita-

tion program;

identify needs of clients;

2-5
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assist in del/eloping plans and procedures;

evaluate'the planned program.

Counseling and Problem Solving.. This is the OFimary.mechanism

for building trust with the client, for obtaining infomation about.

. the client, Nir establishing a contract arid goals with the client,

and ultimately for assisting the client in 'maintaining suitable

\

employment.

During,vocational counseling, the specialist builds on .reat-..

ment counseling.
4

In rder t.o do this thejpecialist--

teinforces the client's efforts to understand and accept'

lf;

*assists the client in exploring and understanding his own

T.. values and attitudes related to work;

provides the ,client-with objective information about him- -

self that rlates to hisTreparation c.or work;

provides new the environment to the client;

assists the clien in establishing goals, solving problems,
_r-

and making plans.

Client Assessment. This function may be shared by the intake

worker (or assessment specialist) and others. Partictrrarly in

programs that use other existing agencies, such as the State

Departmokt of.Vocational Rehabi4itation Employment Services for

client assessment, the VR specialist is the coordinator of such

services for the client. The DVR, for instance, can provide general

and specialized aptitude, vocational interestoohd psYchological

testinTand man,'other services. Back4round data,

2-64 2
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standardized testing results, academic records, results of

coriferences with others, aid other data about the client are

shared with the cTIent for his use.

4 .74

The vocationa-Vrehabdlitation specialist--
,

a coordinatgs the compilat,ion of useful4data about the client;

maintains records about the /lient;

interp'rets ?ffbrmdtion for the client in a manner acceptable

-
tohim;

assists the client, through personal interviews, in gather-

ing further infoYmation about himself for self-understanding

and-decision making.

Educational and Occupational Planning. Distinctions between

short-term goals, mid-range goals, and long-term god/s must 8b,-/'

made with the client, but the VR specialist must bear in mind that

his perception of time may differ from the client!s% It is crucial

that intelligent planning for the client's educational or occupa-

tional goals beconducted for and with the client. People are

ot statiC i:, so that the growth and changing needs of the L.vidual

Oust be considered,while condudting such,planning.

The vocational rehabilitation specialist--

relates the client's interests, abilities, aspiration,s,

and experiences to, both current and future-educatj.onal or

occupational opportunities;

assists the client in understanding procedures for applica-

2 -7
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'tiond and job interkiews;

keeps abreast of specialized job programs affd training

opportunities in his area;

describes current educational and occupational dpportunities.

(This may involve group programs, goal-oriented group sessions,

or other methods of com4ication.)

/AP

Referral. The VR\specialist as a major responsibility for
1 ,

making and coordinating referr is to agencies outside the trTat-

ment agency and to specipl service departments within the agency.

The VR specialist, there4ore, thust be knowledgeable of the various

services available to the'clientecI.must make sure that contacts

with service providers Are established and maintained.

/te vocational rehabilitation specialist--

.mainAins close morking relationships with referral sources 4

and Lublets, state department of vocational rehabili-

tation, stat'e department of employment security, department

--n6f social services, family services agenciesA

establi hes referral prOcedurei where applicable;

lO 7,1,11,11taiifis follow-up.of referrals.

Staff COnsulting. The speclalist works closely with other'

members of the treatment program in order to maximize services

to the client.

nThe vocational rehabilitation specialist--

shares appiopriate client data with staff;
4

represents his client at case cOlferences and participates

in staff training programs and meetings;
It

provides taff with valuable information abotit the needs

4 clients. 2-8
4 1
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Community Relations. The treatment program has the responsi-.

bility of interpreting its services to the sommunity. The VR

specialist.can partially accomplish this by maintaining contacts'

with Other a6encies that can serve his clients. Much'of thL
.

work may be performed on an informal or personal basis.
*

Job Development. N1though this responsibility may belong to

another specialist, job development could be the dutY of the VR

specialiist. ft requires a great deal of work--both in person and

on the phone--to establish a pool of job resources for clients.

Ratience, diplOmacy, persistence, and resourcefulyss are esseatial'-

characteristics for a successful job developer.

Placement. This responsibility is crucial and involves many

e serv,ices already mentioned. .The VR specialist must ensure

that an appropriate placement is made, one that 'will satisfy not

only the immediate heed for gainful employment, but also the clients'

'more deeply felt persbnal needs for dignity, self-sufficiency,

proddctivity, and self-esteem. Placement is not necessa'iily re-

.stricted to job placement; itkalso refers to finding educational

17
programs for the cli

:
t that wirl.better equip them for jobs.

J
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41.k/. INFORMATION NEEDED BY THE VR SPECALIST .

. IN THE REHXBILITATION PROCESS

In th5 preceding section, we discussed the various activities'

(components) of the rehabilitation process. This section will
1

.

review a series of questions tnat the'VR specialist needs to 1

consider about'the needs of the client. The answers to these

questions may, in fact, dictatd the approp'riaté treatment or

rehabilitation plan.

A

At this tne the counselor must be sensitive to what his client

is requesting. That mears paying attention.to both stated' and

implied goals.and'needs. He inust observe.the client's behavior

,and determine how to make the best use of theAlient!s existing

skills, attitudes, and aspirations while discouraTing negative

or maladaptive behaviors. He must also be *are that readiness

for vocational planning oropmployment diffeA widely from 'client

e.
to client.

.

Specialized Services. Is special testing necessary? 'Are

.physical handicaps Present? Is psychiatric inter'vention neces-
.

sary?* Is hospitalization required? If any of these services
r

seem neceSsary, the specialist must discuss them with his client

and his supervisor to agree on:the best mett;ods for implementing

the services.

Vocational Evaluation: The-specialist need; a complete picture
11,

of the vocational background of the client. Vocational explora-

411/ tion may be necessary. Interest and aptitude testing may be

appropriate. The following types of testing are usually available.

2-11 4 ri
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thrciug4 the State Department of Vocational Rehabilitation: per-

sonality tests such as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Inventory; intelligence .tests such as the,Webhsler Adult In-.

,telligence Scale (WAIS); and vocAtional tests such as The

'Kuaer Occupational Iiterest.Survey (KOIS), She gtrong /ocational

Ifiterest Blanki.The Differential.Aptitude Tests (DATt and the
a

,

General Aptitude Test Battery (CATB).

Vocational Training. Many clients will not have ialable job

skills. If vocational training is suggested, the specialist must

be sure that the client understands the length and demand§ of

such training. Is remuneration part of the training? Will a
.

lob.be available upon completion? What is the labor market out-

look for that kind of job?.

Personal Adjustment Training. The client may have to learn to

get along with fellow employees and to ra'elate to a supervisor.

1 :e may need to learn to get to work on time as well as to acquire

the work habits essential to the job. The specialist must be

aware of each client's adjustment needs an ensure that the most

appropriate program is undertaken.

Shelteftd Lmployment. If the client must begin his rehabilita-

(

tion in a sheltered setting, the VR.specialist must undertake to

cdOrdinate the placement and, most importantly, follow up to

ensure that the client "graduates" to more demanding employment
1

as soon as he is ready.

Footnote:

Please see-the appendix, "Psychometric Testing," on page 449 for

additional information.

2-12' 4 7
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Social Rehabilitation. Lere.the emphasis is on interpersonal
(

:relationships.>,alle.client. must le.arn to trust others, to,contral

his hostility, to deal with negative fedback. Techniques useful'

for the client include role-playing, group counseling, and

practice in relating to a wide variety of People 'and situations.

Placement. The specialist and the client must work together

tsfind a suitable job for the Client. 'the client must pass an

initial employee interview, become familiar with t:he requirements .

of the job, and be prepared fot the new everience of a day-to-day

'Wbrking life. At thislpoint, it may be worthwhile to spend some,

time with,the employer (or supervisor) to be zure 'that he under-

stands the client's status and'Will take into aCcount that the

client is undergoing a .critical and difficult 1_,..ansition in his

life.'

Foilowup. Although the slient may be placed, he may still

have fears, anxieties, and work-related problems. Vhe specalist

should be available on a regular basis as long as it seems neces-
.

I.

sary. The first few days on ehe job ore often the Most traumatic

for the client; support and encouragement may Le necessary.

In the first two modules we ha4Ye concentrated on an ovflrall

of the vocational rehWAlitation process and the role of the vocation-

al rehabilitation specialist within that framework. 7ach of the

.. succeeding modules wiT1 emphasize the impl enit2n tation of these'

concepts and functions. The followin,4 modules represent the
4

"how to" of the course--the pra(Imatic,process (A.conduCting a

sound and effective vocational rehabilitatk)n irogram.

2-13
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. . ,

REFERENCE.LIST

Standards for Drug Abuse Treatment.and Rehhbilitation PrograMd.
.

,

Chicago, Illinois:. Accreditation Codncil for Pstchiatric

Facilities, Joint Commission on Accreditation f Hospitals,
.

r975.

49
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Niodule 2
. Learning Activity 1

VOCATIONAL REHABILliATION SPECIALIST
POSITION DESCRIPTION*

POSITION CONTROLS

/

.\ .

The Vocational Rehabilitation Specialist \
,

The VR specialist works under general sUpervision oT the voca-
tional rehabilitation counselor or treatment\counselor. Tecnnical
supervision may be available from a centralii0d vocational rehabili-
tation unit or the city's vocational rehabili4tion depA.'tment.

, Work is reviewed by a supervising counselor and\a program administra-
tor. . .7

DUTIES AND RESPOliSIBILITIES

The Specialist--

1) collects available social, educational, economic, and
vocationalminfortation off the client that can be used
in 1Becurinrsultable employment;

111/ 42) 'contacts employment and social/civic serviCe agencies
in seeking employment for the clienti

3), is responsible foPhfollow-up informationI

4) 'conducts employmentligadjustment sessiOns y.fith clients to
instruct them in al4T7Thg for, securing, and m Iltaining a job;

5) maintains accurate records for statistical purposes of' numbei-
of clients referred by counselors, nuMber of clients referred
to Various agencies, etc.;

6) keeps records collected on intake and updalkes records periodically
'to include em?loyment needs, previous employment records,
apirenticeships and skills of all clients, trainin6 needs, exc.

7) participates in treatment team meetings;

Br performs other duties as assigned.
%

%*Outplatient Drwg Free Treaiment Manual, Special Action Office
Monograph, August 1974, Series C; (4) 48.

2-15
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Learning Actitity 2

PROGRAM FORCE FIELD'AULYSIS

The form on the facing pige Ls desigfted to help you examite-,

your pro4ram (organizational) environment to determine'those

. forces that help,or hinder 'you in 'meeting your(responsibilities

to your clients and to the program.

f.
The value of the form lies in its ability to stimulate your

thinking aboUt many,factors, The more forces you can identify

in eitheg direction, the more useful your anal5;Sis will be
.`

as you plan y(ur strategy for increasing your support.

-

Directions. List, along 6te arropointing down, those

factors in your program thai HELP you do your job, (+ factors)

, forAxample, good support and supervision, clearly defined

rehabilitation goals for clients, etc. Next, list, along the

arrows.pointing Up,.those factors that WORK AGAINST you in
Ws

doing your job', (= factorsi for example, little or no commitment

to ihe vocational rehabilitation Aspect ot the program,

4 unmoe.vated clients, job not clearly defined, etc.

2-16
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SELF-ASSESSMENT FORM

Directions for Use

Module 2
ipparning Activity 3

This self-assessMent form will enable you to record the
information that.will help you determine those areas in which you
should' concentrate your efforts\toward skill and knowledge
development in this training program. 'It should also provide a
yardstick by which you can measure the program's effectiveness.

Unless you determine otherwise, no one but you will see this
assessment. .There are no right or wrong answers to an assessment
of this type. Its value is directly related to your candid
assessment of yourself in each skill And knowledge area..

Your group has discussed the role and function of the,
vocational rehabilitation specialist and identified the skills
and knowledge needed 'to perform the job. To use this form,
simply write each of these areas on the lines (a to t) on the left
side of the assessment form. Next circle the number that
corresponds to your rating of yourself in each area, from a minimum
of I (no knowledge'or skill) to a.maximum of 5 Icomplete mastery
of this skill or knowledge area) . You need not rate yourself for
those areas that are not part of your'job:

After you have rated yourself in each of the skill and know-
ledge areas that appldes to your job,.revieW the list and decide
in which areas you feel you have the greatest need for improVe-
tent. Place an X over thd number that corresponds to the degree
Of proficiency you realistically expect to achieve as a result of
this training program.

Example:

Skill and/or Knowledge Area

a . ;040404144147 tC47:44.44tad

b . ,Antor4g14.6.7

2-18

Degree of Proficiency

1 2 (1) 4 5

1(
1 (2) 3 4 5
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Mbdule 2
Learning Activity 3

SELF-ASSESSMENT FORM

.Skill and/or Know1gdge Area Degree of proficiency

4 a . 1 2 3 4 5

b. 1 2 3 4 5

c. 1 2 3 4 5

d. 1 2 3 4 5

e. 1 2 3 4-) 5

f. 1 2 3 4 5

g.. 1 2 3 4 5

h. 1 2 j ' 4 5

i. 1 2/3 4 5

j. 1 2 3 4 5

k. 1 2 3 4 3

1. 1 2 3 4 5

m. 1 2 t3 4 5

n. 1 2 3 4 5

o.
I.

1 2 3 4 5

P. 1 .2 3 4 5

LI. 1 2

%

r. 1 2 '3 4 5

S. 1 a 3 4 5

t . _ 1 2. 3 4 5

2-19
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Module 3
Resource Paper
Topic outline

UNDERSTANDIN(3 DRU1 ABUSE: IiPLICArnIONS

FOR.VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

I. The effect of lifestyle on drug abuse

A. Reasons for examining lifestyle

B. Distinct lifestyles of drug users

1. The street addict

2. The dealer addict

3., The shooting (-Tanen, addict.

4. The female addict

5. The suburban addict

6. The employe0 addict

1 7. The addict under treatffent

,

kII. !:'actors that contribute to chronic drug abuse and %the

rewards of addiction

A. Why take drugs?

1. Availability of the drug

1
2. Peer group influence.

3. Escape and personality theories

4. Antisocial theories

3-1
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B. The,reward of addiction

1. Physiological effects

2. Psychological functions

3. Sobial functions

4. DevelOpment oS'survival skills

Factors.contributing_to the resumption of narcotics;

aspects of the drug experience

A Phai-macological

D . Conditioning c

C.
,/
Lack of life options

.

4

;
,

t

(

1

2.

3.

4.

.

Double failure theory

Alternative occupation theory

Anomie thepry

Subculture theory

IV. What prompts withdrawal?

A. Avoidance of negative factors

B. Physical deliberation

C. Need for support during withdrawal

V. Summary

3-2 5
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Resburce Tsaper

UNDERSTANDING DRUG ABUSE: IMPLICATIOTIS
FORNOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

INTRODUdTION

It is important for anyone working with inactive addicts to

understand the dynalOics, both personal and social, that led o the

individualfs decision to take and eventually require addicting

drugs. As with any other medical or psychological condition that

radically alters an individual's life, or removes him or her from

the normal course of existence, the precipitating factors must be

understood-if a long-lasting change is-to be effected.

In this module, some of the causes of drug abuse are di cuss

1and several references for further reading or amplifica ion are

provided. The module trtats three issues--individual st.77les,

factors that contribute to continued or resumed use of dru and

events that motivate the individual's withdrawal from drugs.
k

Although these issues are treated separately, there is, of,co rse,

a dynamic process going on with an individual that cannot be as

eadily-isolated in life as it is paper. The important..

càns,Weration ior the vocgiional J.73habilitation worker is that he

understand how and wOthis dynamic process works.

3-3 58
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.N

WHY LOOK AT LIFESTYLES?

The c.lo:t challenging aspect of vociational rehabilitation is

that it requires the client to make dramatic changes in his liffe.

While it is perhaps as unfair to say, "The drug.abuser behai'les

like . .," 'as it is to say) "The construction worker 1.)9aves

like . . .," it may be.important to define and categOr(ieslife-
,.

styles typidal of drug abusers for several important practical

reasons.

.For one reason, previous or current lifestyle provides a

critical.index of theamount of change a person-mustmake during

..rehabilitatiun. In moving from a drug-abusing tq a relitabilita-
.

ted state, the client is fated not only with. giving up drugs

' but also with giving up fhtny aspects of his life that he values.

As he enters rehabilitation,'the client must decide first of all

whether he wants to give up a major part of his life and, secondly,

if the void created by giving up drugs can be fill:d with some-

thing a$ good or better.

It is also important to consider the addict's lifestyle

because some of the traits exhibited are not always detrimental.

The drug abuser often develops a particular kind of existence

that enables him to live successfully as an addict. That life-

style requires an ability to meet needs under stress and provides '

learning ,experiences that may be transferred to legitimate endea-

vors. It is important, therefore, to attempt ,to identify the

3
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positive aspects df the addict's forme.x. Jrifestyle in the early
A

stages of vocational rehabilitation so that they may be adapted

to job training and the counseling process (Nurco, 1972),

Another reason for analyzing the lifestyle of each client is

'that helping professions tra4tionally have focused more atten-

tion on.actual drug use asbbposed to the factors underlying

addiction. Many workers and theorists OerceiVed the individual's

problem as drug abuse, without giving attention to the individual

and/or social psychology (or, perhaps; pathology) that precipitated

esdape through drugs. Although the focus in this course is On
..

'thelvidual's use of drugs, we are aware that the drug

abuser may he the symptoliof a fragmented ociety (just as we

have become amare that drug use is a sympt f problems that

III preceded addiction). . The appro.af7h would th be to "'treat".the quality of life exPerienced in our socie rather than the

individual.

3-5
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DISTINCT.LIFESTYLES

'David Nurco (1972), in his article, "Clinical Impressions of

Lifestyles of NArdoti6 Addicts," describes seven distinct life-

.

Atyles: the street addict, the dealer addict,'the shooting gallery

addict; the female addict, the Suburban addict, he employed

addict, and the addict under treatment.*

-The Street Add.id.dt

Accordihg to Nurco, the street a ct's lifestyle is the most

#

\ common of all addict lifestyles. T e stree addict is defined as
111/

a heroin addict,'unemployed, with no aspirations to become employed.

He supports his addiction primarily through illegal acts,

and has had repeOed experiences with police, courtsand

tile tails.

He begins his day wik a fix or an.,effort to obtain money for a

fix (usually through i4ega.1 means). He pays little attention to

food, clothing or his livihg conditions, concentrating instead on

maintaining his habit. He rarely has nonaddidt friends, and may

be regarded as a "dope fiend" by his peers.

.

*Editor's Note: These categories are nrovided as a guide to

possible types of addict lifestyles. They are nc all-inclusive,

nor mutually exclusiVe; particular life styles mav show character-

istics other than those listed here, or may nossiblv bc a combina-

tion of them.
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Street addicts may also be described as "hustlers." 'They otten

work at specialized schemes for making moneY. In street society,

they are ranked eccording to a fixed hierarch7 of prestige--

their money-making power, ingenuity, and veKsatility. There are

various hustler& on the street, and one hustler may perform several

different types of hustles. The scene is often described as one

big rat race.

A street addict'may'make an attempt to undergo treatment, if

only to b4.ing his habit within the scope_of his financial capabil4-

ties. He usually finds some reason not to continue treatment, and

.returns to the use of,drugs.

The Dealer Addict

The dealer addict is usually more deeply involved in the addict

subcult* 'e than any other type. Though some dealers are not

addicts; those who'are addicted are in the great majority. The

addict dealer is likely to be male, between the ages of 16 and 40,

and probably has been a hard core heroin user for years. He is

probably known by the police, and is usually popular With all the

buyers in pis area. He attempts to protect himself le knowing the
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. characteristics and personality of the cop on the beat and title

peOple most likely to inform the police. He is 'aware of all

neighborhood activity.

Physically, the use of drugs of ,unknown potency, often pocrly

4

administered under unsanitary conditione, takes its toll. Edema,

especialky of the hands and arms, collapsed veins, liverand

kidney disorders, sand abcesses plague the dealer addict. Because his

.consumption of heroin is usually greater and more constant than

that of the'nondealer addict, large quantities of "cut" theroin

diluAnt: usually quinine, benita, or,milk sugar) build up in )is

body. He becomes uncertain of his actual tolerance level.
,

ihe Shooting Gallery Addict

The .shootiqg gallery addict supports his habit by performing a

service for his peers in return for money or drugs. The ervice

usually consists of providing' .for other,addicts a place to administer

their heroin and the paraphernalia required. His lifestyle is

usually less hectic than.that of his customers. Because his

services are constantly in demand, the addicted shpoting gallery

operator may rarely leave the house. The house in which the

gallery is operated is usually in.a neighborhoOd characterized by

low income families, high crime rates, and neighbors who are thor-

oughly familiar with the ghetto philosophy of avoiding trouble by

ignoring what is none of their business. If the house is shared

63
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by non-addidted,family members, ttiere. may be friuent ressure.on

the gallery operator to.end his services or`move elsewhere.
4

The Female Addict ,

,

.

.

\IMost female heroin addicts re under 35 years old. There has

been a marked increase recently in the number,of 16 to 25-year-

old female heroiniaddicts.

A female addict-often prefers to attach herself to a male

addict with whom she might live, usually in a common law relation-

ship. A reciprocal agreement is likely to exiSt through which she

contributes to the financing of their joint habit in'return for a

: degree of protection from other anddicts who may try to take ad-

vantage of her.

The female heroin addict, like her male counterpart, is con-

stantly in search of funds with which to'acquire heroin, but ihe

often has added options. If she is-already a prostitute, for

example, she has an'accessible source of funds.

Prostitution, while dominant in the lives of many female

addicts, is not the only means available for women to support

their habits. Many work as couriers, transporting bundles of

drugs from the seller to the buyer. Ales, especially if they

are important in the drug organization, do not like the risks of

carrying drugs. Therefore they ehljst females, wha may

receive more lenience in case of arrest.
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The Suburban Addict.

The lifestyle of the suburbaq heroin addict differs from

that.of the ghetto or street addict in many ways. The ghetto

addict is usually a delinquent with a juvenile or adult police

record. The suburban addict may have been delinquent prior to

addiction, but has usually been able to avoid arrest or

conviction.

It is likely that the suburban addict is a product of a

middle or upper=class environment. He has thd advantage of a
\

good education and, on the average, a more stable family life.

The suburban addict is less likely to be known to the authorities

as an illegal drug addict, and often is not faced with the

problem of Providing himself With shelter and sustenance,

he becomes more involved with the use of heroin, and as his

tolerance for the consumption of narcotics increases, he be-

comes more and more a part of an outlawed sabculture. The

0011/4

range of choices in the addict's life steadi decreases, and

eventually moral and ethical values prevfou4,slv,pheld become

an impractical luxuryor an irrelevant nuisance. If his

'habit has become .unsupportable by legitimate means, he turns

to crime.

A
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Module 3

A number of individuals in the addict population are able to
\

support themselves through.gainful-employment for a time. To woik

a nornal day and then find the additional time and noney to support

a constantly enlarging heroiLn habit is-no.sMall task., The employed

drug user usually begins his affair with heroin only'on weekends.

In the beginning he prefers to Sniff or skin-pop because he doesn't

want the telltale marks on his arm. Eventually, the employed

addict will find that his involvement has increased to daily use,

and later to more than once a day as his tolerance increases. At

this point, he will u0al1y make gis first atteMpt to discontinue

1111

the use.of heroin. He will discover, but resist admitting to him-

self, ..lat his addiction is established.

Eventually, the employed heroin addict may resort.to crime., often

/ against his employer.

The Addict Under Treatment

Heroin addicts under treatment may be classified, for our purlioses,

into one of two categories: those who are motivated to change and

those who ar not motivated. Addicts apply for admission to drug

treatment ,programs for many reasons, not nece,sarily because they

o

are motivated to give up their habits. Pressures from family or

courts, a desire to consume other, perhaps legal drugs, or theS.
3-11 6 fi
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wish to qualify for a job are the most common reasons.

There is no foolproof way to determine*an individual's true

motivation. The heroin addict who enrolls in a methadone tieat-

pent program 'may be interested in relieving himself of theldon-

stant horror of possible withdrawal. With methadone he is able to

satisfy his need for drugs without risking withdrawal or other

penalities incurred from the use of illegal drugs.. Even the

444ict who enters a drug-free treatment program may not necessarily

gve up his use of drugs; he'may simply substitute alcohol or pills

for heroin.
4

Although drug dependence may not be immediately altered by

treatment, ceitain changes do occur for the addict in spite of his

initial motives. His fears are diminished, his dealings with il-

legal activities lay be reduced, and he becomes slowly accustomed

to the responsibilitieEi imp6sed by being a member of a program.

The different lifestyles described above iboint out some of the

diverse and complex dynamics of drug addiction. As we mentioned

earlier, the focus of this training program is on the drug user,

not n the drugs used. We alluded to the.social and individual

problems that set the stage for drug abuse. In the following

section we will explore some of these factors in more detail.

6 7
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410.

/CHRONIC DRUG ABUSE AND THE REWARDS 9F ADDICTION

Modulo 3

In today's complex sociep, almost all of us at one tine or

another find ourselves in situations that are difficult or

impossible.' We try to cope. Some of us turn to whatever is

available to make the situation bearable. While ohe person

may stick a needle in his arm, another chain-smokes cigarettes,

drinks too much coffee or too many martinis, takes aspirin in

quantity, drives too fast, or eats too much.

It is instructive and often lifesaving to find out why we

do these things. This is expecially true for the drug abuser.

In attempting to answer why a person becomes a narcotic addict,

hbwever, there is often a tendency to propose simplistic answers

such as poor self-esteem, genetic predisposition, socioeconomic

status, and/or the availability of drugs. Yet there seems to

be no definitive answer that can stand on its own without

posing another question. We may say, for example, that a person

starts us. .j drugs because he has a poor self-concept. On the

other hand, we may find that a person has a poor self-concept

because he or she uses drugs. "Why" is often a more complex

question than it appears to be.

Most researchers agree on certain factors that contribute

to addiction. Jaminson (1973) has discussed these in detail;

a few excerpts from%Jaminson's article are provided here.

3-13
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Availability of the Drug

Obviously, for addiction to occur, narcotics must he
available to potential addicts. There is abundant
evidence that addiction rates are highest where
availability is greatest, i.e., in slum areas of
large metropolitan centers and in the health related
professions.

Peer Group Influences

The evidence that the first usage of heroin generally
occurs in a peer group situation is overwhelming.
Chambers, Moffett and Jones - in a study of 806 black
addicts at Lexington - found that 89 percent of their
subiects first experimented with opiates while in the
company of a peer who was already using opiates; 38.7
percent of the addicts began their heroin use in a
group setting....

In Ball's study of Puerto Rican addicts more t.han 80
percent' of the boys reported that they were initiated
by friends who were addictd....

Chien et al. found no evidence of group pressure to
experiment with drugs among the adolescent addicts
they studied; rather, they regarded the first:use of
heroin as a "casual, social experience with peers."
Scher, in his discussion of the group as primary
inducer quotes one addict as saying that the introduc-
tion to addiction was "lust like the introduction to
Cub Scouts or roller skating." It'is also clear...
that curiosity due to a friend's influence plays an
important role in the potivation for first use of
heroin. In a study of addicts' explanations...
Brown, et al., found that curiosity was named as the
major reason by 44.9 percent of the adult males,
40.0 percent of the adult females and 28.8 percent
of the iuvenile males....

Factors of addiction are generally predicated on the
idea that of persons equally exposed to heroin only
a small percutage use it (whether they are doctors
or live in glAttos) and, therefore, some underling
psychological inadequacy must explain the selective
nature of addiction.... 1

Broadly, it is possible to categorize plychiatric
explanations of narcotic addiction into three general
groupings; 1) escape and personality inadequacy
theories, 2) antisocial theories, and 3) family
backgvound theories.

6:)
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1) Escape and personality inadequacy theories

These explanations for opiate addiction have.centered
on the idea of escape- either from the realities of
the surrounding environment (poverty, lack of .oppor-
tunity,' stressful situations in general) or from the
responsibilities of adulthood (sexual role expecta-
tions, gainful employment, etc.). According to the
theorists who subscribe to such explanations, heroin
makes an addict less responsive to situational threats
and streSs and, therefore.. if a person has psychological
conflicts which he cannot settle, narcotics may provide
an attractive escape for him.

2) Antisocial theories.

This group of theories pr000unds the ic16a-*that

addicts basically resent society and authority figures
and use heroin as a means of rebelling.

3) Family background theories.

The importance of an individual's relationship with
his family as a likely factor,inaddiction has been
stressed by several investigators'. Rado, a psycho-
analytic theorist, feels that there has been a strong
father figure lacking in the addict's life, however,
no empirical evidence is presented in support of his
argument. The Research Center for Human Relations
at.New York University compared 30 white, black, and.
Puerto Rican families who had an addict in the family
with 30 families (matched for similar socioeconomic
status, all were-living in a high drug use area) who
had no,addict member and found that the addict
families had many more weak parent-child relation-
ships and disturbed relationships between tlw parents
(separation, divorce, etc.) than the non-addict
families.

In Chien et al.'s study of adolescent addiCts, they
concluded that "the one factor we have found to be
distinctly related to drug use and apparently unrelated
to delinquency per se is the experience of'living with
a relatively cohesive family. The users have, on the
average, been more deprived in this respect than the
non-users." They also found that there were dispro-
portionately large numbers of adult females as com-
pared to males within the family,structure.

Additional factors are contributed by John Buckman (1971) who

cites personal motivations that may lead to drug abuse and describes

7 u
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them as follows:

1) Fear of.competition and failure.
2) Fear of'homosexuality.
3) Fear of threatening mental illness or disinte-

gration.
4) The need to'rebel.
5) The need to be .caught'and punished.
6) The need to explore the limits of one's body

and psyche and to challenge one's resources.
7) The need for A hedonistic or orgiastic experience.

."---/ 8) The need to belona to a group or subculture.
9) The need for instant relief or instant answers.

Tho literature is rich with theories that help to explain why a

person resorts to drugs. Most analysts arrive at the same basic

generalizations as the ones preceding, and some (see especially

Frederick, 1972) add that drug abuse is essentially self-tiestruc-

tive behavior. No easy generalization can be made:. not all ad-

dicts,are helplessly sick (although addiction does suggest less

than "normal" abilities to cope with frustration, or an inadequate

self-concept); not all addicts are criminals (although addicts

frequently indulge in criminal activities); and not all addicts

come from social environments where addiction is accepted

(although peer-group pressure certainly plays an important role

in initlating and sustaining drug abuse). Whatever the particular

combination of factors may be that contribute to a person's

willingness to experiment with and continue to use addictive

drugs, the interplay between personal psycLology and external

environment must be carefully considered.

As the VR specialist works with a number of clients, he will

discover that each individual has or had a unique set of motiva-
v

tions leading to drug abuse. Some motivations are external, e.g.,
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forces over which the client has no control (or did not have the

knowledge or resources to exert control). Others are internal,

e.g., personal qualities that made drug addictiOn the' easier (or

sometimes only) recourse to a "comfortable" lifestyle. Thè 1)

f

of the VR spe.cialist is to discover, with the client, e'<a'ctly

what the causal factors are and how to transfer the motivation

into achieving a comfortable, rewarding, and drug-fr6e lifestyle.

THE "REWARD" OF ADrICTION

Perhaps the original "reward" for the addict was to "get-off" -

to experience that euphoric "high," but,. as Pittel points_Qutf-t-he

addict's euphoria is often reduc'ed to maintenance:

*If he is really addictedt.., most of his work and wacies
will go .to pay for drugs sufficient only to keep him
feeling well--to keep away the pain of withdrawal
'sickness.

Peebel and Casey (1972) point out that the reward often goes be-

.

yond even the maintenance hi'gh. In the words of one of their re-

search subjects:

When I'm on the way home with the bag safely in my
pockets, and I haven't, been caught stealing
and I didn't get ',eat and the cops didn't get me-
I feel like a working man coming home; he's work4
hard, but he knows he's done something...

Pittel (1973) also makes this important observation:

,
BY pratticing the skills of his trade successfully
the street. addict receives innumerable rewards.
'Although the "straight" world qquates.greater drug
involvement with greater jeopardy...the addict who
is able to support the largest h(thit for the long-
est time is held irV high esteem in the world .of
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drugs. Addicts may tend to Minimize the extent of
their 'addiction whem they talk to counselars or cops,
but they Are much more likely to exaggerat-e and
boast about their use of drugs in the company pf
their,peers.

More relevant to\our concern about the addict as a
441411114orker is the sense of pride and heightened self-

esteem he derives from his 'street survival skills.
Much more.than.any other workers, addicts are forced
to test themselves against the greatest odds each
day. To sustain his need for drugs and his status
on,the streets, the addict must demoMstrate over
and over.again his mastery of,the'harsh world in

..which he lives.

*"



FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE 'RESUMPTION OF NARCOTICS

At this sioint we have looked at the lifestyles of the chilonic

he'roin-abvs'er and at some explanations of why people use drugs.

The.gUestion remains why some addicts, once detoxified (and pre-
-

sumably rehabilitated) will return to the use of drugs. Jaminson

(1973) .describes three major factors that contribute to the con-
.

tinued use of narcotics: 1) pharmacological properties of the

drug, 2Y conditioning aspects of the drug experience, and 3) the

lack-of life options and involvement in the drug gubculture.

For Aome addicts physiolggical dependence on the drug is

overwhelming. The desire for phYsical orTpsyChological relief,

euphoric escape, and avoidance of withdrawal symptoms, may exert

enough influence to make continued dl-ug abstinence an imp6ssibility.

.Genetic predisposition to addiction may be another contributing

factor.

In reviewing the conditioning aspects of the drug experience,

Jaminson notes that a relationship often exists betweem the
I*

activitiessand rituals associated with the use of opiates and a

return to drUgs.

Jaminson's third cat3gory, "'lack of life options and involve-

ment in the drug subculture," must lso be considered in a dis-

cussion'of the addict's continued use of drugs. Many researchers

have postulated that addiction to drugs is an alternative life-

style for those*who feel that they have no other optionS.

3-19
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Discussed balow .are several theories.that attempt to explain

continued drug use.

The double failure theory. This theory assercs that heroin

addicts Jre retreatists who can oualifv for neither legitimate nor

illegitimate careers (hence, double failures). They turn, there-

fore, to heroin for.escape. Thls theory is disputGd by ome

' researchers who maintain that the addict's lifestyle req ires

considerable competence in being able to 4:hustle" to su tain a

habit. This theory also does not take into account .employed

addicts, particularly those working in health-related fields.

Alternative occupations theories. These suggest that drug

addicts who have not beep able to find a niche in conventional,

occupationS work very hard at being competent at their particular

way of life. Stealing and fencing, prostitution, buYinq and

selling of drugs, etc., affcv:d the addict a fulltime job, some-

thing to look forward to, a challenge, and a particular lifestyle.

Anomie. This is defined as the discrepancy between culturally

abcepted goals and the perceived or available means of re'aching

such tgoals. The addict's frustration with such discrepancies

leads him to escape the problem by i9noring conventional goals

and the established norms for attaininr them,and turning instead

to the shelter and Rrotection of the supportive drug subculture.

Involvement in the drug subculture. This has been seen as one

'of the most important factors in maintaining addiction. It appears

3-20
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that the whole subculture is rigidly controlled by sets of

expectations for specific behaviors to be performed according

to rigid codes. They cover the gamut from knowing when and how

to ."score," to knowing how to interact appropriately with other

addicts and nonaddicts. Thesubculture is-described as An

elaborate distribution system; a justification (or ideology) for

drug usage; a 'system for recruiting new members; a "defensive

communication system" with its own language and a complicated

information'system that the addict learns in order maintain

his supply of illegal drugs (Rubington, 1967).

Within the subculture the addict may be able to achieve a de-

gree of status and have positive feelings about a lifestyle that

is rejected by conventional society. As the addict becomes more

entrenched in this suJculture, the likelihood of developing

acceptable job and social skills that will enable him to "make

it" in the straight world decreases and the probability that he

will remain addicted rises (Jaminson, 1972).

There are often compelling and urgent reasons for an indivi-

dual to becolne an addlct, and there are equally persuasive reasons'

for his becoming readdicted. The reasons for giving up an addiction

may seem obvious to an unaddicted observer, but neither the process

nor the motives are as simple or clear-cut as one might expect.

Let us look more closely at withdrawal in an effort to understand

how a client feels when he enters this stage.
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WHAT PROMPTS WITHDRAWAL?

There are many reasons why addicts wish to withdraw from heroin

use. As noted, heroin use is all-consuming. The'addices life is

directed towards obtaining sufficient heroin to prevent sicknesb.

Despite the satisfaction involvpd, life is a continual hassle.

Pressures from the police, the courts, parole officers, social

workers, and family members.may force an-addict into treatment.

For women, family problems seem to be partidularly significant

in their decisions to attempt withdrawal. Once therdi, the primary

,reason most addicts give for remaining in treatmebt is a concern

with changing their overall functioning and life patteril.

Waldorf's (1970) research indicates:

it may be that persons "burn out" on heroin use and
addicticn after an extended period of use. The addict
may reach a saturation level, a "rockbottore state when
an all-out effort is made to stay off of opiates. The
cause and effect .relationships in abstention and overall
adjustment are not clear. Adjustment is aided by posi-
tive response from others. A principal resource for
long abstenti education. Persons who dropped out
of school were lss likely to sustain a long abstention.

The principal rsource for overall adjustment is compati-
bility with oites famjly before heroin use. Those who
did not commit criminal aCts before their initiation to
heroin made better adjustments than those who had committed
criminal acts.

When moving from a drug-abusing to a rehabilitated state, the
0

client is faced not only with giving up drugs, but also with enter-

ing or reentering the "straight" world. The client muqt decide

first of all whether he wants 'to give up his addict lifestyle, and

secondly, whether the void created by giving up drugs can be filled

with something as good or better.
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SUMMARY

TI),Loughout the discussion of what addicts are like, how they

behave, and why they become and remain addicted, one theme seems

constant. It is the presence of a drug subculture and its .elythorate

network in this country that makes it possible for one's continued

existence as a heroin-user.

Society's definition of and reactions to deviance (drug

addiction) affect the j.dentity, role and self-image of the addict.

The drug subculture, created largely by legal repression, lessens

the impact of that:repression and provides a milieu for. carrying on

one's career.as a social deviant: As the street addict becomes

involved in narcotics, he takes on a new and deyiant identity

slamply as a condition of surviving as a drug. addict. Through as-

sociation with Other addicts while "using," as well as during

incarceration, the addict comes to view,himself through the eyes

of his peers: And, as we have seen, there is a very definite

hierarchy of prestige within the subculture, based primarily on

money-making power, ingenuity, and versatility. The successful

"hustler," working at specialized schemes for making money to

support a sizeable habit, is at the top of the hierarchy, while

skid row alcoholics and "garbage junkies" or "shooting gallery

aliicts" are considered to be the lowest kind of drug user.

The most general function of the drug subculture is to make it

possible for addicts to exist as social deviants, to pursue their

deviant careers, and to ayoid stigma. The subculture creates
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mirrors for one's self-image, demands that one acquire certain

skills, al:4 imposes its own norms, which are supported by a well-

developed if informal ideology. The drug culture influences the

addict with the same power as.the middle-cl Culture influences

the white collar worker.

Examining the lifestyle of a client often reveals a-high i'vel

of motivation and competency in the subculture setting. Investi-

gation of his lifestyle and behavior pattern previous to drug

use may, however, reveal a pattern of incompetency or lack of

skill in functioning in the general community. This is not in

,_:onfldct with Nurco's (1972) and Pittel's (1973) idea.that

addicts havy.developed skills that,may be trafisferred to the

general commuaity; the.addict may well have becoMe more competent

in order to exist as an addict.

The lack of competence or skill is the VR specialist's focus,

sinCe it implies that skills must be obtained or transferred from

Liu_ deviant career: 'This cah only be ex,Jlored and judged by an

analysis, with'the client, of his lifestyle. This'analysis is

then used to assist the client in expanding his repertoire of

skills, attitudes, and behaviors So that ti,ev ma" he applied to

a more conventional lifestyle.

79
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CLIENT PROFILE #1: WANDA

As the voc6tional rehabilitation specialist in the treatment

program in which Wanda is a resident, you have been given th,7-:

following information about her.

Wanda is an 13-year-old, white female who has been in treatment

at a drug free residential rehabilitation center for nine months.

Addicted to heroin for about one year, she was coerced by lwr

fa-ily to enter treatrent. She detoxed on rethadone at a

detoxification center and was then referree to the prograrl for

treatment and general rehabilitation services.

-

Wanda's progress has been sporadic. She left the prog,ram twice,

111, each time for about one week. Although she did nc4. 'use heioin

during that time, she went on a pill spree using mostly sedative-

type drugs to "calm her nerves." Re-entry into the program each

time was particularly difficult for her. She expressed feelings

of guilt about failing both herselfeand the program. Wanda has

been in the program continuouslY now for six months and is believed

to be totally drug free.

What additional information do you need in order to begin the

treatment planning process?

8 9
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CLIENT PROFILE #2: T.J.

As the vocational, rehabilitation specialist in the treatment

program in which T.J. is a resident, you have been given the

following information abo ,-1.:. him.

is a 25-year-old, black male who has been in the Second

Coming Therapeutic Community for ten months. Pr.i.or tr --tering

thp program, T.J. had been detoxed from h?.roin and, main ..?.d on

methadone for two-and-a-half years. During that time, he occa-

sionally snorted heroin and regularly ahused Valium, various

.tranquilizers, and barbiturates. He expressed fears of being

totall- drug free and resisted being withdrawn froili methadonr.

T.J.'s entry into 'the community was precipitated when his

wife and son left him; she refused to consider reconciliation

until he quit using drugs. He floundered for about three months

before making the decision to enter the program. Since his entr;

into the.program however, T.J. has been cooperative and the

prognosis for rehabilLtation is good. He is now looking forward

to lcavinq Lhe program in graduated steps and eventually finding

work.

What additional information do you need in order to begin the

'treatment planning process?

%.4
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CLIENT PROFILE O3: JOYCE

As the vocational rehabilitation specialist in the treatment

program in which Joyce is a resident, you have been given the

following information about her.

Joyce is a 31-year-old, black female who has been in an out-

patient treatment program for approxiMately one year. She abused

barbiturates - primarily phenobarbital (Nembutal) and secobarbi-

tal (Seconal). Joyce had been using "barbs" for about one-and-a-

half years before entering the pro4ram.

She is divorced and has custody, of her three children. Her

work history has been sporadic; she has been maintained on public

assistance for the past four years. Joyce is known to experience

severe bouts of .depression and anxiety.

Joyce feels that she is ready to explore some alternatives for

a vocation rather than just getting another unskilled job. rrfl'e

counseling staff feels that she still needs continuing support,

but they endorse her desire to gin planning for a career.

What additional.information do you need about her in order to

begin the treatment planning process?
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PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE INTERVIEWING

I. Definition of an interview

II. Interview model

A. Establi4shment of general purpose

B. Determination of content

C. Guide to formulating questions

1. Functions of questions

2. Qualities of questions

a. Understandable

b. .Unambiguous

c. Short.

3. Errors n question formulation

'a. Suggestive c)r leading questions

-b. Yes - No questions

c. DoubiL questions'

d. Garbled questions

e. The "why" questions

D. Conduct of the interview

1. Setting the stage

2. Clarifying role

3. Setting expectations

4. Listening

5. Questioning procedures

6. Termination of interview

(,L)
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E. Analysis of thl interview

F. Action and intervention

III.. Summary
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PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE INTERVIEWING

INTRODUCTION

An interview is actually a specialized form of communication. In

cuntr'ast to elay-to-day conversation, the interview is intended

to gather specifid dEL.A in a 'short amount of time. It is a

verbal interaction, initiated for a specific purpose 'and focused
.

- on a specific content area, with the consequent elimination of

extraneods material.

Given this definition and the contrast with day-tb-day conversation,

it is clear that the interview makes certain demandn the person

who .conducts it. the most important demand is a change in normal

verbal communication behavior. Because a change in behavior

is required, untrained interviewers frequently make many errors,ft

limiting the accuracy and effectiveness of the Interview. In

thi...,.discussion we will consider concepts and skills required for

conducting an interview within the framework of vocational

guidance.

Although there are different styles Fuld models of interviewing,

the following steps, guidelines, and procedures are basic to

almost any situation. The sequencina of this model is relatively

rigid, and an actual situation might indicate an altered sequence.

Any alterations, however, must be made cautiously, with solid

reasoning and planning. Most importantly, the interview should

not be s-egarded as an isolated event. The interview itself is

only one step of the interview process.

4-3
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The flow of the process is outlined below:

Establish General
Purpose

Analyze Interview

Determine
Content

Module 4
Resource Paper

N.. _

Formulate
Questions

Conduct Interview

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GENERAL PURPOSE

--]Action and Intervention

The interview process begins well before the interAew is ac-

tually conducted. The specialist must decide, from information

about specific clients and experience, the 'precise objectives

to be realized from the interview. Why is it being conducted?

What problem(s) must be solved? What are the specific objec-'

tives of the interview?

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT.

Given the general purpose ofe interview, what informatiori--

do you need? What issues need to be discussed? What specifi-

cally do you need to find out?
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GUIDE TO FORMULATING QUESTIONS

Questions must be based on specific objectives and developed

in such a way that they can 1.,e successfully answered by the

respondent. A well formulated question helps the interviewer

communicate the objectives of the interview to the client.

dual function of questions in the interview process is to:

translate the objectives into language familiar to

the respondent;

assist the interviewer in achieving a high level of

client motiviation.

It is helpful in formulating questions to remember that th.1

- questions need to be:

Understandable. Use common language relevant to the

interview's purDose and objectives.

Unambiguous. The questions should clearly indicate

to the client the kind f information needed and why.

Short. Short questions allow the client to remember
*N,

what is being asked, preventing undesired digression.

$.21, general rule is that questif-ms should not be longer than two

sentences. One sentence may do one or all of the following:

Set the context for the question

Explain the reasons for it

Prepare the respondent fOr the question, or motivate

him co linswer it

1
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Examole: "Since working with young people is something
you say Smu'cl like to do, I need some information
about your experience in this field so we can
start planning an approach to employers."

1The second sentence should be the question itself.

Example: "What specific experience do you have in.working
with young people?"

There are several common errors in question .ormulation:

1) Suggestiye'or leading questions. Such Questions indicate
a bias toward what the answer should be, or indicate
to the client what you expect the answer to be. Leading
questions make it difficult for the client to answer
freely.

Example: NOT "Wouldn't you say your life has been pretty
bad since you started using drugs?"

BUT "How has your l'fe been different since
you started usi g drugs?"

2) Yes/No questions. This kind of question prohibits or
discourages useful elaboration.

Example:. NOT "Did you have a fix this morning?"

BUT "How long has it been since your lat fix?"

3) Double Questions. Before the client answers a first
Question, a second is asked, or two questions are
asked in one 1?reath. The client then has the problem
of which questinn to answer, and, given the choice,
oft.,m answers only the easier one.

Example: NOT "How has your life been different since you
started using drugs, and by the way, how
long has it been since your last fix?"

BUT "How has your 41fe been dirferent since you
started using drugs?" (Answer) "How long has
it been since your last fix?" (Answer)

90
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4) Garbled Questions.1. The interviewer is unclear about
. what information i vanted.

Example: NOT "What do you think, what do you suppose...
she wants to...uh...do...like why do you
suppose she's acting the way she dPes?"

BUT "How do you feelabout the way she's acting?"

5) The "why" question. This is a aifficult question for
the clients because it asks them to provide insights
into their own behavior. We often don't know "why,"
so we expect "because" as an answer. Instead of
asking "why," it is usually better to -44c "what."
"What" calls for an explanatory descr.ption.

Examle: NOT "Why are you afraid to enter the program?"

BUT 'What scares you about entering the program?"
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CONDUCT oF THE INTERVIEW

The interviewer must keep in mind that the,purpose of the

interview is to gather information. 'One person, tht inter-

viewer, wants information from the other, the client. The

task of the interviewer is to elicit frank and complete answers

from the client.

The basic steps for conducting the interview are arranged in a

sequence we have found most useful. The actual situation might

dictate an alternate sequence or the repetition of a step.

While it is important to keep these stens in mind, remember that

they do not have to occur in the order presented here.

Step 1: Settina the stage. This refers to.the verbal and

nonverbal activities that Hefine the situation

as an interview. This might include offering the

client a seat or a cigarette, or making a

comment about the weather or the condition of one-

self or the client. In other words, setting the

stage m3ans doing and saying those things that

communicate: "This is an interview; let's get

comfortable about it."

Step 2: ClArifying role. Because the client may be

confused, skeptical, or hostile, it is crucial to

be explicit about what your role is and what it is

not. Especially, this implies disassociating

.9r)
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yourself from the criminal justice system, the

welfare system, or any oiher system or institution

that the client may perceive you as working for.

Minimally, this step includes an explioit statement

of your role as interviewer, the purpose of the

interview, the special objectives, and the confidon-

tiality that covers what is divulged. (This latter

point will depend on the particular interviewing

context.)

Step 3: Setting.expectations. Clients May have unrealistic

expectations of what you can do for them concerning

employment, welfare benefits, rehabilitation, etc.

1

It is crucial not to allow the client to have unre-

alistic expectations of what you can do. Though it

is tempting not to minimize expectations, especially

to get maximum cooperation from the client, anything

less than the truth may result in frustration; the

client may feel he has been misled.

Step 4: Listening. Though you may understand the importance

of listening, there is a listening that goes beyond

the verbal behavior. In any interview, it is

critical to listen to the unstated and unexpre6se4

statements that lie behind the explicit communicatim.

For example, if a 15-year-old Puerto Rican client

says-he has no brothers or sisters, your knowledge

of the Puerto Rican culture will tell you that this

/
4-9
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may be unlikely; therefore you might "listen" for

the possibly implicit statement, "I don't want to

tell you (for whatever reason) about my family."

This kind of listening can be developed from

- increasing your knowledge of and contact with

your clients.

Step 5: Questioning procedures. Learn how to question

respondents in ways that get as much data as

possible and avoid.boxing rlients into responses

your question may have set up; e.g., instead of

asking, "When did you start using drugs?," which

calls for a date or age,. ask, "Tell me something

about your drug history?" This allows the client

to pick up wherever he'is most comfortable and to

talk as much as he wants. In general, avoid the

yes or io question and ask open-ended questions.

(Refer to the section -A ormulating questions.)

Step 6: Termination. The best-te ination is accomplished

in collaboratle, and definite manner.

It should include a summary of what has happened

during the interview, including what the interviewer

Las learned about'the client. Both The interviewer
,

6nd the client should carry something away from the

interview. They should consider what was said, in
7

a sense, continue the interview after they have

separated. At termination, each of you should be

9 4
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clear about what has been accomplished and at,out

expectations each of you has for future actions.

41.
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ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEW

The interviewer should schedule some time immediately after

the interview to review and evaluate what 1,1s happened. The data

received from the client should be compared to the specific content

objectives developed for the interview. Data may also be . nalyzed

within the framework of your model of vocational choice. Have \

you gathered the information you need to develop a treatment plan

based upon your working model for vocational rehabilitation?

There are a number of questions that are helpful in making

this analysis:

1), In retrospect, what were the purposes of this interview--

for the client, for the agency?

2) To what extent were the purposes achieved? ,03) What interventions helped to achieve the purposes? What

interventiono hindered the achievement?

4) What was your feeXing about the client?

5) At what point was your feelins most positive? Most

negative?

6) How might thesie feelings have been manifested in what

you as interviewer said or did?

7) If you now empathize with the client, how did he seem

to see you? What was the client's reaction to the

interview? /

8) When did the interview.seem to falter? When was it

goinc, smoothly?

9) Did the client at any time show signs of resistance,

irritation? What had you said or done just before that?

4-12
9 6
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10) Did it at any point cease to be an intetview and become

conversationl.discussion, an argument?

li) How.would you characterize the 'relationship between

interviewer and client?

'12) What tyPe of pArchOloglcalsclimate was set for, the client?

Give instances to sufport your thinking.'

....?13) If poisible, find in7stances where interviewer attitudes
.

0.

4

were probing., (b) interpretive, (.0: undersianding,

(d) vluative,,and (e) lupOortive. Descrl(be the-clients

behavibr fidl'owing the manifestation of egth, type oi

counselor sattiitude.
A

4.

a

4

4.
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) ACTION\ANIfe INTERVEpTION, .' -

,
\

,,

S.

On.the basis of the data yoil have, coliected,, your subjectiVe -,

.

Module 4
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.

410b

'resi)onse to the. client, Our oWn. capabilities, tHe tesourCes

. *) .

. withinand outsideof your agency, and the skill...Aid Iresource

.

'
level of the client, what can you do? '.

,

,-.
, .

1
.

....-
.

.
Any action the specialist takes- on behalf of A client niust

.

%

liepased on. information the specialist.has obtained through his
. ,

, .

,.
, .

various sources. The personal'.interview is one of the most
. " ,.

. i, 4.:.

important, and certainlk the most recent, of'the 'sources. Action

, :

t.

.
based on incomplete, erroneous InformatioA is.often:Mdre harmful

e
.

--

1

than no.action at' all. ;
'

. .
. . e ,
, .

It it.in the best interests o'.all concerned-:-the client,
,

he

specialist, the agency, thq Oi-osPective employer--not to cut po

rhers°in Obtaining infvmation and in checking it-out-for'

' ac uracy. Whether or not the model presented Itera.is'totally

,

apiplicable'to. each 10.tuation, it Offers a set of gUidelines,upon .

./ % 1- ,
. .

.

..
.

which to build. .

SUMMARY -
.

An interview is conducted to obtain specific information in:

m short period of time. The interview process includes various

dh'
.

4
stageseach one essential to the total/rocedure. Thesefstages

include (1) establishing a general purpose for the intiview

(2 aetermining,What information is negded.; (3) creating uncier-

-, .
., . $

standable questions
1
that arP based on specific.

objectiveS;
.

/

(4) ,conclucting the intervAw in a, manner, that elicits'.complete.
. a AK'

.

anisate,k4,,from ,the 9liene; (5). reviewing and evaluating after the
o

dr,

98 .
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--interview; and (6) t4king actiVii i4seld*Ilon the informat4eh that
t

: 1\
is obtained. .

., 1

.,

.

C...._ Alt is the specilalist's.responsibility to desdribe his-rote.
.

. . ,

0
. 4 .. .N.

to tlie Client and to dispel,any unrealiitic e4pectatibns that

/. .
. the dlient may have. Through careful guestionin9,slistening and

. .
. . ,. .

c. reflection/the speciallst can ofatainimportant, and necessar.....IINN

. .1

, .information that will assist him in the total liocationa rehabkli-,

.. .
. .

,/. . , . . .

.
, .

.

e- .tation-endeayr. The guidel.ines-affèred in this module enable the

,. . %: .. ,_ .4.

.. dpecialist to e*ahlish-a solid 63.s for effective interviewing
.

,..,
. :- ,

...,N

.-t
I

echnigues. ...-

,
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, .

.
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a
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.
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4.

VOCATIONAL- ASSESSMENT INTERV;EW GLIDB

.0 ..1

SELF-CONCEPT ,

`t.
1.^,What kind of person are you?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.I
4b.

.

"..i.

A

What do*YOu like best about yourself?

What tions liake you feel good about yourself?
4

1

What do'you'like least about yourself?,

.c-"
.

Module 4 .
LearniTg Acti:vity 1

\

=Nos

4.

What situations make you fecl unhappy or Angry with yoUrself?
4

What,do you believe'you do best? .

11

.,
.

%
a.

1. .1,

N

)
,

Give an,e*ample okpeveral things tLt you, are'only aVerageAt'doing.,
#

.

f
I . 1

446 I .1.
.'-'\

. b

94 Wh'at do you bilieve are your
:.

"weaknesses? .

)
9. *hat do other people say about you?-

4

GROWTH,AND FAMILY NtSSAGEi AE011e:MORK

v,

e-

ft '

e 10. What werelyou0ke asja child? (iWerests, behavior,-etc.)
: q

S.

.1

1 ed\ \
4,47 c.
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. . .

11. What were you iike as a teenatier? (intereits, behavior, etc.).

.

\ A
.

..

)
.

,,
,)

, r

,
la. A's a child,"whit did you beliele you woulid be'when you grew up?

,

.07

What dA you believe about work'av a.child?

t
4.

- ;
As a, childt how woUld you have oompleted thfs sentence?

.

: lftek islor,
ri-

. .

, c
4

. i. ^
., .

,
.

14. As a teenagcr, what did you believe you would bewhen you grew up?
. .

4

15.. As a teenager, how would you have completed,this sentence?

Woikls fdr

rr-s
16. Now what do .you believe wdtrk is for?

NOTE:. Thejollowing guestions (1721,.23, 24)IshoUld also7,be asked of the

s fatfier ot' other siOlificant person in the client's home,

0
Parent's expectations (17-20)

. -7.4. s

1/. Whit kind orperson-was your mother?

4P
18. What did she want you to be?

19. What things'did she usually praise4. yoU
1
for? How?

. , )
. -

g

20. What things did She criticize or pUnish you.for? 'HoW?

0

I

4-1V

-4

1
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/

,
Response to Authority (21-22)

.What did you ao when she criticized or puhished you?

22. What do you do now when you perceive that you are being criticized 'or

punished?

iarental messages about work (23-24)
,

3. Did your mbther work?
ti .

. - .

24. .What aid *she .sa'y tio you about wOrki,ng?

0

Interest
/ and feelings of self-worth in relation.to a work experience (25-33)

25. ihat jobs have you held?

I.
I :

. Which one aid you like pest? Wh;t did you like abOtit it?

27. What did you do best on that job?
.

;

21i. How do'you know when you have done well?

Y ,
29., Which job did you like.least? What did you dislike about it?

I.

30: Wh.at could have made it better?.

31.. What did you need to know how to do in order to do the job you liked

best? (skills ana knowledge)

(.

9

4-19
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Learning Activity 1

32. Do you like.to besupervised when you work?

. . .
.

3. what LA)es of work situations are most comfortable for you? (HighW
'structured, loosely structured, woilting alone, etc.)

. . .
, 1

,

LIFEStYLEI : 4

1 p
34. How did you "eraen,\m9ney to buy drugs?. (Ask clipnt to be sPecific.)

How.much.time a day would you estimate-you spent getting mOney.to buy'drugS?

e

36. What did you do with the rest of your time? Will ypu desdribe a typycal:

day for itte?
. 4 %.

17. How do you spend your time now?

GOALS

38. What kind of work have you thought about doing?

4

A

U.

.ft

39. What skills or knowledge do you think you need to have in order to do this

work?

40. Do you have thost skills or V- knowledge now?

41.. What do you lelieve you will need to do to find work.you will enjoy?

,/

42. gow will you know when You have.found work yo enjoy?

4-20
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) 43.
f

0

..-
4 . Mhat phanges f any, do you believe yoti will havb'to make,in order to

'

get a jOb?
a 4

,

..e"

4

e. ,Module 4

Learning Activity 1

What problems do you believe yu will have in finding work?
A

'PROBLEM-SOLVING

45. _What &you do when you can't seem to get something right? (Do you

keep, trying?)

1

4

,46. When you can't do something alone, do,you ask for help?.

,

...

7 .
. . ,

) 47A-What do you o when you a at som
.

d fil e hing?
.

. ,

,.. . .

4

1.

.

. -.

A

:

4
4

. :

(
41

--)
.

-
40

i
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/ .1
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. . INTIEW PROCESS ASSEftgENT FORM'

4

.0 o

1

odule 41
Learni Activity 5

I.

Os

.

Please rate the interviewer you are observing by usini the,following guide.

rn most instances you will ratethe.interviewer'S effectiveness on a one to
five scaie (exceltent.is a rating of five). Other TieStións will gimply

requixea "yes" qr "no" response. The guide wilLassist the interIiewer

assess the need for iibrovement in categories listed below, 1

./ N
,

I' 1. .41641..,he interviewer set*the stage/ Yed No .

. Ae
Rate the inEerviewer on his.or her

. effectiveneus in--.
.

.

40 hOping 'the client to be comfortable;
r e ,

b) stating and clarifying thw'purpose
of the interviews.

4
4

c) defining the goals of the inte iew.
e,

Q. Werb roles clarified?

Rate the interviewer on hisiOr her
effectiveness.in--

a
.

a) handling the,conffdentiality issues

) ciarifying with cAient how informa-
tion will be use4;

1

c) cl&rifying his or her role.

Were ekpectations discussed?
;

Ratelphe.interviewer on his or her

.effe4tiveness.in--

-ia) helping the client clarify his or

tien escpectpiionss

b) establishing 44Treemen4t with th&

client about the purpose and
licpected reSults of the intawiew.

/

4

se

Yes

g: 4 5.`

2 3 .4 5

No

1 '2 3. 4 5

1 2 '4 5'

2 3 4 5 ,

. ,

, Yes . No

4723

3

3 4 5

..

71'

.5

.

AIM

I.

-r

*

41"..

'
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*

.
I

, .0

. I ,
--at

4: Did the intervlaweg fisten effactiveW

011.

5.

r6.

S. . .

Rate'thla interviewer on his ouher

, effectivesess in---' '44' l .

.
I.

. . .....
. . . .

.

a). making Pertinent responseb to% .

- .: client's statemarits;
. .

. .

b) making accurate responses to
- honverbal caes and "unspOken / .

''stitements";

C) hearing the clieht through
without interrupttg.

*.Was the'line of qUestioning consistent
.* wiih the stated purpose of the interview?

,
S.

e.Did the_iptervtewer allow adequate time

gor thd client to respond?

7. We e e interVitswer's ions

specific and managable

.4
..

'List t./4 most cOmmon errors Made

asking Mutations. (sig.., ;emppg.

;questions, :why" questions, double .

questions,- etc.)

. A..

A

3.

4.

5.

o 1 s

-

ft

1

Cy,

*.

I.

, :f

4724,
S.

Module 4
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.

Yes

4

9 .

1- 2 3' 4 .5 -

2 3 4 5

Yes

'es

Yes

a.

I _ t

la

SMetimes
'But Not ,

'Cidnsistently
Sr

.SCmetimes
.No But NOt

Consistdiltly

Sometimes

No
(
But Not
Consist,'"

'.*

1,

No

I.

sometimes
BIA got
Consistently

I 11

. A

. 41
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Module 4
LearningActiVlity 5

S. Rate the interviewer on * Cidhei
effectiveness iriterminating the

o

interview. . ' . 1 2 3 4 5.

,

4 a) Did the interviewer and ihe client o,
sgem to meet thei objectives for

the interview?

,

b) Was eadh'Pattios derettarlding of. .

what had occehred during the inter-
(

view)explicitly stated? ", '
1

Of,

Did the `interviewer review the*.-

interview? .

d) Was there zuji ogPortunity for the

clieht to ask questions? .Yes

yes No

Xes

. .

Yes'.

1 1

. e) -Was there an opportunity for the a

. . ckient to make a finalstatement? 'yes 'No '.

. . ..,
1

: - )
. .:

9.
.

An
. 7'al thyzing e interview. f 0 ,gr%

,.
a) lfterthe purpose.of the interview

' met?. , Yes 'No..

,. .

4. % *I . / .1
. .. .

A'

/ A . ' .

4.

Nos

No

No
I.

..

AD) Was a positive.climate'set and. .

I

. .

. maintained thicughout the interview?. tes
e

Ne ,

. .,
. .

1 -.
. -

.

.10. Overall-rating of .41terviewer:
.. ,

,l. 2 3 4 5,
k

.
.

--'

.

11 . . General Combents:
. . I

See "Analysis of the InterInee in "Principles of EffeCtive Interviewing" I./
. . ,

, ebbut suggeltions for feedback to the interviewer.
. 4

. "

I.

11

A
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2. ERPloration .of ?ossibillties

Module 5
4

Resource Paper
Topic Out,line

I

4. VOCAT.LUNAL CHOICE MODELS .

I. SuOeF's model of.vocational choice

A. lite five de'velopmental stages of oareer choice

1. -Growth of the individual

a) Fantasized choidei
/.

kb) Tentative choices' '

c) Realistic choices

3. -Stablishment of self-in the work setti64
"

_Trial
,

b) Stability

4. Maintenance of self in the.job

5. Decline and withdrawal from the work wcirld

B. tiopoditieins,related to vocaonaI development

Ii: The drug abuser and vocational dhoice development

III. Holland's..model of vodational'dhoice

.
%P.. Assumptions pertaining to wprk and the worker

B. .Persor41ity types

1. Realistic

2. Intellectual

3. Social

4. CorAntional

5. Enterprisirig

6. Artistic



C. Work environments

1. Realistic

2.* Intellectual

3. Social

4. Conventional

Enterprising

6. Attistic

/V. Summary

Module 5.
kesource Paper
Topic Outline

to



.VOCATIOAL CHOICE MODELS,

SUPER'S MOD1L'OF VOCATIONAL CHO'ICE

,Dcnald Super (1973Y, one of the earliest and 'mast' prolific

Module 5,
Resource Paper

I

theorists on vocational rehabilitation, prOposed *a Model integrat-

ing developmentarp,sychology (life as a series of sta4be during
.

,

/..
which interests and Oilities mature and change) with the self-concept

theory (the way in which a,pprson sees himself). Combining these

two theories, Super defined career choice as a process that goes

through fivridevelopmetal stages:

/.. 1. Growth.

S.

iDuring the fearly peri 'of'phlysidaliand psychological

grwthp'the person forms attitudes and develops interests
'4

and behiviors that will become important componentsof ,
. ,

, tis self-concept during much of hii life. irperiences are,

the basis for understanding, apf,,aising, and judging the

lvik world.

,

2. Exploration .:..

.

Realizinjthat a vocation will be an i6P9rtant aspect of
. ,

life, an indillidual considers different vocational

4

possibilities. Thesefill into three categories%

'a) Fantaiized. Career-choices that'have little

basis In reality. Play is.often used to explore

TIca-s)ble careers. There are adolescents and

:adults who have.never advanced past this Phase.

5-3 .
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b) Tentative. buring this phase the person liMits his

possibilitieS eb fewgr choices. Compromise is
. . .

#

becqming`rgtt of the' dhdiae process.
) .

1
C)' EtaliEILSPtior to entering the world of. work,

,

.,
.

. .
, .

.

. w the peidon.narrows choices'to satIsbaptory occupa-A

.

tions within his reach.

.

3. E tablishrnent

ss.-

I.

,

The indiii ual first enters the world of work. There 're.
. .

.

.

. At
-, -- two possible approdchew .

r
'a) Trial. Onetakes a .jobss-with'the expectatidn'that he (

.
,

I will quit and get.another if the job is not sisfa)/ctory.
4

9 This is a triil'and error method.
\

..

,

. ..-

b) Stability., One makes a sekious effort'to'find satisfac-

tion with\the job, to incorporate the plisitibn into hig

self-concept and to enhance his self-image.

4. Maintenance

TOis period may be characteiized by change and adjUStment

of self-concept,and.work requrrements. The person continues

'in one-job, thougH possibly iliQoving his status in the job .

.

or the nature'otthe job.

5-4
/
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X
1

5. Decline
f1/41

-

,The main emphasis+ at this'stage.is on kdeping'one's

,position, poisibly meeting the minimum 3ob requirements.

This period ends.when the person withdraws from the

( .woild o work.

Propositions

Super has developed a namber of propositions related to voca-
.

I.

II
,

0 Avp.c
tional.development, which he has modiiiqg and clar.ified over.the

yeap. F011oiging are scime of the most important: .

%

1. "People differ in abilities, interests'and personalities."

Personal characteristics vary widely both among individuals
.

and within a 'particulai individual.

- 2. Individuals are qualified fdr a-number of occupations.% One
. .

might be successful 'in many fields o , types 'of job's.

49.
.6 / /

4 a ..,

+, 3. ' Mos occupations require.certaf patterns of'abilities and

k

as-

personality traits buare fleiible,enough to ailow some

variety'of individuals in each ocCupation.

Rarely are the charadteristics df an occupation.so .

specialized as to exclude a range of abilities to fill
,

it. A soloist for thiMetropolitan Opera is an example
Ah

of h OW, that does liMit entrance..

"Vocational preferences and competences, the situatl.ons in

which people live and work, and hence their self-64oncepts,
a

change,wtth.time andoexperience, making choice and:°

adjustmenta contgluous piocess."

5-5 112
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4. .A's one develb1A- hiqher-levelmskills, he may become .

dissatisfied With his present*positión,.ind seek greater'

satisfact.ion for and expression,of his\talents.. dobik

changeh requ'red skills.change, work situatiolis are

constant/y changing, and an indiVidual's self-cdhcept
S.

, '41

\ may change. For some'individuals, .however, this change

may produce little gr nokincréate in job satisfaction.

5. "The nature of the career 'Nktern is determiied byyle

V,

. ,

individUal's paxental docioe-economic level, mental
't

abilitY, lipl:personality characteristics, and 'by the
) .

opportunitiqeto.which he ld'exgosed."
4114,-

40,

0

,
, Some factors are'more important than others Parental N.

soc

one

econoinic.level seems .to-be a highly s'gnificani
-4

inde values, expectations,1 aspiations.derive largely

*
froi the family setting. Chance, top, is.often a' factor

. .

've in career det41oPment. .
.

,

a

. ,

6. Development May be guided by-- .

4
a) helping a person evolve interests and %Diiit,ies;

b) : aiding a person to test reality;

c) encouraging a person:to Jecome self-aware.

4

,
Vocational develctpment is essentially a process of devel- .

4 oping and implementing a self-concept.

4. 5-6
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.

' and is therefore attracted to activities thatallowr% him to:
. it

.. ', , 1 keep. or impr.ove the image he dbsires. When achievemen t'
,.

. t /-**" ,

of this ideal self-image is thwarted, compromise is

Module 5
Resource Paper

1 .

Ofie's vocation is usually an important influence on tke
.%

. ,"

self-concept. *Everyone seeks to enhance his selfconcept,
s

,

required. Compromise may result in the individA:fs

feeling frustrated, inadequate, even angryi or 4.t may

inspire him to do more io ensure that ,the compromise is

ri A temporary sitatitri.

I

An, individual must obtain ipsig4 into a larietyof ocdqpa-
. .

. tlons in order to bhoose siwn6 that per:614A.Nhim to become
, * ,

, * , '

. .

th\persdn'he wants tosbe (iri his eyet and in the eyes of
,

..

other).
4

8. The process of compromise between selfrconceRt and reality

and bgtween individ41faild social facto,f's is one of role-

playing. I 4

r.

f;t is not feasible to experiment by actual.participatiott in

more than iLfew adtual work fxperiences. One must match

(
self-concept with job reguireMents al411 sAisfactions

4*'throughabstfact. means. 'Fantasy, 'counseling, vicarious

ex ience are therefoi.4-Trecessary for evaluating thc

Stlitab:i14y of an occupation.
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9.. Work aud life satisfaction depend upon the eitent to
(

which one tinda adequate outlets L .s abilities,

interests4ersonality, and values. Finding thiss

outlets 'depends'upon selecting a way of life-in which

one .Can play thewroles he considere approkriate.
9. ,

Work should ncA negatively affect4a person's self-concept. '..:

THE DRUG'ABUSER AND VOCAIONAi CHOICE DEVEZOPMENT
,

The V4 speCialist who works.with rehabilitating drug abUqes
t ,

Alas a special kind of client. Although the services hi prclades

$
arressentially tnesame as those offered to any.client populatiCp,

.

o those services must be adjuited to the specialized needs of rehablii-

-tating'7rug abusers.

.Most vocaional rehabilitation clients have remained in.tcugh
e

with the establisp.ment. Unlike the drug abuser, they have probably

, periormed and mastered certain deveropmental tasks according.to a

fairly standardized sChedUle. The drug abuier's schedule of

vcrational developtent has been interruptedprobably at an early

stage.
..

- .. . ....

: .

Drug use patterns and.responsiveness to rehabilitation)

Drug_abus4rs often depart dramatically froi a standard pattern

\

,(5i. vocational development, so their needs tust be studied carefully

if servites are to be relevant. Super'(1973)\ and'otOrs (Goldenberg,

-
l74) halie noted thai those who use marijuana orbecome addicted to

stimulants.are likely to be in'reasonable contact vij.th reality and 410

1j.
5-8
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the work ethic and will therefore be more amenable to the.usual
or

\

pattern of vocational development andi'more cooperative with the.

process. HIFIce,:rel)abilitation practices should follow roughly

the same sch4dule as'those provided to the nondrug-using population.
k

These clients May be expetted to cope reasonab,ly well With

developmental tasks,,to plan adequately; and generally further

their vocational development somewhat systematically.

-Those drug abUsers who prefer depressants:seem to reiect the

work ethic and to take flight'into'a youth culture that rejects

the normal job. development patterns. Thdy are often escapists who

are likely to remain arrested in adolescence. Regardless of their

age, they are likely'to'be fixated in the enlorattbn stage of

vocationAl development and hence require services appropriate4to

that level of development. Habilitation may be-a more appropriate
t

term than rehabilitation to apply to this population.
/-4

...
, ,

The abusers of depressants are more likely than stimulant and

marijuana 'useri to be out-of touch with reaiity and further behind

in the developmental process. They tend t6 resemble thelpored and

unenthusiastic wOrkers who simply driEt along blindly from one

'Meaningless job to another. This phenomenon is common to abusers

in their late twenties and early thirties. 'Such persons need to

neturn to the developmental procesi from which they have wi&Orawn

and.face, perhaps for the ftrst'time, the task of identif*,ing and
.

implementifig a.vocatioril ohoice Thoug4 chronologidally such

5.-.9. .
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perdons may be adults they are "vocational adolescents." They need

to be provided with exialoratory experiences appropriate to adolescents

while being treated als an adult. This may mean deferAng independence

through employment while vocational exploration and training'are

being provided4 .Work study programs may accelerate the growth

procevs if supplemented-Ay counseleing that will help the oiient

realize,the importanCe of career exploration..

. The VR specialist, thenl must know where his clieht is develop-
aa.

mentally and 'be willing to providp)or help,tAe client acquire the

d
experiences necessary to progress through the appropriate stages of

%

.1

vocational growth. The process cannot be hurried.

.

1 4,

1110.The specialist must know his client. and hts experidhces, and

must have knowledge of the vocational development,process if he is
U.

to be of greatest helio to'his clien. A variety oepidance-

-' services muist-be made available in a,,carefully planned program.
9

It *ill frequently'be the reiponsibility of t/;1- VR specialist.,to.

educate the prograt staff so that thesec,services can be provided.

Only a well-planned prograt will-accom4sh 'these goals.

HOLLAND'SlIODEL OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE

Assumptions

John Hdlland (1966) is essentially a personality theorist; hrs.

specialtli is the area o2 voomtional choice with emphasis on need

theory. He believes that--(

7
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1. individua1sIppress their persondlities through thek. .

. .

e
choice of yodations; . . ..

. ,

.

. .

members of a vocation have siatilar personalities and
4

, respond to many iiivations and'problems in similar

ways;
i/

an Individual creates an interpersonal'environment by

controlling that environment (people and .structures). in

ways that he finds mosi coMfortable;

4. vocational satisfaction, itabiliiy, and achievement

depend upon a hirmony between the personllity and the.

work environment; s

5. there are a 1imA4ed numier.of personality types;

6. Work environments can be dratsified in the same way

as personality tms.

iersontlity types

Holland believes personality types may be cate4orized acCord-

r

ing.to (1) expref3sed or demonstrated vocational or educational'
,

inierestsi (2) employmehtpiand (3) scores on interest inventoriies

.

(Kudet Peisonal preferenie Recordl.the Strong Vocational Idterest

Blank,'Minnesota Vocational Interest Inventory, and the Vocational

Planning Inventory). The personality types Ian into six,major
-

categories: realistic, intelfectuala,sooi, al, conventional,
1

Ill,

enterprising, and artistic. Below are descriptions of those

categories including the ways pi wAich these peisonality typis

ihocharacteristically deal with the eironMent. . ,

1 8
5-ll' '
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The person whose orientation is realistic deals with

the environment in an objective, concrete,' physically

manipulative way._ He or she avoids goals and tasks
. ,

c.1
requiring spbjec4ve, intellectual, aKtistic, or

1

,social abilLties, and pieferb Jskilled trades or
4.

.agricu3tubral, \technical, and engineering, vocations.

-Such individuals a're often described as Masculine,

I.) /emotionally stable, materialistic.
s' 0

2. Intellectual

The intellectual uses his intej.ligence to work-with

words, ideas, and symboA Accordinq to Holland,
'

these individuals like scientific, theoretidal,) .

artistic, and,mathémAtical tasks:and vocations;

They avoid social and emotional situations, psrabtical

and conventional tasks. 4 /

,
i

1 :' : .
.

3. docial
. --------"-- .

These peo01 employ their skills t6 manage others..

They like social.interaction, and prefer educational,
. -

therapeutic, and religiouq vocations. They work well

in community, governmental, and dramatic.activities, an4

see themselved as.sociable, cheerful, donservative,

responsible, achieving, and selfTaccepting. They 'have

high ve-rbal, Outblow mathematical ability.
I

;

5-12.
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4. Contention'al
.4

Convational persons deal with.the envircnment by Aoosing

t..'

t.
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.

goals and activities that provide social apProval. They... .

.

.

C
create a good im ession by neatness, sociability,

.
. I -'I

. conLervativeless. They do well ai'iclerical and computa-
.

1
tional fasks and they.velue economkc matters, seeing

, -

4 1
1 -

1

"aemselves:as shrewd, dominant, qpiltrolled, rigid, and'-,

S.

stable. They cliffs; from sod14. pe-esons by having

greater sqlf:-control and by beidg more halrd-headed.

Enterprising .

.. .

The ente6rIsing pbrson is adventurous), domineering, s
t0 . s ' i

enthuiip4tic, impulsil.;e, persuasive verbal,. extro4rted,

confident, and aggressive. 'Such a perton performs
/.

well
I, .

in sales, gqperVisory, and readership positions 4n&enjoys

.athletic, dramatic, ands competitive events: He ot she,

does not like confining, man4h1,. nonaocial actigities.

(The enterprising differs from cbnveritiopal
,

by being pore
.

. . .

sociable, original,'adventurous, and aggressive, and /ess
y

resporiii6le, dependent,,*and,conservative.)
. .

So.

6. Ariistic

N, .

artistic responsp to the eni.dronmentds to create.art
P

S.

, *fords. Artists make judgments accordincl to their subjective

peceptions, and fantasize in problem solving. They haveg

greater verbal than mathematical.' Abilities , and 411y. see

5-Z3
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is

senkitive, impilsive, and.flek/ble. They prefer

I

mUsical, artfdtic, literary,.and- dramatic vocations encl.', .

act.ivitis.,

... Holland believes that thére,are c r esponding work environmerits

in which these personality types fipd. personal satisfaction:. Descrip-

. )

tions and exampled of the work enviionment.categories are-given below:

dp., Work Environments

1. Realistic .t

InvOtves.concrete, physical tasks eequiring mechanidal

skills, persistence, movement; requires a minimum of

Interpersonal skills. TyPical setting! farm, construc-

iion site, barber shop, garages.

2. Intellectual

Irruolves abeltract and creative abilities rather,.than

personal.perceptiveness; demands imagination, intelligeAcp,

use of intellectual tools and'skills,%working with ideas

more than people. Typical setting: 1 librarx, research

laboratory, diagnostic

specialists/

3. Social

aonifertrces, work groups of certain.

Involves interpretation and modific4tion of human behavior,

caring ior qr dealing with others; "lauds frequent and

prolonged personal relationships; work hazards are primarily

14!/

5-14
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emotional. ,Typical settirp: school, college

classroom, 0-lurches, mental health facilities,

recreation oenters.

4. Conventional

InvOlve.,,systematic, concrete, routine processing of

verbal and/or matherriatical,information; tasks often

short-teri, routine; requires a minimum

of interpersonal skills. Typkcarsetting: bank,

post-office, bUsiness office.

5. tnterpriding

Inyolves verbal skill in directing or persuading others,

demands controlling, planning of others; the need for
C.

an interest in others is less intense than in the

social environment. Typical setting: ,real estate.

* officel.political work, advertising agency, car lot.

6. Artistic

Invblves creative and interpretive use of artistic forMsp

,demands ability to draw upon knowledge, intuition,

emotional life in problem solving;may tequire intense

involvement for long periods. Typical setting: theatek,-

46.

library, art or music studios.
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SUMMARYOf
The,VR specialist working with rehabilitating drug abusers mtist

consider the unique needs ok-his clients, most of-Aohom will require,

(
Module 5
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substantial aid in vocational development. The specialist, therefore,

shouid be thoroughly familiar with procedures for lssessing clients

and collectkng essertial information on self-c ncept and vocatl.onal

aspirations.
a

Rehabilitation planning will ddpend, in large measure, on the

177.7gWtalist's camplete knawledge of the client's vocational develop-

ment thus far. Only then can the specialist assist the client in

acquiring the necessary_experiences that will allow him to proceed

with the steps leading to vocational growth.

To be truly effective, the vocational development process

should include a variety of guidance services. The VR specialist

may often be required to educate the program staff so that these

services can be. provided. Only a well-planned program can accomplish

the desired gbals; ,the VR specialist is a key figure in planning and

implementing such a program.

5-16
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"MIMML

Creation of goals,' establishment ofIcontrae*t

A.
_,.

B.

ems

S.

The nai'um of contracts

Phases in developing contractual treatment plA.n

1. Expluation of intent
o

2, Establishment of/mutually 'agreed upon goal7s

a. Atairlable
.,

b. Clearly stated

c. Measurable

1 Time-phased

3. Consideration of.respöniibilitiet

4. Identificatipn,of consequences .

5. Selection of means of evaluation

Summari'

a. Who will evaluate

b. How will client be evaluated

C.
gm

What will indicate success

/4.1')
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CONTRACTING, AND GOAL SET7NG'

The creation of attainable goals and,the'establishment of a
4

tgeatmeA contiract are two of the most critical issues in effective

rehabilitation. here are three prerequisites to meeting these f

issues:

1. An understanding of the client's b ground.
-

a. 'The support and assistance of theftre tment progeam for

the client

3. A philosophical,approach to the successful reentry of
4

the ,cLient-to gainful employment

THE NATURE CT CONTRACTS

A'contract, as applied in the vocational rehAitation setting,

an agreement between a clieritland the VR specialfit. It is

entered into for the purpose of effecting growtr-apd .change in
, f

.
.

L

. d.

a cli/entA iti.goal,is to make the client self-sufficitnt through
.,i

1 ' .
. ,

- employmellt. The contract defines the client's goals fcir successful
,

job placement and clearly states the Means that must be employed

0
to achieve.-them. Furthe'r, it defines,the scope of behavior

expected from both, the client and the specialist.

4

It is important to remember, however, that the contract is not/
\

),

a rigid document whose contents cah never be altered. As new needs

6-3
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or Problems arise the contract should be ,readily open to rene-

gotiation by either the client or the sPecialist.

The goal is an Important component of a treatment ,contract.

It is an .explicit statement of a wisrh, desire, or intention

that will be realized within a specific period of time t4rough

a specific course of actions, by employing specific,behayiors.
S

The,goal Must be realistic and attainable within the time

period estimated:

,

A contract is stated 0.mply, and specifically, in commonly

.understood language.It answers the question, '''How will you#
.0

and I know whel you'get what you arevorking for?" To illus-
.

trate: ,--rather than say that he ,is,working toward getting a

job, a client might say, "I want to complete my G.E.D. by

June (3 mont.hs) in order to et a job with the telephone

Company as a lineman."

contract negotiated between the client and the VR spe-
,

cialist is an odfcome of the following processes:

.Assessing 'the client's current strengths, skills,

:,abiliti se. intere;ts, vocational preferences; lif4stlilb,

and iehávior patterns'(The aapessment is made ihroug

personal interviews with the client, Psychometric

ing, interviews with program staff--or revieWs of case

history materfiVitand any other sources of information

that) may be available to the specialkst.)

111Yilin

6-4 I,,27
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Feeding back to the client thesoefifiC information that
.

% .,,

e.
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the spetrialist has learhed (This should include.perceived
0

problems and concerns pertinehit to thesclient's,vbcationar
..

. .

placement. Such information represents where the client
. N .

is now, or condition "A".)

Clarifying with tfie Ikentewhát goals he.would like to-

4

accomplish as an outcome of the.kaabilitation pi'ocess
.

0
(These projected goal6 represent what the client would

like to achieve in the future, or conditton "B".)

The acceptance of a contract by .the specialist also assumei
1

.that the, specialist ii capahle of helpin the client meet that

contiact. In the above example, the specialist is responSible'

.1111 fort 1) knowing the elephbne comparAf's polity toward .hiring

rehabilitated drug. users; 2) knowing ;the specific educational
. ;

and skill requirements for the lineman job; 3) determining the

compatibilitysof the work and work environment v/ith the client's

"periticinality. profile"; 4) being prepared to pave the way for

the client through contacts with the personnel iMice; and,
.( ! .

5) having information about what the clieRt should do to pre-

pare for the G.E.D. //

FIVE STEP'S IN TRTTMENT CONTRACTING,

a.

Five steps are required in developing a contractual treatment

plan: .

1) Exploration of intent

6-5 '



2) ..Establishthent.of,ffiutually agreed upon goals

3) Consideration of- re,spongibilities

- -.Module 6

Resource Paper
t .

- 1

4) IdentificettOn of consequences: kewards for guccess;'

Costs.for failure

5) Selection of a means to evaluate ctange or-rIlizati9n .

4 ) a
of goals

-Each qf these steps represerits a vital component oftee con-

tractual treatment process. The eliminationof any one of them
(4-- -

jeopardizes the probability of successful rehabilitation. During

any of these-steps, howeverf the cont4ct can be renegotiated or

amended'to fitaparticular situatioris, or needs that may arise.

Each of the steps is analyzed in the%follow.ing discussion.
I

4

WWI

.rv
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Exploration orintent

. As in most situations, the caent and the specialist will
,

expliore each other's intentions; directly and,inditectlx,. during
4'.111

their first meeting. Rhe specialilt will want to know why the

Module 6

- client is in the,program, whether he is motivated to change his
. . .

'behavior, what changes the client has in mind, .111at roli.the'
%r .. .

. client sees the.specialilt playing throughout the process, and

what will, indicate that :the-planned change has been-accomplished.

The Client will wane-ro know aboAt. the spetAlis't and about the
----------------

,

t program. (For example, what is. the motivation of the specialist, "

VId.howidoes kie,,i.ntend to help?)

.,%..4 , .
. V

Ektablishhent of mutually.agreed UfsOn goals' %.
.

4 t
. .A . 1

Mutuality implies that'tboth the-client add thie VR ipecialist -
. ,

-.

know and a4ree.on what they are 'working toward; mutuality.should .

,... , .

be emphaslzed while prepartg the'adntraft: The ipe4Fialist must

not simply accept any goal the pilent pregents; he'must now allow,
/.

the client tO belieVe they are both working\towaret'he'same goal
1 \ 4

!
I t

if they actuaiiy are not. The specialists 9wn interpst, com-
.. .

% .

.

.
p tencies, and ethical-standards shpuld place limitations on whet

,.,
h is, and is not:, Oillins to help hie client accomplish.

. % .. , .
, .

(Krumboltz, 1968) , e0

The specialist ,and th'e.client should agree upon goals that'

are:

Attainable. The 'projected changes must be r4alistic,

yef challenging, and within the reach of °the client,

, considering his skills, knowledge,.psychological atate,
(.

40

and readiness for wprk. The skills and.Support available
.)

().6-7
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. /

from the agency should alockbeltaken into consideraAon.
. i

. . _ .- . ;

4,' Clearly stated. The,goal statement should be specific
. 411

and.include refeance to!,the precise attit,pde, behavior,

thought', or ftelings that may need to be\deveioped kn.
;

order td, attain a goal. .
I.

,
. ..

w P
Measurable. The stated goal must:contain elements tha't

i

can'be Obiectively appral*sed.

Time-ihased: period of time should be specified:during

which the goal expecttd to be attained, so the clientts
. ;

prógress towdrd' that goal Tay be eviluated.
v

ConsiOration of 'responsibilities

What is expected of both parties? The specialist offers time,

sumiOttand professional knowledge to the client. The

'ciient makes a Nmmi7tment.tO behave in one'or more different ways.

Ea6h Oarty Imigt know whit the othpr will do in 6rder to' faOlitate

the dompletion of goals and.make good the entire contract.

Accoiding to M..Holloway 'anil W. H6110way (197?), the client
1 II

11AS the major responsibility

-
and foi attaiiiing'the change'.

ovoidal' the

both foc setting the goal ft?Ir change_

1

This clear Aatement olik responsibility
;

establishment of a-deprendeltcy relationship with the .%

/

When both the cliept 4nd the specialist establish the
o

.
,

; , 4 . I

mutual contract, the specialist is no longer the"caretaker of the

----
.

eljent,-butlather 4 equal participant in,the r7oeess cf change.

Holloigay and Holloway also emphasize that hoth.the client and

the specialist mast know precisely What each'me4s, in language

that is 4ear. In developing the contract, the specialist must

131
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not make pi:omises to the client. Plcomises negate the equal role'

of the client and speciafist, and may create4or re-zreate the

dependency cplationship.'

It, is the,responsibAlity of the'client to spectfy :whew he

DO currently (condition A); and where he wants to go (conditiom B,
,

the geal). Once the client speth out all features'of condition A

and -ctfidition B, he then detail's a plan that would taie .him from

A to B. The Holloway/approach asks two questions of the client

ai thia point: (1) What must you' do to get from.condition A to
/ ,

1

the desired state of condition B? (2) How do you, stop yourself/

fror reat.hing ordition,B? With these guides, tht olient

identify new taaviors to be .developed and then, instituted, and
v .

. A .
'0.11.d or current bahaviors that. w,ill be discontinued.

,

i

\ .

IslentifiL7glionl of consuaknces .

.

, .

What hapliens if the client dogs or does,nOt complete a goal?

The establishent'of a gdal is meaningless unless it has Some .

.

:' *.k

.----,

value to the ciinnt. The Value can usixally bs found in the
,

. ) .

awareness that the successful completion of a goal will lead,
, , J

-1.- soOthing of/higher value; e.g.,a better job, a more stable
, t ._ .S.

marriage, or a new sk41.. ' .

.

Consideration shOuld also be given to the consequences of
e 0

-
V

not attaining..a goal tor-goals). What,changes will not occur if.

a prescribed plan is not follo wed? Are there methods of punishment
I.
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that will be initiated if the client fails to comply'with the

contract, such as withdrawing weekend pass privileges or demotion

in "Wprk activities?

Selection of.a means to itvaluate changes

If.guals are accurately stated in terms of the behaviors to'

be chariged or learned, the evaluations' of those changes can be

measured 'by observation df.the specialistor a third party. Both.

client and specialist should agree on how the client's 'work progress

or attainment of gogls will be evaluated. This:consideration must

inclUde:
0 4

Who will evaluate? (employer, client, counielor)
el

.How will client be evaluated? (examination, 'employer

references, urinalysis, on-the-job observation)

What will indicate 'success? .(doing something within a

certain period of time, beini able to.complete.a task in

a given percentage of the time)

At this floint both parties implement the evallation procedure.

Given the results, amendments are made or a new contract is drawn

directed toward new skills, attitudes, fealing,Por thoughts.

The contracting process is a ciclical one. Once initial goals

hive been completed, new contracts ard made for continuing success.

If goals are not met, a new contract can be made for attempting to

realize those.gdals again.

.'

131.
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SUMMARY

'

Module 6

The importance of contrcting and goal setting in rehabilitatibn

cannot be stressed enough. .The contract enables the specialis and
, i .

the client to define clearly and explicitly what changes 4e latter
,...

, .

. k*
wiihes'to make and the means necessary io accomplish these changes.

Y
In developing the contract.the specialist needs to.know as

1.

much4as possible about the client (aspirations, terests, abillties)

-so that he can help, the client establishii.reAli iic view of his 7i

w

0

mesentltituation and his projected goals.
. At ,....-)

4 .

Each step in the five.stages of contractudi planning.is vital.. i- .1

to the ove all yrocess; Together the client.an0 eie speCialist_
t

'work out mut a/ly agreed upon, attainable goals,.define responsi- ,

.

bilit /for

unrealized

' '
ing the contract, determine the consequences of

and decide'on,a method of evaluation:.

Contradting is a fluid protess and.the contract can alqAysiDe

modified or amended if the client or, sPeCialist deems it necessary.

It is also an ongoing activity: completion of one goal may pre-

cipitate the-desire for another contract7rthe total process.begins

anew.

641
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"

Client Role Profile #1:, John Jones ("June Bug" or "Junie")

ward

You are a 19-year-old 'black man who has been a resident of

ihe Tomorrow House Drug Treatment,amd Rehabilitation Program for-
.

six months. You are.now dfug free. You were referred to the

progiam as a condition of your probation. You were "busted" for

shoylifting seven months go. You supported your fairly heay
alb

habit,by shoplifting and selling the articles to a neighborhood

"fence." Upon eniering the program, you were hosiile, uncoopera-

tive, distrustful and uncommunicative. However, the program

staff was patient and you eventually loWered some of your de-
.

fenses. You seem to be moving toward'readiness to leave the pr6-
\

gram and hpvé been seeing the vocational rehabilitation specialist

for about three weeks. You know how 'these things work and you

don t expeci very much. Your perception ifs that the specialitst ,

will just get you a job...any job so that you can leave the pro-

gram. You don't expect to have to do . except tell the

specialist what kind of job you want.

Personality Characteristics ,

/
.

,

Yod are '"street-wise," cocky, distrustful, generally a loner.
t

lourganguige skills are generally poor and moie suitable for

the street than conventional society. You are often frustrated

.by your inability tcNexpress ideas. You generally lack assur-

ance and experience anxiety in situations that you are unable
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to control. You have been working very hard through l'our therapy

group to control your temper, which often erupts into physical

violence.
A

You are prone to periods of depression, at which time you

close yourself off from others. ,

You.have only receqly di§covered that you'become anxious

-and suspicious when people try to-get close to you. You have no

close friends. You have had no satisfactory relationships with

women.

You are a highly structured person. You like to have things

neat and orderly. You don't mind routine and have no difficulty

following a schedule as long as nobody nags you.

Educational Background

? .

You dropped out of scbool in the.10th grade after extensive
i

elperiods of truancy. Although you were consider d "bright" by

... your teachers you consistently performed poorly. You felt has-

seled by your teabhers and inferior to most of your classmates.

Employment History
-

Your employment history is spott,y. You have never worked for

more than three months at a time since leaving school at 15.

Y a worked as a bagger in a supermarket, a produce loader in a

large produ,..e market, and a delivery boy for a neighborhood

4 AI/phatrmacy. You were best at shopllfting and have only been

f6-14 q7
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caught once in many years.

Each of your jobs was terminated after fighting with, the'fore-

man or supervisor becauSe,you felt they were pushing you aroun,d.

Interests and Skills

You have never' really'cultivated any hobbies-, but since.coming

to the program you have developed an interest in photgraPhy,.

You have shown a talent for composition and your pictures, al-,

though still Somewhat amateurish, have been hung in 4he house

and admired b'y the redidents: You enjoy puttering in the dark-,,

room and wandering about alone, looking for subjects to photo- \t..

graph.

You do not feel or believe that you have any salable skills.

Vocatkonal Aspirations

."
You have become really impressed with the way the program

staff has responded to/you here. You(think mayt,e youyould enjoy

being a counselor workitg with young people, but you have no

conceptign of how to learn to .do that. Beyond that notiori you

have no ieea of what you would like to do except for just getting
?

a job to be able to support yourself. You have no concept of

work as meaningful and tend to view it as a means to an end--

money to pay your way.

4

a
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SPECIALIST'S DATA SHEET

gclient Profile #1: John Jones ("June-Bug" or "Junie")

- 4 , . .. '--,.

Black, Male" 19

gingle

Drug: Heroin. - Detoxified on methadone - Currently drug free
1

Referral Source.: ;

Junie was referred six months ago to Tdthmorrow House by the

Court after.being. convicted of shoplifting. He has had only

one previous contadt with the Court as a juvenile for being un-

governable and beyond the control df his parents.

History

Junie is a,19 year old, black male who dropped out-of the

10th grade at 15.' He has a mother and three isters'but left

home sho:-7tly after dropping out of school. He has been on his

own, living where.he could, never staying in one place very .

Ilong since \that time.

Drug History

He has been addicted to heroin since the lige of 16 with no

more than a week of abstinence in the last three years. Prior

to using heroin he had experimentdd with various drugs, mostly

6-17
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sedatives, as early as age 10.

Psycholdigical Evaluation

Module 6

Junie was seen ipy, a psychologist for psychometric testing.

The following tests were administered:

Wechsler Aault Intelligence Scale

Thematic Apperception Test

do Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test

Human'Figure Drawings

Results:

Verb'al Scale I.Q. - 128 ,

Performance Scale I.Q. -A125

Full Scale I.Q. 128

Junie's Y.Q.'s on the WAIS placed him in the superior range

of intelligence. He shows considerable artistic ability.

. He appears szo be a very-angry young man who has poor impulse

control; He has great difficulty in expressing himself con-

structively and often resorts to physical violence at the

slightest provoc tion, real-or imagined. Authority figures,

'real or peCeived, are often the'object of his verbal or

physical abuse. Junie has a low tolerance for anxiety and

frustration.

Junie elpresses feelings of ahxiety and insecurity in situa-

tions, where he does,not have control (of himself or of the

6-18
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situation.) His interpersonal relationships are characterized

by suspicion and4distrust. He admits to feeling angry and some-

times frightened when people attempt to get tOo close. However,

,his interpeisonal behavior has shown marked improvement in the

progrAm.in that he is able to joke with other -residents'and t.

generally join in the repartee.

Junie accepts strUcture and routine but Prefers to follow

through on his own. He becomes resentful if directed to do

something He is able to attend to his physical 'needs

quite well and his hygiene habits are good. He takes pride in

his personal appearance.

In'summary, Junie iS an adolescent of.superior intelligence

who sees himself as inadequate and insecure. He present& him-
,

sel an anxious, immature, dependent young man.. He has

apparently resorted to drugs as a means for adapting to the

stresses of adolescence. The availability of heroin and the

acceptance of drug abuse by hiskpeers undoubtedly contributed

to his choOsing drugs as a mean of adapting. Drugs apparently

have allowed Junie to experience himself as less inadequate and

more secure. They, have created for him an 4dentity and a way

out of his feelings of isolation.

Vocational Characteristics

Junie has few identifiable skills because of his impoverished

experiences in growing up. He does, however, take pride in

6-19
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his skill in shoplifting..

1

Module 6

Despite'his poor language skills and his inabilitV to commu-

nicate feelings and ideas verbally, he learns-quickly.

NJunie shows definite talent as a photograriber. ,He has a good

feel-for composltion and has dime some excellent portraits and
.

Atill life .photographs. Until neoy; Junie has been unaware of ,

his creative potential.

Junic,leaving school in the 10th grade, was an;underachiever

and truant through most of.his school career. He can specify no :

Oubject that was of particular'interest to him. e-S

Vocational History II

Junie's previous work history is limited. He has hela-three

jobs, none of which he held for mote than three month's. ' They

were bagging in a suPermarket, lolding produce, an.a deliver-'

ing for i pharmady. Each job was terminated,ifter an altercation

with a supervisory person.'

or.

-1\
1
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Client pole profile #2: Joanne Brawn.

-You are a 25-iear-old black female wholhas been in treatment

at-Tomorrow /Idolise for the pas t months., You caTe into treat-
.

ment voluntarily. You'have been using drugs,mo:,tly he-31n, for -

about,six yearsCyour girl friends introduced you to herOin, and

you enjoyed the high. Although you are in good healtlit ycu have

Module 6
Learning Activity 2

I .1.

a tendency toward, high blood pressure, and the problem is particu7-

klarly bad when you go through one of.your frequent periods of

depression.. During these periodd, you cry a lot, express a wish

to be dead, and have admitted yourself td a-hospital in order to. .

"get youeself together." Since you have 1;een at Tomorrow House,

you have been 'drug free, but yociu often feel overwhelMed by the

stress of daily living.

,Personality Characteristics

In the ninth grade you quit sLool to have a baby, but you

completed school and didn't marry, the father of your child until

you were 18. It was around thissame time that you began to use

drugs. You soon left your Child and husband and began a relation-

ship with your present boyfriend (who is twelVe years older than

you) because he helped support your habit: After knowing him for

a few'years, you moved in with him, and the two of you have been

living together for four years.

Your son, who is now 10, has a learning disability.

You feel guilty about leaving your husband and son. You also

feel-that ypu have let your family down: they are Jehovah's

6-21
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sisters tries to understand your situation', but the other one.i's

openlyftcritical. Although you all grew up.in an intelligent,

religious, middle-class family, you seem to have deviated

A Module 6
4 Learning Activity 2

Witnesses, who take their religion seriously. One of Your younger.

radically from your-family't expectations: You Often wonder
41.

what effect your parente divorce had on you. You were only

fivv at the time; however, you chastise yourself by.saying that

both of your sistersvwere eVen younger, and thek seem to.be doing

O.K. You feel so unworthy that you,often refer to' yourself as,a

bitch.

One of your problems if that you have a hard time expressing

your feelings except through tears; 'you can't r . to say how you

feel.' To alioid getting In touch with your own feelings you concern

yourself Wiih how 4her'people are doing and whether you can:help

them.

Educational Background

Although you interrupted Your education to have a baby, you

did graduate froth high school. You test at a level of average

intelligence; your best test scoreA were an social comprehension

and judgment, lowest on ability to perform abstract reasoning.
#

On the pbrformance.testr your 4est score,was on the ability to

.construct familiar objdcts from their component parts.

Employment History

You have quite a few salable skills: typing, filing, and

limited shorthand. However, yOu have a poor employment hiltory.

6-22
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Of the seveh jobS you've held., you were fired from tvid and you

ieft the rest Oecause you have difficulty dealing with any kind

of crificitipm.

Interelts gnd Skills

Apart from the clerical skills you.have; yqu seem not to be

able to do mvch else. YOu have no hobbies, and express no

,particihar interest in anything.

A.

Vogational Aspirations

Yoq'seem so overburdened with simply trying to "stay on top

of fhings"-that you really haven't considered a job Or career.

Most of your past jobs were in insurance.-agencies, but you

haven't thought about.whether you liked that kind oftwork because

you were too depressed and defensive about the personal interactions
4

that took place.

fr

a
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION SPECIALIST'S.DATA SHEET 0

6lieni Prbflie #2: JO;nlie
....

;

Black-, Female, 25

Separated

Drug: Heroin - Detoxified on methadone - Currelly drug free

a

41.

, Referral Source

Joanfie joined the ToMorrow House drug program as self-

referral eight,mOnths ago.

.Histork

'Joanne is a 25-year7old black female presently separated from
4

her husband. She has been living with hei 377Year-old boyfriend

for,four, years. Joannahhas one'10-yeaT-old boy, who has-a learn-
,

ing disability.

Very neat in appearance,.she is slightly plump a 4 in good 41

health. However, there is an indication that she has high blood

prbssure.

When she was five, her parents were divorced. She has two

younger sisters; one who is very.critical of her lifestyle and
;

the other more concerned and understanding. Her family is middle

class, very articulate and intelligent. They are Jehovah's

Witnesses.

Joanne'left school in the ninth grade to have.a baby but-re-

turned and completed school.through the 12th-grade. At 18 she

married the Iather of her child.

1 4 l;
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Drug History
44,

She began using drugs., mainly heroin, in 1967. At the time,

she was working and using the income from her.job to suppol:t'her
,

habit. She wap introduced to drugs b'y her girlfriends. Coanne
. \,. . .

reports that drugs gave her a euphoric feeling that,she enjoyed. .

1/

Continuing with her drug use, she left her husbAnd And Child /'

and began a relationship with her present boyftiend who helped

to support her habit.
4

Psychological Evtluation

, Joanne tests at average intelligen -/n the verbararea her,

highest.score waston social comprehendion 4ad judgment. In the

.
performance area her highest score was on the ability to construct 1111

I

-

faMiliar objects from their component parts.. In the verbal'area

her lowest score was on the ability to perform abstract reasoning.
(:)

.
Joanne's self-esteem is low, and she has guilt.feelings 'about

her huipand, child, faMily, and reli%ion. Sle'sees her problem

,4
but. cannot make a decision. She refers to herself as unworthy,.

as a bitch. .

She is emotionally depressed and fearful; 'she has mentioned

suicide. The uessures of her guilt are sometimes so dverwhelming

that she undergoev.weeks of depression accompanied by high blood

pressure, crying spells, suicida desires, or a%mittance toga

hospital to "gain control" and ge herself together. Moreover,

she never yerbalizes her feelings and neglects her needs, concern-
,

ing herself with others instead.

N

6-26
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Vocational Characteristics

In general, Joanne has several salable skills: typing, filing,

anciplimited shorthand. However, she has littke confidence in her-
,

self an4 has often left jobs when criticized by a superviior. She

seems willing to work but she has not held a job for more than

several months at a time.

Joanne's interests are-limited and she has no hobbies;

Vocatinnal History

Joanne has held seven'jobs, five of which she-Jipft and two

from which she was 'fired because she couidn't get along with the

people Zn hpr office. She has worked in insurance company offices

and in the main office of a large credit firm

6-27
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OBSERVER GUIDE

-*ROLE

Module 6
Learning Activity 2

Your role is to Observe the specialist's attempts to help the'

client set goals and develop a contract for treatment and rehabili-

4 tation. You are to be a silent obsertar during the 20 minute_s

allotted for specialist-client interaction, using the guidelines

suggested below to,organizi your observations and reactions for

feedback after the interaction.

Remember that your tiik is intended to provide information

*that will be useful to the specialist in helping him master the

4110 skills being practiced. Feedback is NOT, useful if it is 'punitive

critidism, nor if it is a "whitewash'of itportant areas of skill
Ap.

deficiency. Keep in mind that you'll play the specialist role

also, an4 try to share yOurobservations in the way you'd like

observations shared with you.

4
You may use this sheet'to record the notes of your observa-

. tions if .you wish.

NOTES

1) a. What did the specialist do to facilitate clarification

of the client's.motivation for entering,the program?
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.b. How effective was this?

di
a. Howdid the specialist hap the client to set goals for

creatment? Were they arrived at mutually?

Op

b. Were'the goal(s) attainable, clearly stated', time-Phased

and measurable?

3) a. How carefully were mutuAl expectations and responsibilities

considered?

.1). How much emphasis was placed on the responsibilities of

the client? Of the specia.list?

,1

4) How clearly Were the consequences of success,or failure' in

attaining the goal(s) projected?

5) Were clear-cut criteria for measuring progress'tOward the

goal established? How wai this done?

0

6) Write your overall reaction to the specialist-client

interaction below.

1 5 0
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THE NATURE OF THE HELPING PROCESS

I. The Helping Relationship

A. Joint Interaction and Exploration

B. Mutual Trust

C. Characteristics Necessary for Helper

1. Empathy

2. Respect

3. 'Concreteness

4 Genuineness

5. Self-disclogur

6., Immediacy

7. Confrontation
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Resource Paper
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II. Dynamics of Helping

A. Important Variables in a Helping Relationship

B Understanding Different Roles

III. Client Growth Processes

IV. Some Principles of Giying Help

4
A. Leading Client through Solution Process

B. Helping Client Understand Prob4m

The helper as a Sounding Board

D. ,Questions for Helper and.Client

V. Summary
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THE NATURE OF THE HELPING PROCESS

DesignatiQns such as counseling, teachinc, guiding, training,

education, and psychotherapy have been used to describe the help-

ing process.. Each of these processes has in common that the

person helping is trying to influence and therefore change the

individual who is being heiped. The expectation, furthermore,is

that the direction of change will be constructive and useful for

the recipients by clarifying their perceptions of the problem,'

bolstering their self-confidence, modifying behavior, and

developing.new skills.
%

TET HEIPING RELATIONSHIP.

The question for you, the helper, is how best to handle this

vital but oft9n delicate relationship in such a way that the

recipient gets the most benefit from it. A number of writers have ,

explored the dynamics that can affect the success of the helping

relationship. Perhaps t:he easiest way to understand these-dynamiCs

is to put the shoe on the other foot: imagine yourself with a

problem that may seem embarrassing; humiliating, impossible to
a

solve, or perhaps so trivial that it seems pointless to waste

someone's time (In which case the problem may not actpally be the

same as your definition of the problem). Couple that with being

in a program that, no matter how good or humane or egalitarian,

classifies yotA as a person Who.needs special attention in order

to make it. With that picture in mind, you may begin to
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see that askirkg for help sets up a very special kind of relation-,

ship between the helper and the person needing help, one that re-

quires careful handling to be successful.

, The he.lping procest,involves continuous interaction between two

people. Because two people are involvedf they must recognize that

theirs ii a joint exploration of a problem; it is not a classic

teacher-pupil relationship-1m which one person talks and the other

listens. In fact, as Tru4x and Carkhuff (1967) have pointed out,

the "helper listens more than the individual ieceiving help."

The helping relationship, ltke.any other, requires that mutual

trust be.est,Slished. Sometimes it may 136 tempting to think that

only the reoipient needs to feel trust, but (and this point cannot

4 be overemph4sized) the helper is a person with needs, too.

. ,

Truax and Carkhuff (1967) also discus4,severa1 other aspects,of

the helping relationship that should be kept An mind by the helper. 410.

They _have identified sevekcharacteristics that'should be present

in any helPing relationship:

Empathy--the ability te See the world through-another's eyes

Respect-the ability to care for. and trust another person

Concreteness--the ability to focus on'specifid events, to

discuss problems in realistic terms, to avoid abstpictions
'14

Genuineness--the ability to be as sincere as possible, to

resporid to the recipient as a person, to not play a role, to be

openlY oneself ,

Self-disclosure--the ability to share personal feelings and

7-4
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beliefg with' the recipient

4
Immediacy--the ability to assess the rnteraction taking place

and understand, respond to, and discuss the feelings that

are being expressed duting the interaction; the ability to

talk about the present while speaking with .the'recipicnt

Confrontation-=.the ability to "tell it like it is4 without

worrying that one Might be accused of being harsh, unfair,

or too honest

The Dynamics offielping

Just as the recipient must feel that the helper really c.ares, the

helper muat believe t011at the recipient genulpely wants to change some-
,

thing about his life.. Both people have needs, beliefs, anxieties,

values, and lives quite outside the relationship; but the relationship

that develops between them is unique, dynamic, and different from

any r elationship the helper may have with other recipients.

Four variables are.important.in this relationship:

. 1) The helper

2) .The client

3) The problem

4) The, teChniques or intervention

110
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"SKILLS, 1

gECHNIQUES,
SELECTED ,

INTERVENT/OilS

BEHAVIORAL
OUTCOMES

.0

As you can see from this diagram, each person b-ingt different :

skills, needs, and feelings to the situation. While ..1,,ey may

share many, common characteristics (as noted earlier) each has a

special and different role to play in the helping relationship.

Since'you will be -working as a helper, it is yital that you
Or

understand both how the role 'of helper differs from other role

relationships, and what things you can do to put the*role to best

use. It is also important that you understand the phases the client-

goes through in the helping process.

7-6
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Clieht Growth Processes,(Dendy, 1974)

The 4rowth.ptocess on the part of the- client involves many

Module 7

ph-ases that may occur at varying rates, ranging from days to
years. Clients may demonstrate Varying leifels of success with

'.each of these phases. The following are some of the phases that
.may be irivplved in this,growth process:

'1) Owning of Feelings. The client shows immediate and free .

access to his feelings, expresses them in a genuine manner
and is able to idehtify:their source or

2)- Self-Exploration. The client is activell, and spontaneously
engaged in an'inward probing to discover feelEngs about
hitself and his lifespace around him... This includes his
value systemt his attitudes, beliefs, opinions and his
ratiohal processes.

3) Internalkzation. The client khows and trusts his feelings
as belonging to him, and does not attempt to rationalize
them ot explain them away as belohging to somet'hing or

someone outside himself.
o-

4) Commitment to Change. The client is deeply involved in
confronting his problems directly, and clearly expresses
verbally and behaviorally a desire and commitment to change,
his behavior. This indicates the client's willingness to
take responsibility or his own behavior.

5) Differentiaton*of Stimuli. The client perceives the
different stimull in-his world, and avoids, stereotyping .

vaguely similar stimuli. This includes his v lue clarifica-
tion'and a restructuring of some attitudes., He differentiates
between his own characteristics and those othe:.s. He n6
longer says, for example: "Nobody likes me, "Why canit I
be happy like everyone else," ok "I'm totally inadequate at 2

evekything I do!"
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6) Exploration of and.attempts/at new behavior. The client
sets realistic goals for problem solving'.and is actively
engaged inseeking alternaUxes suitable to himself. He
-experiments with new behaviors, keeping those that\work dnd
rejecting those that do not work. In effect, he'hataken
ibme interpersonallorisks and discovered thet activelyi
engaging himself in new experiences is muc... more rewarding
than passively fantasizing or worrying about outcomes.

'7) Integration of nes' .behivior. Effective behavior is in-
corporated into the client's repertoire.

somp PRINCIPLES OF GIVING gup

Dauid Jenkins (1971) has indicated some of the things that a

successful helper, does or does not do. Let us briefly review

these suggestions.

One of Jenkins' cardinal rules is that the lielper does not take

over the problem. Others have stated this as, "Give a man a fish

and he'll eat.for a dayi teach him to fish, and he'll never be

hungry," The same principle.applies here: the IN1per cannot ,

really solve the problem--he cih onl.y' lead the client through the

solution process, pointing out milestones along the-way and pro-

viding support and encouragement.

With that guiding principte-ln_mind, one of the most important.

contributions the helper can make is to be sure that the recipient

really understands what the problem is. A client may complain

about the bus route and how 1, can never make it to work on time;

with a little sensitive diqqin4 the helper may diScoyer that

the real probleh is,not the b'us but the fact that the client's .

wife stays home for half an hour longer and the wants to

be with her. In such a case, the probleM might really be that the
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couple can't find enough time together, 'But arriving at tHis

redefinition of the problem 'is no Simple matte-I-. Questions must

be posed ifi a way that the client doesn't feel.he's being

16,

interrogated (and, often, diSbelieved). Jenkins points out that

the helper must be able to express an understanding of the

difficulty without making the client feel: inadeauate or that it

We.

is fOolish to have a problenl. A' simple but sincere statement sUch

as "I can see that this situation is really upsetting you and I .

'can understand that you. feel unstrung by it" is sometimes as much

help as afctually 'finding a solution.

More often than not, a person just needs a sounding bodrd--

someonewhd will listen paUently and empathically-7so that, he can

get all his thoughts dilt and then begin to put. them in order for

himself. Listening is not just a matter of taking in words: You

h'ave probably experienced the diffeience between someone who

listens "with a third ear" and someone who just consumes

words. Th.., good listener indicates by words and actionl

(a nod of the head, an 2ncouragIng smile) that he under-

stands and feels what the speaker is saying. He hears between

the lihes, as it were. The good listener'helps the talker talk--

guides him through alternative solut.i.ons w:..thout.endorsing any

one course of action. Using this approach, the helper aclows the

client to, feel that he is solving his own problem and that he is

,capable, resourceful, and intelligent. Such an approach also

requires that the listener keep his ego out of.the picturehe

isn't ristening and talking to shbw off what a superior .creature .
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he is; he is there to help, not perform. "Jenkins(1971) poses some

queitions.for bAh helper and client that are provocative for

anyone in either role. They also will give you more insight inlpr
'some of the delicabies of the helping role:

As a Giver--

1) Can you avoid feelirig flattered. (and seduced) by his\cOming
to you for help? Ask yourself whether he would better have
gone to someone else or not yet to anyone?

2) Can you keep from feeling a little superior or "oneup" on
him? .Can you resist the temptation to display your
brilliance or your experienced wisdom at the expense of his
ego? A quick answer may be an insult; it implies that you
ca with your little finger lift a load that has bowed him
.down. Besides; it will probably be wrong; if the answer
were so easy, would he not have found it long ago?

Can you listen well enough to'senSe how he is doing and
feeling the problem? Can you let him begin:with the point
tht is hurting him, even if it isn't the way yoU would

..,

tackle.it? Can'you squelch any early impulse to correct
.
his facts, to. challenge his interpretation, to.pin him
down whe e he,is vague, or to conduct a cross-examination?
Cah you y nods, and mm-humm's signify that he is being
helpful that he is making.sense, that he should go on
talking, that you are still struggling to understand?

4) Can you keep reiponsibility always on his, shoulders, re
sisting the.temptatiop.to take over, to say (by implication)
.leave it to me; my shoulders are strong; my talents are
gredt; my,heart warm? Remember that,you and he together are
trying,to help him make progress in the analysi's of a
situation. The only interpretation oh which he can act
effettiveli is the one he himself achieves. Often enough
your best contribution will be-..to serve as a sounding board
while he thinks aloud tow'ard his own solution. If this-
happenb, he will grow in se:if-confidence because it was he,
not you, -who turned the trick.

Can you curb your impulse to start making suggestions and
proposing action before the two of you have really diagnosed
the trouble? Most consultation fails to spend time enough
in getting a grasp of the true problem. Quick reCommendations
usually bypass the real difficulty. It is often helpful
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to start on the assumption that what the inquirer needs
is better questions rather than better answers. Quite
possibly, if you encou'rage ,him to keep looking at the
problem, he will redefine it for himself.

6) Can you keep those associations that recall your own pre-
vious experiences well in the background? Can you resist
the impulse to say, I.met the same situation sometime back?
Because, Aespite some similarities, the two situations are
not really th6 same. Bear in mind-that what worked well
for you at a different time and place and with different
individtkals may be the wrorng line for him .now.

7) Can you accept hib resistance to your helpfll ideas?. It is
easy to be irritated when someone asks your advice and then
fights it. It may help to ktep putting fourself in. his
'shoes and realizing that it is tough to have to face a '

situation.-you can't readily cope with; it is tougher to ask
for help; it is toughest to-have to change one's previous
ideas, attitudes, ways of adting. Give him time to wrestle
with these.mixed feelings.

8) Can you accept being unhelpful? Consultations become un-
profitable when the dominant motive is the helper's need to
prove that he can help. A major part of self-acceptance is
willingness to admit limitatioris without defensiveness or
apology'. Not everybne who comes to you with a problem will
find you helpful. Recognize this as-a fact; sometimes it
may be due to some failure in youl but sometimes It will
be inevitable. It is not a virtue to demand of oneself
omniscience and omnipotence.

SUMMARY
I

Effective helping relationships have the same elements and

characteristics as meaningful interpersonal relationships. The

counseling kelationship is a complex interaction of two human

beings each of whom brings his own Values, attitudes'and percep-
,

tions of the world to the encounter. Despite the client's per-

ception of the helper as a peTson who has all the answers, the

. helper must resist solving -the problems unilaterally.. When the

counselor gets trapped into solving the client's problems for him,

7-11
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t is'often because both parties are.attempting. to effect immediate

and dramatic change. Some ptessure can be alleviated if the help-
,

ing relationship is viewed as a growth process. Griiwth in this

context means dynamic, ongoing, experiential learning where the

rewards or the'payoffs kar outweigh the negative reinforcers.

Helping is a two-way process for the client and the helper.

Each takes away new growth and learnirig experiences as a result.of

the helping relationship.
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Module 7
. Learri.ing Activity .2

PROBLEil SOLVING IN THE COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP

PHASES AND STEPS

This-resource material defines specific phases and steps of a

problem-solving session and gives examples of interaction between

the ?stener and the speaker (helper and helpee) for each step.

Phase,I: IdentifYing the Problem

Steps 1 through.6

1) Assist the client in defining the problem.

2) Focus on final Oroblem-solving gäal wiA the client.

3) Iden'...ify ways in which the client may be avoiding solving

the problem.

4) Explore the price the client pays for not solving the

problem.

5) Explore how the client feels about solvihg the problem.

6) Identify with the client the rewards he or she gets for not

so1ving the problem.

Phase II: Exploring Alternatives

Steps 7 through 9

7) Identify with the client alternative solutions to the

problem.

7-15
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di Clarify rewards and punishments attached to each
Jr

alternative.

9) Explore and clarify with the client how he or she feels

about each alternative.

Phase III: Setting Goals and Objectives

Steps 10 through 12

10) Assi..t the client to identify initial changes he or she

might make to reach the final problem-solving goal.

11) Help the client determine the amount'of initial success .

he or she needs to continue the problem-solving process.

12) .Explore alternatives the client might take to the *initial

plan, if the 'plan is unsuccessful.

Phase IV: Testing Out Plans

Steps 13 through 15

13) Assist the,client in organizing the order of activities

needed to reach problem resolution.

14) Assist the clipnt to identify ways in which he or she might

defeat the testing-out process. (How will the client.stop

himself from solving the problem?)

15) Identify with the client the things he or she may be afraid

of in testing out the solutions.
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THE COUNSELING SESSION

The following is a.,dialogue from a counseling session con-

ducted by a VR specialist with a 35-year-old inactive addict who

\

is being seen on an outpatient basis through a drug treatment grid

rehabilitation program.

Mr. S., the client, has had several jobs since completing his

treatment program, but loses them for various reasons after a

short period of -ime.

In the situation that follows, Mr. S. has just lost a job

that the VR specialist has helped him get.

The VR specialist's objective for this .session is to help

Mr. S. clarify the problem and to establish some ways of solving

it.

The trainers or selected participants will role play this

interaction between a vocational rehabilitation counselor, and.a

client. The written dialogue is provided to help you follow the

interaction. At the conclusion of each ste,) in the problem-
.

solving sequence in the dialogue you will find ah analysis of the

interaction at the bottom of the page. At the conclusion of each

phase there is a "Stop, Discuss" notation at the bottom of the

page. The trainer will lead a discussion of what has happened

in the dialogue to that point.
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EXAPLE I

40

Client: Here I am back on the'street again with no "gig."

Something alwaxs seems to go wrong. I don't know

what happens: Man I'm so sick of,this shit, I

don't know what to do! (emphatically and wearily)

Specialist: Thji.s is the fourth job you've lost in as many

months and you.'re confused now about what happens to

make you lose them? (questioning)

Client: Yeah I guess so! It's not my fault . . . I just

try to do what I'm Supposed to do and somebody
,

always starti f ing with me.

Specialist: Is that what happened with this last job?

Client: Yeah !

Specialist: Will you tell me what happened that led ur to your

losing this last job?

Client: Wc.,11 I didn t exactly lose the job, I quit:

(angrily) My s.o.b. foreman was always breathing

down the back of my neck aild so I got fed up and

told him to take his goddamn job and stick it!

Specialist: So having the foreman always'watching and directing

1(0 .
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your work made you very angry, is that it?

Client: Yeah, everyt,ime I turned around, there the bastard

wa telling me to do this and that. Pissed me off!!

Specialist: You were so pissed off by then that you'felt you had

no alternative but to quit?

Client: Man I can't stand nobody always telling me what to

do. He was always bugging the ot,her men too.

We were all pissed off at him:

Specialist: Did you feel singled outralthough his. behavior Was

pretty much the same with the other men?

Client: No, it's just that I was' the only one who had guts

enouch to do anything about it. The rest of them

were too chickenshit.

Specialist: What I'm hearing then is that having somebody direct

your work too closely makes you really angry'and

when that happens you feel the only way to deal with

your anger is to split Irom the situation. What do

you imagine would have happened if you didn't split

when you did?

4

Client: I would have busted the bastard in the mouth and

been up on an assault charge.

7-19
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Specialist: Would you say this is fairly typical behavior fo'r'

you? . . . That is, when you're faced with a person

or situation that, in your perception, makes you

angry,")do you tend to mOve away from the situation

or .person?

Client: I guess you might say that. Sometimes it happens

with my kids and my old lady, too: .The laqt,two

jobs I 4ad, I quit, too, becaupe somebo'cly pissed me

off.

_

ANALYSIS

Phase I: Identifying the Problem

S'tep 1: The spei7ialist helps the client try to find out

'exactly what the'problem is (the situ\ation, the

people involved, the events surrounding the prob-
....-.

lem), when it happens,.how it happens (how the

client behaves when confronted with the problem),

and how often'it happens.
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EXAMPLE if-

Specialist: I wonder if you've thought about how you'd like to

Mow see things changed.

Client: Well.. : I'd like people,to quit buggin''me and

just let me alone to do what I have to do so I

wouldn 't have to get pissed Off!

Specialist. I 'wonder if the people who have made you

angry are aware of your reaction bdfore you

finally blow Up andleaye. Do yOu think that

they have the same pi;pare of the situa4on

that you have?

Client: Well maybe not because they're usually surprised.

They act like they don't know where I'm cOmin' from.

.

Specialist: Does their sur.pi-ise at yOur reaction suggest anything

to you?

Client: (tentatively) 1,don.'t know man . . maybe I'm

letting the pressure build up without letting any-

body, know how I'm feeling; Is that what you mean?

Specialist: 'Yes - from what you've said you tend not to tell

other people the things that bother you and when

you have enough bad feelings about them you blow up

7-2]
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Module 7

and-split. It sounds as if you haven't or don't

give yourself the opportunity to work things out

before you split . . as in the case of.this last

job. Does that sound right to you?

(thoughtfully) Well that foreman was such a

bastard that d don't think I could have told him to

leave me alone. But then I didn't try. Diaybe if I

''wouldtry to let people know what's bugg n' me

before it's too late, I wouldn't have had to quit

.my last three-jobs. -Maybe things would be bett21.-

.between my old lady and me too.-

\ ANALYSIS

Phase I: Identifying the Problem

Step
2: The listener helps the speaker focus on his final

problem-solving goal (how the, situation will be

changed once the prOblem is solved; how the behavior

of the speaker and the people around him will be

changed).
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Specialist:* Can you.think of some ways you stop yourself from

Client:

0

letting others ku.ow that what triey're doing

makes you feel angry?

That's a hard question: Like with this last job

for instancf,the foreman is such a "hardass" that I

know he would have laughed at me or told me to g

to hell if I had tried to tell him that I didn't

like him ordering me around all the time. And he'

sure didn't make it easy for the men to talk to him.

he shouldn't be that way:

Specialist,: So your expectation is that if you had tried to

explain to the foreman that his way of supervising

caused you to feel angry he would have somehow dis-

counted you?

Client; Yes, if it weren't for him I might still be working

there,
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ANALYSIS

Phase I: Idaltilyiag,the Problem

Step 3: The listener helps the speaker identify the ways

he avoldsasolving the problem (how he blames others

for his troubles, how he puts off doing anything

about it, what he tells himqelf so he won't have

to' work at solving the problem).
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EXAMPLE IV

Specialist: I'm wondering about the price you pay for not trying

out other alternatives before you allow yourself to

blow up and split from situations.

Client: Well, I guess that's pretty clear. I've lost four

jobs in the last four months.because I get mad and

quit. All because I let some joker "tick me-eff."

But I guess it's more than that too . . - I get so

mad that I want to hit somebody and I'm scared I'm

going to go to jail if I do.

411/

Specialist: I'm also wondering what your life will be lie if .

you continue with this behavior.

Client: I'll be miserable and I won't be able to keep a job

so I can support my family . . . I might even'g

back on drugs. (wearily) 'Oh, I don't know .

ANALYSIS

Phase I: Identifliaithe Problem

Step d: The listener helps the speaker understand the

price he pays for doing nothing about solving

the problem.
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EXAMPLE V

Laff;t: Tf'I hear vou correctly, you're feeling uncertain

Client:

and confused right.now about what to do.

Yes. I guess I don't really know what to do

except when I get mad, I just have to get out.

I'm not even sure I could chabge that.

t

ANALYSIS

Phase I: Identifying the Problem

Step 5: The listener helps the speaker tune in to how the

speaker(feels about trying to solve the problem.
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EXAMPLE VI

Specialist: If there are so many bad or disrveable things

connected with your behavior, I wohder what keeps

you in there acting the same Sway time and time'again?

Client: I'm not, sure.

Specialist: Let's try looking at it another way. You mentioned c

earlier that the other men were chickenshit because

they wouldn't say or do anything about the foreman

and you were the only one with guts. The question

that raises for me is, do you see yourself as having

guis and consequently not being chickenshit because

you blew up and quit?

Client: Yes I guess so . . . yeah I can remember feeling

really .stiong and thinking t:lat that will show the

bastard who he can push around and who he can't.

ANALYSIS

Phase I: Identifying the Problem

Step ,6: The list-mer helps the speaker tune into the rewards

he gets for not solving his problem.
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Once hejistener has helped guide the speaker through se

first six steps of the problem-solving process, the sleaker

should--

1) have a much clearer definition of his protilem;

- 2) know what behavior he wants to change;

3). .understand how he. avoids his problem; (---J

t
4) have evaluated the costs he pays for not

solving his probled;

5) explcTed how he feels'about the problem;

6) examined'what rewards he gets fot not solving

e

the problem.

STOP. Discuss steps 1 chrough 6.

1 7';
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-EXAMPLE VII

*

Specialist: I'm hearing that those feelings very quickly

,
gave way to a realization that once again you are

without a job.. What are some ways you might

consider, assuming that/you are feeling uncomfortable

enough to want to find alternatives, that would help

.
you avoid the same situation in the future?

Client: Man I don't know! All my life I've been solving my

problems in the same way.

Specialist: So you're feeling that because you'v7i always done it

Client:

that way, there's probably nothing ou can do about

it now. Considering your current concerns are you

willing to continue the way you. are?

No, I really want to find a job and settle down .

and I really would like to find another way to

handle my anger. I guess I could even have told

somebody. else how angry I was getting, just to let

off some of the steam instead of waiting for the

last straw. Maybe I Could,have tried to tell the

foreman"how I felt about him breathing down my neck.

He might not have laughed at me.

1 77
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ANALYSIS #

Phase II: Exploring Alternatives

Step 7: The listener helps the speaker identify alternative

ways he can solve his problem.

4 1 7
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EXAMPLE VIII

Specialist:: I find it helpful'to explore what the rewards am',

punishments a"-e. going to be when someone selects

some way of solving his problem. For instance,

what would be rewarding to you if you were able

to let people know what you're 'fPeling.

Client: The obvious thing is that I wouldn't t another

jobdn a huff and go away feeling better.than those

other guys. I could probably get along better with

people. I'm not sure, but maybe I'd f,el sometimes

that I was gutless and not standing up for my rights

if I made changes.

ANALYSIS

Phase II: Exploring Alternatives

Step 8:, The listener helps the speaker clarify the rewards

and punishments attached to each alternative.
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EXMPLE IX

Specialist: Are you feeling now that your need to be able to

keep a job is outweighing your need to express your

. anger in the way you have been?

Client: Yeah.

Specialist: It sounds like finding alternative ways of dealing

with your feelings of being pressured by otherp and

the angry feelings th'at result is something that we

cadidork on together. Are you willing to do that

now?

Client: Yeah . . OK.

ANALYSIS

Phase II: Exploring Alternatives

The listener helps the, speaker tune in on how he

feels about each alternative.

Step 9:

STOP: Discuss steps '\7 through 9
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EXAMPLE X

Specialist: What initial.changes do you think you need to make

before you'll feel like ydu're changing things?

Client: W-Al I guess I could start with-my old lady since

I don't have a job .right now. I get especially

'pissed when she's always telling me to help with the

dishes and to fix things. Sometimes it isn't what

she's telling me as much as it's how she says it.

Specialist: And how could you handle tohat?

Client: I could tell her that puShing me to do things when

she wants them done instead of just telling me what

'slip wants dono and letting me alone tc decide when

to do them makes me really mad.

Specialist: Yes,then in that way she understands what your

expectations are and how you feel when she behaves

in a certain may. Do you feel that this is z reason-

able alternative for working on a job?

Client: Yes,because I'm pretty responsible and a gdodeSa,orker.

I mean I get' my work done if I'm just left alone.

Specialist: Do you feel that perhaps there are certain limits
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to this solution. Such as whep there's a time limit

on getting ce.Ltain work done.

Laient: I wouldn't have any trouble with that if they tell

me what has to beAone.

PS

, ANALYSIS

Phase III: Setting Goals and Object'es

Step 10: The listener helps the speaker identify the initial

changes he wants to make in order to reach his

final goal.
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(

EXAMPLE XI

Specialist: One of the thjngs I was wondering about is how much

; success you'll need so that you won't stop trying to

work through the problem.

Client: I guess if I get a .job soon and I'm able to)tell my

supervisor or foreman out front how I likd to work

maybe I'll hare a better chance to practice lctting

people know how I feel before I blow up.

ANALYSIS

Phase III: 'Setting coals and Objectives

Step 11: The listener helps the speaker identify the amount

of success the speaker needs to achieve initia:Ily

to keep him going in thc problem-solving process.

7 3 5 1 8 3
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EXAMPLE XII

Specialist: It might be helpful to think of what you'll do if

Client:

this plan doesn't work out for you..

If I los another fob for the same reason, I just

might go back to junk. No, nOt really. Maybe I

could talk with you to relieve some of the pressure

if things don't seem to be working Cut.

ANALYSIS

Phase III: Setting-Gdals and Objectives

Step 12: The listener helps the speaker explore what he will

do should an alternative not work.

STOP: Discuss steps 10 through 12.
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EXAMPLE XIII

Specialist: Will you think Do W. of sOme things you can do to

Client:

carry out your plans? .

Well I coUld begin by telling my old lady what I

learned today to see if I can work something out

with her. Then I need to,start looking for a new

)job . . . or maybe I could even go back and talk to

that bastafd, my old foreman, to see if I could get

.my job back. I could maybe explain to him what I

learned today,too.

ANALYSIS

Phase I7; Testin Out Plan;

Step 13: The listener helps the speaker orclaniz the order

of activities that need to be followed to carry out

the solution to the problem.
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EXA1PLE XIV

Specialist: Your'plans seem sound but I'm interested in what

you might do to stop yourself from following through

on them.

Client: Well I guess I could just forget I had this talk

with you and then I could go on feeling sorry for

myself and blaming the rest of the world for my.

problems, instead of going home to talk to my old

lady . . well you know what I mean.

ANALYSIS

Phas IV: Testing Out Plans

Step 14: The listener helps the speaker identify the things

the speaker might do to defeat the testing-out

process and thus maintain the problem.

7 -38



Moule 7

EXAMPLE XV

Specialist: I'm concerned about the kinds of fears you may have

to face as you try out the new behavior. I know

that we've already talked about how you feel about

apk..-earing gutless and chickel".shit. When tho:Je

ings surface how do you imagine you'..1 be able to

handle them?

Client: I don't know yet hut at least.I know that maybe they

will come up and I'll need help dealing with them.

I guess I can't expect to be perfect rigt.t away4

(laugh)

ANALYSIS

Phase IV: Testing Out Plans

The listener helps thespeaker understand what

kinds of things the speaker is afraid will happen

in the.testing-out process.

Step 15:

STOP: Discuss steps 13 through 15.

7-39
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nodule 8
Learning Activities 1 and 2

TRAINER VIEING GUIDE

VIDEOTAPE: "INTERVIEW WITH JULIE"

Julie deals with the following areas in the videotape:

1) Her reasons for entering treatment

2) The impact of the treatment program on her life as a

woman and drug abuser

3) Her problems in leaving the program and establishing a

life independent pf drugs, the treatment program'and her

family

4) The importance of obtaining material things at this stage

in her life

5) her need to establish interpersonal relationships

A

6) Her feelihgs of frustration and.disappointment as she

'attempts to find a job

7) The importance of the emotional support she has.received

8) Her anxiety about the future and the need to establish

long-range goals

ADDITIONAL TRAINER NOTES

8-1
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Module 8
Learning Activities 1 and 2

TRAINEE WORKSHEET

VIDEOTAPE: "INTERVIEW WITH JULIE"

TAS: 1

Watch the videotape and list below the past, current, and

pdtential problems discussed by Jinlie that are related to her

life as a drug abuser.

40.

TASK 2
1

List the personal resources that you think Julie has pat will

enable her to respond to some of these problems.

a



Module 9
Resource Paper
Topic Outline

JOB DEVELOPMENT FOR THE REHABILITATING DIIUG ABUSER'

Dealing with employers' attitudes

Job development versus job4placement

Job development by objectives model

A. Element one: the statement of purpose

1. Tells who the clients,are

2. Tells what the job developer does 'gor clients

3. Provides broad boundaries for developer

4. Tells why the job developer is part of the

larger program

5. It is a statement without time parameters

B. Element two: long-term objectives

1. Criteria for establishing long-term objectives

a. Dated

b. Measurable

c. Indjcative of acceptable level of achievement

2. Client-entered objectives

3. Program-centered objectives

C. Element three: short-term objectives

1. Cr'teria for establishing short-term c'lectiyes

a. Dated

b. Meogurable

c. Indicative of acceptable level of achievement

V.

9-1



Module 9
Resource Paper
Topic Outline

ID2. Differences'between long-term and' short-term objectives

a. Short-term objectives are'more spe,Afic

b. Short-term objectives contribute to long-term

. objectives

C. Sh/)rt-term objectives represent shorter time frame

IV. Guideline for job development by objectives

Preliminary planning

The interview

Follow-up

D. Employer record

V. Job sources

A. The client

B. Specialist's employer contacts

C. The state employment services

D. Former employers

E. Help-wanted ads

F. 'Business reports

G. New construction, remodeling, etc.

H. 'Training agencies

I. Key worker contacts.

J. Civil Service and Merit System examinatiO'ns and

employment announceMentS

K. 'Unions

L. Trade associations

VI. Summary.



Module 9
ResoCirce Paper

JOB DEVELOPMENT FOR THE REHABILITATING'DRUG.ABUSER

DEALING WITH EMPLOYERS' ATTITUDES

According to Hugh Ward in "dettinq jobs" (1973), Most business

men in this country believe that drug abusers, even tormer abusers,

often--

exhibit a high turnover rate in employment;

steal to suppprt.their habits;

become pushers to "ensnare" co-workers in narcotic addictionj

pose a general threat to businesses because of theft,

inattentiveness, etC.;

do nothing to better their condition;

experience severe ,p!rsonal problemS, even though rehabili-

tated, that will hamper them from ever becoming.productive

employees.

You, as a vocational rehabilitation specialist, know these

IL?

generalizations are not true for a significant majority of

rehabilitated addicts. But you also know that the rehabilitation

effort in your area may hinge on the extent to which such gener-

'alizations about rehabilitated clients may be disproved. This task

can be accomplished by VR specialists helping clients get jobs

that are meaningful to them and in which they will, by their

perfo:mance, dis:el employers' fears that former addicts are not,

IIIgood employees.

9-192
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.The.first step in t is.delicate prvcess.is f9r the'specialist
. . .

toJiave a .job -development program that addresses erp/oyers'
. ..., .. .r, .

concerns, meets the heeds'of &lients, akld'leaves you, and your . I..

- program .,in the positiob to apprclach Icidtdntikgmplbyers with a

)
.

,'
--! .

.

. .
track recotd ofsupFessfuljob placements.

.
, .

.

. .
.

,

, , t
.

..

,JOB DEyELOPMENT VERSUS...10B PLACEMENT
. 1% 1

7

The key to building youi prograM is an understanding that j.ob '.
.

I . .
. *.

,

,

.

development is a'mOrp thorough and thoug4tful than job

pldcement., Job development 9onsists of a,series of.planned abtivi-.

v ' ''..."..Y /. / i

tiesintenged to:r .1) place Many clients with.(many emPloyers, 2)
...

... . ye . . . ..
: maintain ti clOSe. elationshipwIth partisiipating employeks, :and 3)

,.

41h, develop new job oRportunities. 'Job placement, on-the other hatid,,

is ,a part of job development, nbt thepAire program. 'Job place%

ment is focused AMost entirely On the ,peedi spec,ific Cliefit
,

A.

- and,a specific employer; it is Wjdb7.seleking tactic deiligned to

fia'd Onepjob fdr bne ingividual.
.fr ,

0
0 A .

#

A well-planned,job development program ie paxtidularly impvtant
\

,

in light of employer 'skepticism abobtthiiing former addicts.
,

Plsiness and'industry,.except for a few forward-looking 'companies,-
.

, .' v 1
I. - , :

, ' , , . 6 , 4 .

t---WEE generally.retuctant tp 'have anTOing to do'utith drug abialsers.. -"
,

. .
, .,Rather then openingupv.ind creatOg---'More job opportunities for

. ,
/

I

'
. ,

.
t

1.. 1 i 1
e '

the rehabilitated abuSer, thelousineisq commi6nity has actively ex-
. .

.
,.

cluded users and.ex-users from tile PwOrk force along with other

'.- ."sunsuitabIes4:. women, kolacks, the poorl the 'mentally and .

,
,

c
1,1%. 4 °

4

emotionally impaired,. ex-alcoholics, ar4 ex-criminal offenders. ,

. ...
I

4
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p
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Module 9

..'
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.
,,,

'Ibe,beA,way to cilangepotential employers.' rattitudes about
,

.

: ' 1

__
-"rehabilitAted.addicts is. through successful'examples Of glient. .

P . .
..

, .

. .
.

'. employten.tvconversely"the nd4atilica attitude'is reinforced by+
.

.... *

Fsuccessful examples. ,TINs means.t4at theyR specialist; espb=

cially in, I]ic 4.,:,giLning, raisthave thorough.knoW).edqe of each
,

& ., . . .

, ;
.

,
.

.

.
i,.,Client's -needs and Ailities and of'thesemployerYA reguirementi.

1

,

..

, '
/ .

c.

.
. . , ., . ..

.'. "Blind" placements, in:which...the clieWs histoty has begn hidden
...I

1 from ehe employer, ae o4en worse t4n mo.placement.at all. The
,

, . . /
. $ 4

. . .
: ,

, , ,

I.

-

employer will aisCbV4 ihe client's shortcomirigs and the. extent of ...

.
/ /

-

drug histotY-151739.Vh the 4ient's-poor work xerformance Cr actrelapse
.

.

" , . I

ihto-4ug use: It is uhlikely,',.in such cases; that the eMployer'

.
.

Wilf pelComeyou and your clients for future plecements.:

e .
.

1-
i

. Althqugh businessmen rarelyagoilize over th04huMan condition,. -.

, I .

%

4 . .

.
they do undertand prdfits, assets, and return 15enefits.,, In.thiS.II.

. i . . , N, .
.

s.
gi

.
sense, the VR specialist'd job may beleciiiated with thv art or .

1

5-
c .

e
.

alesmihshiP, The specialist ti1as a product (the client) he wishes, ..
.

to sell to a consumer (tha
.

employer). The salesman must believe.' ,
..

.

-

,
'in hisslAódudepAough' tb ithprpss,the consumer with its. value anil

.

merit. He must alsO impress.o.upon the consumer that hefdoes,:in

fact, need the product and that itwi,1l e a valuable and usqul

osset.. , q
4 k t . \V . .

.
o '"

.

,
Despite the'negatrve'attitudes of'business in geueral toward' ,

A N
.

.

.

k .

al'
'rehabilitatedabusers,.some malpr.companies are seakching for ways':

IF e -,,,.,,z,,
/ 1 .'7'

.

.

*
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,
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.. . . -

to help drug'abusers, and sorrk'are willing, ladth your, stleSman:ship,.
, ..

..
. . :

, to hire ex-addi1cts. AihfortunatelY., Many oi these .c mpailies rppot,
. .

.
. .

i
.

that they have npt been igskeci by treatMent prograls to create job ,

. .

k
i 0 . 4.

or tfainin4 opportunities. The.lack of4ede oipO'rtunities, thim,. .

,

is.at least partially the fault of treatmeAl programS-iaila their,
.,.

.

.. - :.
,

.

t
640

4hort7sighted:and 4onsystematic wprOach to job developplent.
/

$
:

4,

.. -Thevocational rehabiJitation specialist plays the major role
Pi 4 ,

.

(.7',Ir. ) . % .0

. in coerecting blis fault...If your.treatMeAt prOgr2M has a job
0 .

. ,
--.) 'Y

% .

.

developmen. plan, it is Your -,eslilonsibN.ityto..improve it. rf.the"
.

.

.-

.'
program doe's.,n&E'have....a,plan,lyou. must create one. .

1

.
...

4
, p .

4 .

.

A .

e.
.

. .
, .

. Y
-,

0

0 .... i ,.' 'r ' )

, , ,
. .,, ,)

joB DEVELOpMENT '4:Ile-OBJECTIVES mODEL .

e
, ,

O.

g o
%

, .e' 0 ,
. t'ir .. ,

s . .,
i .perhaps the .most effecthe way to create ,or improve a job ..

r

.

1I 4 , . c--"--4
*Lat. , 1 ,

na devel.opent Oogram i to us?/a "job Development by Objectives",'
1.

.
.. 1111

.

, ,

'3\.

fr---approaCh:' ifhis,phrase ;ay solindt bitiominOus,'.and it may remifi'd.'

., , ., .. .

.

.
.

,
) -

.

° you of the "burauCreteSe," spoken ai cpmmit4 meeting's to disgi&e
.

..

9

the fact thkt DO.thing iebeipg done. .13qt. in thiG case,. a develdp-
.

I

I a' 1"
,Lment-byrobjecb&ves ty.item givdn the drpecianis

.

4 I

commitment. Each.progilam will haxie differ,ent'needs, depending on
v

..
.. tc.the situation, but,the.model p'resented belowmay te adapted to

r. . 4 I
c %OM a

r .

meet any program's. demand. This' model has tilree major elemets:
._.. , .

,. ,

1 1) he statemeni of,plarpote; Z) lona-tarm objectives Ad a) short-%
I. _

1

; , , 1,/
. . . . . .

.
.

: teim obY6ctiveg. . .'e

. . ,

. .. . .
.

A ,

,
4. (. /

.
J

. .

!.. _yement Ohe.
,

The StateMent'oP Purpue . .

.
el.:.

Without a clear statement of purpose, a single job dey oper.

'
,

.

Si . .

, ;

.,

..

, i:)5'

,4

,
(

. .
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A
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. ..k . ., .. t .' r . ,
) .., . ... ,, -.. . ... ..A , ,..,

. Ir
c

4 ., , s (Mofl uD6 9
.:

.

4 r 1 .
,

-
, .- '.

, (or a unit ofdeveldpers)44.1 At beat operategin a V.iso0anized,
. , .

..

.s.
/
, , . .

.
, I 6

intonsistent. haphaiard vanner. A'statemen ot purpose, a1.1t
'

i
. . . .. ,

. %
..r4ates to a task., cl'eateSjafr4me of reference foralf activities-

-... ,

...

. and gives mearang to the smaller.chores Ahat musti be ACCompli5Pied..
L

I

,
i

eN . .
4 10,...

e
. .

in oider to achieve your goal. This.tatement allows the job:'.. .N .. t. -0.. '.1 ..,
^

.
,.k developer: to plan. daily, weekly, crelhonthly Aasksiond to'

i .

;
.

..
. \

, ,accomplish therystematically. When tile-jdb,"developer writes hiS,
.

,.. 4 .e

.
.

'own'statement of purpose,' it allow tiiM c.);assess'how cOnsistent 4', .!.. .6. .. s

hispëreived RurpoSe it With'that.of the treatment' ilmgram. I Con-
4 , 8

f)

C r

les'
.
the followilig eyample: 'You work ilk a treatment program de-a

..1 P

.

4 .,
A ,..1.,.

signed tO provide treatmerit and-rehabiatation servrces4in',..aN\ (
. ,

. \..
.

.

. ./
residential, drug-fllec settizig'for adoiepcents aged 16 - 20 who

. , . i\ .

.

haVe Melfloolydru/ usersWexclusive of herbfn. .As- a jdb deveYOper," . ,

. ; .

. .

you would plan, as4pa4 of your job purpose,.,.to. devel0.jobs
.. .. t.

i

.

re-quiring only brief 'Wotk histofies, limtte4 o- °ply dertilin types. .1

offmocational skills, ana jObs that.did not egpct the plicant i

., -. -
%

\,

% , .

, -
,

..

to perform in unsupervis4d lprk situatkons.
.

.

, .

,
.

,. . 0
t ,

,

), . .

w-, The statemdet of purpoge as%a fram of*arerence ,t,
.

.
. 1

r- I 4 mask/ .

r
idg.4244.0.es thexli4ts;

1
. ^

L' . 80 J

.. describes,,in general terms, what the'job devepper
i .

.

. *
.

.7 4 *: i . , .

.
/does ,for them;;,i t

.

,
. .., x ... r-.. ..

I

%

0

pkovides br6ad'boundaries that indicate what-tbe.jobi
, f w

6 ..4". % .
'developer logicallY viould ori.would.nOt do;

.r ..4"%.. A A ''' f ,1 %
q...,

.. ...

' 'tells whyle job Oevelope'r is part of tihe lirge orogram.\- a
.or,

.

1 ,t ,v

ii...
The Sta&ment is i -general' ptatement ewitlioultime --k,imita-d ,

, .. . r , , .

, .:' s 4 , C" V 4,
.

itions).thaf provides the job develepermith a nurpOse aftel'an
i /. ,

*
,

.--

. .

. 4. .1% , ,i'
!

.
a:

- '. Ns

S
. .

4.
.
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li'ongoing sense of direction. The following is an example 'of a .

1

statement of purpose:
11;

Consistent with.the program's goal of tótal(social
.

. .
. .

.' and vobational
Arehabilitation of its)adolescent

)
.., .

.

clients and their placemenift. jobs at or.before. .

/ .

,

.

graduaition, the pgrpose or my wo.k, as jt, developer
_ \

for The Tomorrow Hotise Drug Rehabilitation-Center, ds, . .

. '.l. ... e o .

0664114 and/or creatk jobs04training.and eciuLtione.

. .: . .

.opportunities appropriate to the level of maturity,

IP' e ..1

interests, education, and traininej needs of the 16 to
.

.

20.year
.

old client at'on and consistent with a k

.,realistic appraisal of the current j'obmarket.

L.

r

Elemept Two: Long-tetm Objectivei
61

q
T.A.ng-term ob' cti es generate short-term.objectives that might

*
, N .

. ..'.

be translated injzo dely 4\emekly activ_i_tieS. Long-term objed-.
.

,

. . .-
....... , .

tives are generally of twdtypes:- client-cCered and.prOsram- . -

,
.

.

...

. '-
e

. ,

centered. Client-centered Objectives are statements cot #11a't:.the
n i 1 Ci .

t % alr .

job developer is'going to accomplish in serving.tbe clidnts.'

/

i

. . ..

m

N.
0 .

.

Pro ra-wcenfe d ob ectives are statements of pe.grambUilding-and
... .1

,. ,

,
. ir

r source gathering necessary.to.provide those Aervices to clients.

.0 jectives muit metcertain
cr,. ,
iteria. They must. be-r. ..---

. ...-
. .

.

.-

....
,

. 0
Dat The,objectives ,(unlike the otatement of purpose)-

. .

.: r. i

st be set within'a ithe frame that indidates an end )
, . s

. .

4.

110

/

I.

'date by which a ta.st,is'ipa be.) accomplished. H
.. . I. , . 0 ai .

Measurable. .The obiective mst state sople indicator fO? .-.
.

, . ,

knowing when and te What extent the eas has been Iccomplished.
,.

Indicative.of an Acceptable evel of Achievement. -The

.*' . . . .

.

. 94'
,

, "It t b

I. .
. ,

N .

, . _

)
.

. ,

.



Module '9

objective must state exactly how much of the desired result must '

be achieved to;consider the effort successfui.(three out of four;

The follbwing are examples of client-centered objectives, using

the job developer's statement of purposo:
.1

up:By June 197.5, 80% of the program's graduates will have been'

-plAced in jobs or training programs-that are the direct

result of my development efforts with the busineiss community,

..-
1

-, manpoWef and training programs, and other existiha community

0_.
-

_.
serviges `N.. .

1,

.

,

... 1

-. a Within 76 :Monti's, I will have ddyeioped an indexed card file
. ,

% of at least.1.00 companips(public agerwies, a!nd other sources
./' " ,

.

11 ef-jobe.. They Will be 'listed bV job categories,-type,

Pay scald,'hours, willingness to accept.feferrals, and any
.,,,.. . ,.

% -
.: ieraonal observatiOn'i I'might make asja resuit'q my contacts,.

.

, -!1

i Ttiis file wia.1 be located so that residents And,staf will
.,

A
. be,able to make 4te of it in my Absence.

,.

During the next 6 niponths, I,wjll have two prospective

.emplilyers viSit -the .Program eactiMonth to Meet wit.t'th
4

.. . f i.

staff and a mknimum.of 10 residents, My objective'is to
,

.

4 i

4
.

bridge the distance'dbtween the emgloyer's uninforMed image

.,
of the program'ana our reality so that the liAtelihood is

. .

.

increased that he will-be willinq to adcept referrals.

.
The following-is an example of a pr6gramt-centere'd iong-term

objective:

By May 1975, the counselors and I will.be communicating more .

V

9-9



. Module 9
,clearl Y to each other the information that we each need to

.perform our jobs. Bad:led on assessment of.their.clients, the

counsblors,will be abfe tostell me in wiwt areas',I should be

concentrating mY job development efforts. ,I will in...turn com-

-

municate to them the specific requirements of all avilable jobs.a.
#

Long-term objectives are action statements leading 0 the solu-
.`

tion of a problem. They are not always easy to write because they

are dependent uponia clear understanding and statement of the prob-

lem. Once the problem is definedllonv'teAll objective's, which,promide

the route for getting from point A (the problem) ,to point B (the
.

.

s9lution), can be formulated. For instancd, we can.. assilme7fron the
.

. . ..
. ,

. , .

. .

second client-centered objective (indexed..
.

th,file system) at.the
s

. -; 4 ,

job developer has a need: 1) to establish,a more efficient i'Yid
. 1

systematic employer contact program1,2) to- increase.the.prograes

pool of job sources, and 3) to create an,effiCient'regordwAePing

system that can be used by the.itaff and residents 'in his abience.
0

Determining whether it is.feasible to achieVe this objective cle-

gends upon the eValuation criteria used to test it'. One evaluation

.\
criterion might te how many times in a giveh period the staff used

the files and whether they felt that the information in the files

wasirelevant.
;

lte important thins, to remember in writing long-termobjeptives

is that thel> may be a life7saver on those dayswheri.you are feeling

directionless or overwhelmed by the immenSity of your'job. Posting

th4 objectives on th6 wa4j.n your workspace may. serve 4;la'focal

A
point for yoursdaily

f

Tr

1
.1
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7
Ekemen't 'Three: Short-tdrm Objectives-

..

Short-terM objecttves must meet the same criteria.as long-term

ob'etfives.-7-\They mup feasibfb, 'dated, measurable, and indi-

,

'cative of a,9acceptable .level of achievement. Short-term

objectives, hoWever, differ from 1 term objecti irii that they.
*-

1

aie more siocific in terms 6f tasks'to be performed they contri-

bute to accOmplisiling the ldhg-term objeftiVes, land they iequire

less time Tor coMpletion. 1Fve example, several short-term

ol;jectives: rdlated to the second client-centered lont-term

-o

ob'ective .(file system) might be: .

I. .
, 1.

,

. By Decpmber . (1 week), .in order to dpvelop a systematic' , ..
.

. ( ".
.

. . employer dontact program, rwill haveidesioned a survey"
)

.-

, X. . " .

.
. 1 ,.

..-"

.' .
q estionnaire.to be mailed to prospectitte employers to

.

. . ,' ..
,, . . 4

i .

.
. .

determine the type of business., job-'categbries, pay'scales,
, kl .

.

-;, . .--1 .

and have, it appBoved by ml;.supervisor:
. .

.
;14 December (1 week), I will havecIontacted the,Chafter

/ 1
,1---

A 4 .
. .)

a %
. .

. %

...of commeiceland the Deiarmen*wofLEmployment Security to get
-

.
- / 0

a fisting of tge,businesses:arid industries within a' 3Q-mile
. .

..
.

,

1
t -

7 ,
..../. .

1

-radius of the;program. , ' .

F :..J
,

7 .

.4, By Decembek. . (1-1/7 weeks)., I will'have di,vided the
,4 .I. 1

0

1 1' n,
.,

. .
i

43
.

. busineises Anil induSeries brsections of_the city and
/

IP . '
r- 'It

.1
.."1.

I*,

r- a
county and types of products and/or services.

4,-By De cember (2 wbeks), I wirlkhave maile
o

/. /
.

4

surveys to

the first 50 companies, indi ing expected return date of
-

.e.
December (1-1/

,4.

4

p -11'

'1
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Module 9'
4 . .

..
. 0.1

.

.

1

n e '

e

* . .

. r
.1

.

. .

.

By Januar 11r1/2 weeks), I will send.1 tters.to 512% of ,..4111.7
, .

.

.

. .

.

the ?es dentS iegues4.pg in 'interview'wi:thirl ewo weeks, :..'
I

.
. .

-
, .. .

.

of qe (a5, on'the.letter,. .
.

1

I t .

..

Although outlining each tascras a,short-term'objective may seem
1 . . .

tedious, it islp'good i'.00l for isolating and timing'each.riecessery'
.

. , . .. .

.,, ..,

step in.reaching,youx.long-term objectives.Yoll may find:it heli3-.

I
, y

.

A-

.
ful to keep the followingssummary of job deyelopment by objectil:res

.. . lo'

.
.at hand: .

. :e
f

,f

E1ement ones
i.

rpTATEMEVT'OF PURPOSE ye 1..

. r
o

0
.

.

Zlement 'two: LONG-TERMIP
OBJECTIOE

I.

Element three.: SHORT-TERM
OBJB&IVES

LONG-TERM-
OpJECTIVE
- II. S.

I r
..

SHORT-TERM
'OBJECTIVES

4
.

11/1.
,

.. ,

.
. ,

.
.,

.

.

')/
, o .

Long-term and short-term objectives. must be feaiible, dated, 'l , .
*

.
.

,Measurable, and spebify an:acceptable level of achieveMent. Long7

SI

SI

term objectives, may be client-centered or program-centemid.

QUIDELTNES .FOR JOB DEVELOPMENT BY. OBJECTIVES 0 e
..

4',
..

..

pi,
4,'.1' %**.' ..

,
,

1
i .8.

.

0: -Any..plan, ao matter how wel;'it is ddsigned, ib worthless.unless
w

' *9 sit is Out into action.. Hugh Ward (1973) suggests a 9uideline for
( s,,

. ..,
1

.

. 1..

.

cOntactitig prosgedtive emp1oyer8; t is May tpe used in confuSq.ion

,

. . , 4.,....4 .

- 4 . fr

4

with the plapning-15y7objectives syst
-

r--

4

o
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I e IP
--..

' - , *..

,,,,. le I
4: V. ,c; -..

r ..

,
O

Prelimipary planping

4 'j Module

. .

:-
. I.'. Teain 'somethinig .3f/chit the compaq Jits i.3e and .its

r ..

. prdduct's prior tie approachinp i.t. %

----%Th-, 4 ...:.t' 1

1
. ..

.

It might be hail,pful'tO get a copy,of the businessTrospetus it:of
.. 4".

.
. .

learn abolit.the.types of j6bs ilvall4ble in a company, the kinds of
r . .

.' -; l ,
. ,

, :

'...products it.prodilces, the'size-orf.the organi2ation, etc.. C duct=-
. .

J % 4 . N 4
...-.

...
.

. I: , I. .. .

ing a written,survey of,several-companiies through tit:6A.- personnel
. ,

.

. . . .
,

. *
,.... . , .

%bffixes may get som% results./ . .

1 .. .. ,
. 4 w . ,t, .

. ,
.

,

, 2, AvOid attempting to gairvjob'Speni;10 through a blind-
. .,

. letter.vr phonecall to the company. Write to a specifi0 .

4

,official.with hiring authority, include Information liescrib- /'
ing your exoqam and indicate that yOu will 'call for an .

.

...... .appointmeht to dismiss your program... !Do 'call him.or her.

114,

. -

6 *the jub developer should represent the treatment pro4ram.in al
11. ' .

N, .

i ,.
.

professional manner. Thislmay require that information about. the *4 :

.-*/ , e .
1

.. program be typed, mimeogr hed,,or printea on letterheaa stationery

;
. .

... .
.

with the jot dexelopers usine s card enclosed. Remethbehr: these
,

,

' .

- ,..
,

materials are the first contAct an employer may have with trie

-

1 .

t. ,

. .
.

0
(% . .

.. program,,and the first impress' n must be good./ . ,

41
p,

'1 ; . I

You should .be able to' cideirine which company officl'al to .

t

0 "
t

..---

dontact y cakling either i
I

he personnel otfic, af there is one-,
y-

or the secketiry to the-presider:tor vide-president..
. . ,

. #.
The interNA -60. .

'3. 'Be prompt for-your appoi tment and, 9onduct you'rielf in .a
, businesslikeAhner. Qesc ibe your ownebackground and

. credkntials and indicate.what service youryrogram has pr -
vidtA to client:3..3nd whatiLroleyou and your,rogram can plpy 4.

.1' subtropientjto placement: 'Give ple 2mp1oyer-representative ,

,

a chance to talk, .4nd 14sten carefully. Offerpo talk.with
_ -other company persOrimei'. - . -

. .
.

...
. .

,
..

, . . . . v
I .

2.1
1

0
e

A r ..
44 A 4 4

I .
9-13

4
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4
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.

4

.

I

1

or.
50

41/4

-

Be prepared for,the'interview... Practice, if neCessary,:With
.

. .

e

t I
s 0 .

. t .. . 4

another .staff'peksoh and use the feedback tO improve ycurvinterView

,.

-
techniques. -.

1 .-

.

,

..
. P .

Remember that businessmen are not,M.teneral, moved by compag-

.c,.
..

sion to,dmpioy "unsuitable.".-people except on an individual basis%
... . .

. . , .I
4 ..

in which;!they perceive ihat the return'id4yorth the risk. `

-
.Selling techni4u0s hat itlitially piali. on the.sentimentalitv,and

f N 11 : ' ' . .

--

compassionpl the'employer are not; likely, to 'Work unkess the job
,

developer'kclats from personal contact. th4t.they1; wiLlwok. There-
. . . -

fore, an attkgtive sales strategy.is needed-that maximizes the'
I , °

ptrengths,Isk1.1A, etc-e oi the.client and minimizes the..'riAs of
_ .,

hiring him.

discuss.the positkve
critical of bthevprog
g4arantees that these

1

. .
.

spects of your program.and avbid 1:4.zng
ams. .Do.n6t overell 64 offer
ployermill no't believe-1,

.

X .
1 I

Axalgte your prograff and see if you havte any' adyantages.9vers...
.

. "
other treatment'prOijramh or Ibth rerouces-of mahpower. boe* your

re

pi-ogram.proVide Any.Special,dervices?.. Do.you refuse'td refer clients '

'
until they have fdliilled.certain conaitionsr tOti!ht be desirable

It

to. invite sombeme from the.compaily to -Visit.the Prog,ram.
.

.1 a
s .

5. Ask.the emriloyer abodt his requirementse:Attempt to
larn as-mucA'sas possible hbout his jobs Iregtirementp, pay,

,

. , 'hours, etc.Y. Detetmine the employmentoutlookfor the..
foreseeable future.

,

6. Indicate.whether you thint.you ha),(tClients who meef the
,

.1

..,, "
emplOyer`s Oquirements and ask.if.he' would be willing to

, ,

..S v

\' accept eferralg. If he agreeg,'be'sure your aNDlicahts.
k weetthe requirements, and agree in adizance"op the proceddres

tcesbeusea to learn of job.openings and to make ref;ezrals.
.

. .
Agieement shoulalhe reached.concerning. 3,...ha treatMent.inTor-

.1 7% mhtion Kill behavailable both. beforeandsubsequent,to .:'
pfacem t ,Release of such.information must'be'in accordance.

, 'with t liellt'svighes! .

a 2.- . 4,7 , i 1

di'

.#

4.

ft

MIR

-
I .4 lk

.

4,
I

'
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Module 9

7. Wallow up by recontactingthe compahy xepresentatiye-
.shortlY aIter the meeting to indicate,the next 'step and'
When.it'willioccur. Keep. in tolich even if'you don t make

' ,A.Neferrals,
,

. &
`Do pverything possible to make.certain that your firSt 'f.

k
. reterral.is a good one. Arrange for a.quick follow-up with
both the.apinicant and the.emplq-dr7tepseseritatiye to'

detethrine how,thitigs werit.% If the:applicant is not hired
and you hAyg other qualifibd applicaRts',46see if a2dit7ional
referrals ate-possible.

,

'..

-,
, ..,... ..

't_

. 9. E tablish follow-up procedures'with the employer. '.-/ndicate'*-

your,awareness, of the clientiS situation and pro4ress and' .

attempt'to beek ad4tiOnal openings. Ddnot be i-el.uctant
..Itlio coptact the employer eyeh if thihgs.don't WIlopik. out. Le .

does'not,expect 100% sucesswith ahy group4.
.'

r
*

0

.

. .

4..
/

. ..

''

Developrincfp emplOyer:record -.A.

., /

. 4` *. , ,. . . ,

,
These njine s4tegs stpport the concept that it.is the job deyel-

e . %

.

':-

.,
,
,

.0. . , '."

h
a

oper who must establis and.maihtadn p relaiionship wi,th the
n

. r

.
, . .

emplpy0r. That relationship must,be, built on:mutual trust an4
%

.confidence. .
V /

. q

, The steps alsocendburage'careful systematic preparation to
1

- i

'maximize%the,effedtiyeriess of each interview.: Though not stated
&

.

:,, ....

xpligitly in the guide, careful recOrds of each emploYer contact

ts

should be kept.
, .

The employer record'should include 414. detail) 1) the re.sults of

.
\

pitir preliMinary'irwestigation; 2) copies pf
corresp9\

ndence with

.
4 '% ,

theemployerOland 3) resialts oiyour-initial\interview indicat.incv.your
,

,

I

I.;

personal observationS of the representative whom you ihtpryiewed,
1

his williuDess or reluctance to accept referrals, and' ahy other

. ,

III
comments that might be meaningful.for future f011ow-up or

's
4',

a
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Module 9

A11-11-

future referrals. There should also be:a dated pran for follow-up
;

. visits or calls.

. .

JOB SOURCES
. ..-

opOnpe you -have...develed a plan: you need to know where to imple-

. rtInt.it Sor best resul4. At this time,. the moSt iikelpprbspects,

,
, i

,
1

. for jobsiare with city, state, and Feaeralgoverntents, which have

.

usualli funded (or made available) various kinds of sheltered

T . .

. .

..,

employment. On-the-job/training
, prograTs with major

/ ihdustries

/citx or county Work Incentive., Progrdes and.other manpower traiN.ng'

pro.grams are ways in which thejederal and local goverments have
).

-7

become the employer's of "first resort," ready.'to substantially
,

r

subsidizgi prikrate industry for its risks in hiring ex-abusers and

other'marginally employable people.

Thirteen specific job sources -are;

1. The Client. Many clients find jobs for themselvei'by using

information obtained 'from friends, relatives, and theirroWn
0

knowledge of-employment possibilities.t Also, a 'siwcialist's

former clients may supply leads4 which the tpecialist can

pass on to present clu.ents.

2. The Specialist's Employer Contacts. '4'Employer cOptacts,
r

develppe ,and maintained on a regular basis, frepently
4

result in job opportunitie3.
\ /

TheState:Employment Services. The employment service of

Xhe state provides major sources of information on local

110and regional job vacancies and leads to potential employers
... i

.01
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Module 9
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N
The VR Specialist shotild establish a wbrking 'elationship

C.

i
c -

-wth the, mployment service staff. %.
.

. ,

4. ,lFormer.EmplOyers., A clientiq formec.eMployer:may feeltsOnie
,

tesponsibility foe t.le welfare of the client, and be-Wining
-v

to help.
4

.5. "Help Wanted" Ada: Many*,spetialists feel. that "help wanted"
4.

ids are a good s ource fot locating job/opportunities. By

. following up on these ads, specialists are in direct contact

With an employer who has an immediate need -AY workers.

6. Businesq eports% Information on busiAess and industriaf-
)

relocations, expansions'of existing operations, industrial;

changes, and-trends can be translated into job opportunities.

This information is found in newbpapee accounts, indust.rial'

reiOrts, and Chambers of Comerce'surveys.' '

.7. New Construction4-Remodeling.-

construction'iof new plants And
I

,76134 often develop frOm the

factories, stores, gas.
,

-, stations,'a i.

nd from the remodeling of buildings,Contacts
. . . .

-

should be made as sobn as tke specialiS't,is *are of new
,

1
.
projects to assure that hip clients are considered for jobs.

, , .

. .

.. ..

8.. Training Agencies. For clients who-are attending college or'
A

technical,trade, or vocational schools, their own emRloyer

4'.

contacts and placement programs ran often;supplY leads
,

td .

.- W
. -,

A
. ,

,

employment.Openings. '.

NI

,

.

'Key Wokker COniac.4.-
4

Many/speciali.sts maintain cbntact with kt

, .
.

. ..i. emplOyees in various pliáes rather ihan,with the eiployer:or
,- .,---'

. . .

. personnel.manager. These key,Workers often know. aboutijob
,

/

a

I , -9-17
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Mddule., 9

qpénings.due to res-ignations and,operational .changes
.

before the front office.doee.

.. Civil Service .and Merit gystthn Examinations and. Employment
., .

. Anhoundetent. Caverftient emplkTt at the'FederaL .

V ,
.

.

.,

. A 4P "
.

state, countY, or.local, leve].;isa po'Asibilfty'for both'

blue- and white-"collar workers. Job and exam ahnouncements.,
r :

J

,
with deta4s on%qualificatIons rates of pay, and loc4tion,

are Oos ed regularly' at post otft4es-and othe'r public
.-

. )
,

. , .
, 0 .

i
... ,- --

.

buildings, and are.olso publicized th'iough newspapers,
. ,

. ,,

/ , Agovernment lewslettersand other sources:
r . . 7 (

.

1 11. Unions. Busines.s manager's, stewards, and other unibn P.

, \._,/ 4 .

personnel make it their business to know what is 'wing dh,
c A. 1 . ___

. , . \.

both locally and.uationally, that will affect employment-:'
.

.* ,
o

,,,e*

for ;their\z!mbars.
,'

N, - ,..

%

/
411,

,

t 1 . Trade Associations. Wy types cifbusiness establishments

organize associations to promote developments of mutual
N\

interest. These mutual interests ofen'include recruitment

_j 0

r of qualified personnel. Officials of these.associations,
V

- can provide occupational information.thät is mirrent and

local, and can assist,withe placement ofclients.
. ,

4
13.- Boars of Directors. Many programs have an advisory board

N

so.

whose members can be excellent sources of information on

employnient,contacts.

)"

.

A-18
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, SUMMARV,

of job.developmene actiVAy On behalf of
.

partially a result 'of limited resourcds.

s,

'The general absence

iehabilitateddaddicts is

1'

a.

'Most prpgrams, ?unless they are the larger, more 3ophisticated,

multi-modailtyi.prograNS, are dependent upon cou4elors or vocational
,

Zrehabilitation'specialists untrained to find jobs for their clients.

Many.of these counselors Are no morel sophisticated- about,.orfamiliar
`b.

.
withi-the business-..industrial communit/ and how to tap into'it's

rdiources than the client himself. ,

a

I.

d.
The real problem is that/few treattent programs seem to know

verli much'about.jobs, how to..get them, or what(employers are look-
.,

ing for.

Programs. buch as PACTin NeW York City, designed as a qb

.
Alemelliny_and employMent service, have

, Marketin4 of rehabilitated cliegts; usx

onstrated suGoessfUl

,g established' markdting .

.

Aprindiples from the "straightN business world.

to cuAivaile a number of

consistent.ontabt ,(good

ACT has b4en able

businesses,, small and large, through

relations) and educational seminars

.oWsigned to.alter biases against ex-addicts. Mu?: most pAssing
.

'. . .

problem is that in programs wIere Vocational rehabiiitatibn ahd
. 4 .

job-finding services are provided, they-4re pften secondary and
. ,.

subslent .q the treatment-rehabilitation proceselitself. /Far
i

.

,

.

'too many pro4rams perdeive that they have,nO capacity 1614vide
. \J -

vocational,counseling or training. All that may be recinited in
, N I.

II:

such prograMs'isaa 'reassedsmtnt of program priorities and/pie
111/ a, e 4 A

:v

Irj reallocationof lidited funds.
;

II' 1
. .

) C



f
.Obvi6usly, the vocational rehabuitatiOn specialist faces

Module'-9

A
%

sufficient ay to day frustrations withoutaving_to stiffer from .

, .

,

'1''the additional.pr lem,of 'inadequate pIanninfi.and preparation. ,
... . . w ,

.

0 .

.Not only is 'poor planning unnedessary, it, is perhiPs' the most I' w

.
, t

de(eiting of all ptoblems because tIle. agencir, trie speciallist,

'I the employer Sind most importontlyp.the client suffer when
;

S.

planning ib haphazard or 0:to4eNtt<r,absent.
s.

WO'

1

4

\
4

..4

I a

J

4

J

4.

, I

I.

Tit

I

r

S.

.4".
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JOB DEVELOPMENT MODEL(WORKSHEET

.19 ,
I

- 1) Explain,how you.develop jobs foi , i clilents.
1 A! .4,- 4 . 1 . . i

Module 9
Learning Activity 1

ANP v
N

,/ A

4
4, 2) . List three_ways in which YOur,presemt job developmqnt model.

i

3

mhan.be.improved.

4
Describe thiee obitaples you currently experience-that

A

/inhibit effective job developmentf'and-at lea-St one methód%\
\ . ,

.for 'Overcoming thert a
\

1. .

4) What arerthred resources.for job development that you Are

-

not currenly using?

0

2

;

, -
5) List two assets and twp liabilities in your current.employer-'

'

.

contact program.-

. . . .

. _ -

.. .2,: 9
\

'6) List,.-yo,pr strenqths and deficiencies in ec..ja'ird to employer.I, I
Interviewing.'

.

0s- "

,
. ... ,

.

4

I

I

9-23
21
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mc)dule 2.
Learning

SALESMANSHIP APPROACHES

Person-Sell is an emotional approach to selling a prOci. The
10 ,

.salesperson. quickly assesses the customer and piays to the'feelings

. he thinks.he'can most easily manipliate; he may use a sob sfory, .

ttery, or (:).he tedhni,v4that sdem to.a .0peal to,the customer.
.

.

'Plb.6)
f

'Th salesperson alio-relies on s lling himself-7mating himself look
4

sefl the product: the product thus cgmes with the endose-

ment of an outstanding person. Although the approach may,result in

a sale, the custOmeeis never quite mite how. .it happened and often
4

resents both the'product and the saleSper,son,

Product-Sell is charactdrizAby a highly develop sales pitcl,.
fp!

,

extolling the virtues of the product; it:excludes concern for what
,

is happcning at the(feeWitg level:

The combined.Person-Sell and Product-Sell appeOach leaves
. 3

neither emotions nor reason' out of the transaction. The salps-
,', bee

person develops, a reasonable ahd realistLO discuSsion, of the

advantags arid disadvantages of the product. The pitch is de-
)

livered-in ,a,straightforward, sincere fashion. And, the sares-
-,

person LS conscious of'the impact (or
S.

lac). thereof) of.his

Message. CustOmer concerns are reflected back to hip by the seller

a non-pressuring way, leaving the customer feeling understoOd
, .

and\ready to look, at options for buying.
I '

4.

sO

.
2

9.-25 4 4
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41 .

EMPLOYER ROLE PROFILE #1

EmplOyer ,#1:

Module 9
Learning Activity 6

You have definitvideas about "drug abusers: thgy are m4nipu-

lative lazy, crazy, and not to be trusted. You can't understand
1

how anyone could be so weak as tb.become addicted to.dzugs. You

value individual accomplishment ovei adversity and it is beyond

your comprehension'that evelyonq can't make it the,way you did.

You are scared that if you hire one or two 4rtig abusers, some of

your better workers will taitit." ,It jvst doesn't seed worth the

risk.

(

,...

.Q ott

9-27 .
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Mklule.9
Learni:ng Adtivity 6

r. r

EMPLOIER ROLE tROFILE #2

1.
, , -0,

1 .

Employer #2:

4
St

44.

You are the perfionnel officer in a large business firmthat

has a reputation for fairly liberal And nondiseiiminabry hireing

practices. Tfle compAy hps an affirmative action program

-
hiring people, but You are%afraid that hiring ex-drug.abusers Tay

bepushfna things just a bit too far. However, you'are fairly>=.--
. ,

,

sophistiCated andawilling to consider'hiring an ex-addict or,two."_

You need to be convinced that:they have.been drulg.free for a

while and can fit to the social structure of the cotpany so

4

that,your personal ritks are minimized.'
11

Li .
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00 ,
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,
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EMPLOYER ROLE PROFILE #3
p.

41

,

Employer #34
a

4.

.

Modyle*9
Learriing Actiyity 6 .

. "

114

4

4The Characterkstics of this role shotild be.designed by trainees,
0.

.0

*

iirawing fioni Perional experienCe.' Trainees should look through

the classified .sectio* of the newipher and choose an ad'from
. k

;

which 4hey can developitheir employer profile.
.

5

0

S.

I.
440
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. PBSERVER GUIDE

Z. 0

. -module 9 .

Leaning:..Activity 6

a.

,

',.

Simulated Employer-Job Deyeloper Iifterviews . .
, c, .

,
41

-, -
i

1 . .:

i

.
.

..- .,
,

% , ,

-;*-:The observer function is to-watch the interaocion betweln the -

- DIRECTIONS

,

job developer *and empl
A

to the job developers

r'in order .to.give feedback,,principarly

the,behaviors thlat he used duringthe

; Interview. .The-dxercise ;s,designed to.a4sist the job developer

. -

l'n buildingra regerto4e of behaviors, both verbal and-nonverbal,
. A

.

.* IN. . .

' that will irribrov.6..hio powers of commudicAtion arid persuasion.'
. . ,

a.

.

..0""

eri

,Use the gujode On the, following.page: it has a number-of behaviors
. .: , -

.

-

already isolated for both employer..ana. job,d
. I.

eveloper.
4.

Please

1110
place a dhecicmark beside eagh betavior as otten:as yclosee,it'.

4' "
.0

1

....... I
a

. . . ). 0 ,

Williktilad 'Eximple: You observe thejobvaevelopei reflecting 1.
-

AP

the employer's feelings f.opie times during the interview, indicating

that he was makingC-sincere effort at-hearirig theemployei's
.

concerns and reservations.
4

s 4

,
Also listed are open-ended questions -youtshould answer.to give

.

.A

te information.. Examl;le: ,Iewhich person seeMed tp bemere conc

in control;

,mai!nt4in "control.of the
.

stof the time "The joeveoper seemeo
.

?" b d l d t

1 /

interview. Fob 4eveIdOer has preparred
,

/.

.

.
, . ..

Listened arefully and ,helped the employerwell for 'the 'interview.
. , .:

feel ut.idersto9d. Mad goodsolidarguments based on fact."
, -. %,

.

. -, .

,

,. .

.,. ..
.

. . ,

.,

I.

I. tr
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,OBSERVER GUIDE ,:
I. .

1 4.

./

Module 9
.71,earnincirtivitv 6

Simulated EmPloyer-Job Developer InterViews

..r

-

4 4

FREQUENCY

4

.
-..

CATEGORY
.

.

. AHAVIOR
.

f &JOB DEVELOPER
,'.

-

EMPLOYER
1,-.--

I.
.

.

% .

Interpersonhl
Communication

. ,

.

.

.

F.

,
e 4 8

. ..
.

io '

Expresses angry'feelings . :

.
.

as ldefensive
.

.

Discounts information ind
feelings ' 0

. .

-.143.st6t-ns - reflector*
Iftelings and contedt of
qessage

.

Doesni listen - ignores
feelings and content of\ ...,

message .,
.

tt

.

s

p .0:.

G. 1
i'..

'.
. .

. .
t t

.

.

c

,

.

- .

,

/
.

.

.

.

a

-

.-

t

.
.

..

.

r
.

.

.

.

,

,

.

t

.-,

II.
,

ractual
InforrAtion
Exchange'
and Pcobl:em
solving

.-21

,

.

,
.

.

.,

...

.t.

. ,
%

Gives straight, factual
'information

.

'

Avoids giving straight,
factual information

.

Builds on information,being
exchanged to enhance
communication .

Offers solutions to-problets
.

,
*Discounts soiutions ut no
Alternative suggest .

:
t

. .

. 4.

r

.

,

,

,_...*

,-,

.

..

.

,

..

.

..

.

.

v.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'...

i

,

,

.

.

.

,

. .

,

.

'III.
.

t, f
,

.

Saleamanship,
.0

-
; i,

.

..

.

.

-k
Person-Sell: appeals to
conscience, persnnality, 4

manipulation ... .

ProduA-Sell: appeals to
eason,'-usbo facts

Person-Product-Sell:
_Combines emotional end
rational and/or ,

pragmatic-equalities ,

.

9-34
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:OPEN-EpED RESPON9ES

din

;OBSERVER GUIDE
(continued)

. h

A

Module 9'
1Seerning Adtivity. 6

efly 4.!esr4 be.yOur,observa4-4 ons of the'following:

1) Which person Seemed to. in do41tr44 most of the time? What ob-
..

7".
0 servable b&lviors led you to form that.condlusion?,

;.

.\,2) how and at whae points did either 'oerson'lese or gain control?
ATI4

3.) Whatnonverbal behaviors did you abservq?
I.

.

4) Was the sales approach used by the jab developer appropriate

for tha.t employer?' Was it well-timed? Explain.

5) Was the joki dev,eloper well prepared'? EvIplain.

4

4.

t.

9'

.-'

tv.

11. .

:21,8
9-35
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Module 10

Resource Paper
Topic Outline

VOCATIONAL PLACEMENT.OF THE EX-DRUG ABUSER

I. Misconceptions about Placement ,1

% II. Steps in Vocational Placement
`'

4. A. .Getting the Client Ready .for Employment

1. Study Needs of Client

2. Make Sure Adequate Data is Available

3. Review Job Requirements, Client4h Traits

4.. 6Con3ider Environmental Pressures

'5. Discuss Analysis and Evaluation'with Client

B. Gettingthe Employer Ready &it the Client

1. Obligations to the Employer

2. Obligations to the Client

C. Limits of Specialist-Employer Communication

D. Summary'

.

I.

.2/9
10-1 ,
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Module\a,
Re§ource Paper0

VOCATIONAL PLACEMENT OF,THE EX-DRUG 'ABUSER

All too often, rehabilitatipn specialis s spend little'bnergy

vecational placement work with a client. Four miscon6eptions
..

about plecement haVe Contfibuted to this fadt':

1) Placement occurs toward the end of the rehabilitatión

process, so the,specialist's Kespionsibility to the client
-

has diminished

2) Placement is an actiVity ttrat requires no special training,

and is simply a matter of matching an available c1ie4t,with

an available job
>0

.j) Client location of his oUrn job, or "self-placement,' cannot
4

be considered effective rehabilitation work
4

4) Readiness for employment indicates that:the_client-is no

longer in need of counseling

In reali.ty, the placement.process is a s. fiCant factor in

rehabilitation efforts, and should begin as soon'as a cli:ent comes
.

.--,

into the program. It icnot just a process o.f. putting a warm body
,

..

in a vacant position, and self-placement may be one of the.best

ways to avoid mindlessiobt'inatching. Even wher..a good placement ic

made, the client will profit from continued support. Placement

failure jeopardizes the enttre treatment program.

The vocational placement process ixikNrlves several steps, which
;

are discussed 1Delow.

10-3
220.
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. i

ir.4TTING 'iliE CLIiNT READY FOR EMpLOYMEg .-" 1
,

. Po AK.

I.w
) 4 I*.. / * I V.

w IP
0

v

'-.. From the beginning oi, treatment, the specialist mist learkas

.
. f'

., .--. ---- ,___

--... ---------

,

much as he cari-abäut the,client. The)f011owing recom onmendatis
. %..--.-'-:-;-

.

,

^

4
, ,

'
.

A

Awill help the,specialist use knowledge about"he clientjto 'sqcure
.#

.

.A' 4

s4ccestful plecdblent (Cull and Haidy,.l972).;
. ,

11'StudY the needs of/the client.and the types of gkatificati4on

meaning4.4l-to him. -.

,
,

. . . .
. ,

, .
.

, I

2) Make certain,that vlid psychblogical data' (Ahen appropriate,
.-. .

.,

..

, or useful) and job an.;lyss data ha4e been gathered. .

Om/

24(

.

3) Review the'requireMents of the job,and evaluatethe ,
etir

individual traits heeded to meet them: .

g

I

,
.
4) Consider the environmental pressurIs that will affect the

.

individual.
e

/ . .

elii 5) Discuks. the job analysis and psS/chologicA evaluation wifh
.

.

, the client so he 'will understand what the work will require

/ 1

of him and, what it will offer, and whether it is suitable
\ .

,

4

,. for his psychological needs. ,, , .:
!

'

The cli'ent and specialist must wOrk together to.help the client

reach a decision about the typea job he wa1t6.3 What'satisfac-

tions is he seeking? Wh4tis important to him in the long run and .
,

r a.,
. ., , . . ,

. .

'what.types of wol'k or work setting will provide these satisfactionS?

4
We suggest that the specialis/

I

I

encourage the client to take the
4 p:

initiative in finding a job. Once an apparently suitable job is

+

a
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Module 10

located, ttie client should be given tbe opportunity-to-evaluate it

as.the source of his future livelihood-
.

, -

.1

'Role-playing is an excellenik me6od of preparing a client for
. f i .

employment interviewsand dives,hm aza_iasight into What the job-

'May be like.' The specialltt can conduct a mock katerview that

includes a variety of questions, and'then give suggestions about

01,

how the client might improiiii the imp4.ession he makes with, the

emploTee. helpful lor.the specialfAts well aS the cfient

to play the role of the employer. The 'c'Iient.s1hQu4d realize that
4°

.getting.a is not an ea:y task and that he should'Participate

. in the job-sealuring asPecfs of placement,to the bestof his
,..._.- = . "

.

ability, rt is often an indibator of effective rehabilitation
.

that f119._giliVnt....is in fact ableto get his own job.
-- . . ,

. -.
.

The'specialist needs to help his,client becomJ1kully.aware of
/-

.4, .

,

..., ....! O
%

the social pressures of,the jcb, since these are a44. important to
, ,

. a,.
,ihe individual as the actual job pi. ssures. Aslient's ability.

/
. ..

,
,

to adapt td.the social interactions,of the wOrk,enx.t.r?nment will'.
... ,

directly affect his job,pgrformancei .Role-4aying te als9 -Cuse-
. ,, .

.
.

, , L ,.. /. .
.

ful tool here. A mock hour on the lob from his own, the
. .

-

.

- specialiqers,and tile supervisor'e,points of\yiew may give,the
. . 4P'

''. . ;)
client a reality check in

?

a safe 'environment. .... ,, r,
;

--
,

..

,

,,, .

. T.

.

The rehailital-.ionspdbialist mustits training as.a parfial I.
. ,,.

,.

0

t
4

answer to many of the 1/orker's problems. On-the-job trkninq
,

,
I

can do this eiffectively. In many cases,*the state rehabilitatibn
. 'p .

,.

-agency will make "tuition" payments to,,the eMployer-trainer, an

incentive 'to encourage an employer to'offer such tiaining. .

10-5 9
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' Clients also need to know thlt nine or ten employers must often

be Contacted beforethe placement is'made, and that negative

1responses are not unusuaa.
%nee*

(),

;GETTING-THE ZMPLOYER READY POR THE CLIENT .

-.

, .
...".........

The specialist frequently must visit the prospectiye'employer
.

.,. . 1
cibefOre placement may be considered. It ip at,this point that the

,.

A ,

specialist may be confrO d with the dilemma Of determining to
. .

. .....

whom he owes basic:loyalty.. 'the client or the employer. Should

he Obscure the client's history irNiscussions with the.employer?

The vocational rehabilitation specialist-is in a thred-way rela-
,

.., ..

tionship with.both his client and the prospective eMployer..
/

,
,-- : ,- .

Therefore,.the..:Oecialist ii Professionally' obligated to,be honest

in .his dealings withthelemployer. If he'failsto be honegt, he
(

.

'not only jeopardizes the possibility of placing cients there in

A the-future; he also' risks jeopardizing the client-employer rela-
.

4-.'t.ionship later ifthe.driployer becomes aware of,the client's true
4

background.'7Ehe spebialist,therefore, should,review with

A
the client'what y tell the employer. If the client

,

? refuses to allow thesspecialist to disciass his assets apd
. t

. ,
.

. ..
..

,

' ,li'abilities and specifically his drug history witO the,employer.,

../ 'the specialist should modify his role in the5placement ocess'to.

pne of providing placement information to the clientt without

actively'.enering into the plaCeMent process. with the ,client.

,



tiMITS OF SPECIALI -EMPLOYER .^.0MMUNIFATION
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MODULE lOp

-

The specialist who confers-with a prospective employet about a

A
nt'is adised to review the 1975 Federal Regulations

on onfidentiality if e is dot alveady-familNr with .them/. .Pro-
. , .

._ -. ,

ulgated by the7Special Action Office for Drug*Abuse prevenkion_

C
..

. .. .

;

and the Department of health,(EdUcation, ahd Welfare, the rules,
0

W ich became effective Augus,t 1, 197S, ensure priNiacy of individuars
i *

who obtAin treatment for substance abyse problems, .(The Joint

Commission on Accreditation)of hospitals has elso issueUstandaids

fcr mintaining privacy and confOentiality.)
.11

Although it is impractical to attempt to sUMmarize,all of.these ,

,
.

.

.

.. .

regulations at this point, a good r4le of;ithumb to remember in re=
1

,r`

gard to employment-situations'is that disclosure of any client in7

fOrmOion should be preceeded by Written consent 'främ the;client.

(The procedures for obtaining writt& consent are def,i.hed in-

Subpart C, Section 2.31 of-the Federal Regulations.)

,
The information issued to employment agencies or employers, In

-most instances, may be admission that a client is registered in a
I

treatMenot program. . If more specific infor tion is needed, the
.

specialiqt j.s reminded that only information that is genuinely
//

A -nece ssary to the employment situation can be divulged.

0.

4

ReviAling client informatiokthat is unrelated to,.the employ-
,

'Plant situation is not only Unethical but it is now restricted

by law.

yrior to meeting with theiprospect4.ve employeP, theispecialist

,
should summarize the informa.tion'that he has,been authoriied to,

10-7
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- 0
1

1 4 %"

.
. r

discuss'. .Advahce Preparation such as
I
ti4s will. avoid 'the pitfall i

I

,

1 ) . lit 4P : .
.

Of revealing facts. that may be.relevant to the rehabilitation ik, '-

401

0 proceSsibut which have no bearing on ,the Client as dn employee: sz

do.

. I, .The'sedond limitation to communication 6etween'the speciolist
. - 0 1. ,

and employer requires the specialist to assess, the sophisticdtion **

of the-employer and communicate withPhim on Illt leve . As a-
.

.

\

general rule, the spgcialist should avoid using termlnology tha;.

1

though descriptive, isladen.with emotional 'connotations. the

moSk. effective approach is td.describe positive 14ftavior that

relates to the job and to avoid diagnoi*ic.labels..

1-The specialistishould determihe with the personnel officer

. r
whether or not"the supervisor within the work area should be

infOrmed of the client!s drug history. .The degree of acceptance

supervisors g ve ei-grug-abusing clients is ctitidal in helping

tifern get off to a.good staTt, and in maintaining their work at

14ve1 :commenpuiate with the superyisor's'exrctations. therefore,
el

it may not always be advantageoui to the client to shire the

'AnfoFmation unless the' superviior is aware of'and suppiirts the-

employer's policy to hirse rehabilitating drug abusers. .

0

SUMMARY

The specialist's 'responsibility in yocatiorkal placement of the

ex-diuge-abuser cannot be underrated. The decisions made at this

stage of-the rehabilitation process not only'alifect the cliept's

immediate-feelings,of.satisfaction and achievement but also bis

o

010

k
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Module 10
*

al I

. . r

long-term Ohysicalband men'tal health. The specialist has a real
f

res"sibility to "ready" the client for employMent by giving him
? ,

J. :the necesi.ary information he.needs about the jot; and about main-
,

4

taining employmentk; PlaceMent 'should

strong emphasis given to the client's

be-cljent-centered, with
4.1.'

opinkons about work nd

how it will affect him and Ids family.'
6 4

)%,

t

4,

n'a

'1 .0-

.

1

.

,r

6.

I.
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A JOB PLACEMTiT.ISSbES

Learn

)

Module.l0
ing Activity 2

%

I. ur client, Joan., refuses:to allow yod to clyclose

'information about her prior drug history, to potential

employArs. Yb4 explain that'you are uncomfottable not

being able to release the i1 :mation .to employ er you

* V

contadt on her.behalf and ask her to secure her own employ-
*

ment. You offer to belp her locate jobs, and'fol1ot4-up
*

, with her (not the employer) after:she is sittliated. .Three

weekd pass and yeou receive a call from Mr. Smith, her
,

s

employer.. He.is quite angry and explains tihlt Ile' has

'heard that Joan, whom he hired as a cieA/twiist two

4111:

weeks agodhad been'a drug addict and was seeing you for

ycounseling.. If this istrue, he threatens, he intends to.
A-

dismiss her immediately: ="Can Sroil confirmor deny this

,infokmation?" he asks. What do will dOf?'. What are the ..

. ..

..

specificjssues'of confidentiality here.?.° . .

.

You are meeting with Mr. Marx,-po..tential employer for
,

your client, Bob. You have presented te essential infor
..

Mation youAbelieve Mr. Marx'needs to know and ate getting,..1
I

. ,
Allaietlii10113 that Mr. Marx lik4S you..and Yo'ur description. of.

, ., .
.

Bob.. He 'is .on the yergeNot .plaqing Bob., He then says, ..
.

. .
,

'Just one dast queption I need/to ask. yin you review the
. . .

.
.

.

type,' of-lhings you two spoke 'of While.Bob was,in therapy?

S.

fs

7

.10-1;
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. / . Module
'Learning Activity 2 1.

a

WI,
What were.all the issues? Howcoóperative was he while in

treatment? What about his background before he/uSed drugs?"

What do you do?
..

. . . ,

.
. III. k ,John is a Client'you sucpessfully placed allonth ago as

a machine operator.A/t a large metal stamping plant. Prior

to seeing you, he was a "two-time loser.l'He. was a heroin,
-

addict who was arr6sted and jailed twice for burglary. You

have just received 'a phone call from his employer who

announces: "I've got John in my office. My-plant supervisor

says,he thinks Johnhas stolen money Trom two,other employee's!

'lockets. I haven't called'the police yet, but,I plan to after

I speak with you.- .ReaIly,. I'm just calling you as a ccAirtpsy;

oh, and to thank you for sendingne such a guy., Don't call me .

again." What do you. do?

..* .

, 4.

f ...,

2.:

A
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POSTPLACEMENT FOLLOW-UP

WITICCLIENTS AND EMPLOYERS

Postplacement Follow-Up w ith Clients and,"Employers

Module 11 f
Aesource Paper:
Topic,Outling

*

A. Follow-up with Clients

1. Goal's of Client.Follow-uP
,

2. Questions Client Should Answer 'I

r
B. Employer Follow-Up

fe

1. Purposes of Employer Follow-up'

2. Questions to Ask the Employer

C. Follow-up Group Workshops

Client Workshops
S.

.2.. Employer WorkshOps.
t

D. Summary :

p.

4

I.

al

1'

1

er.'

-
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Module 11
Resource P,aper

POSTPLACEMENT FOLLOW-UP 4

WITH CLIENTS AND EMPLOYERS

As .eniphasized 'earlier, successful job,placement is not the end
a c

of the specialist's responsibilityr in some ways it is the begin-

ning. The first three months on the job are likely to the.a testing

period for both the empaoyer and the employee.

trying out a straight world once agdin, kno*ing

The ex-addict is ,

all the whiie that ,

he can return .110 an easier, more familiar way of life. On the

other hand, the employer may be viewing the cllient:with a watchful,
1

4111
if ilot wary, eye. The tension created by this.situation makes it

4

e

4 '

critical that for the first three months after placement the

Ipecialist follow the client's progress closely.

The specific goals to be reached dn client follow-up are to:

1),Determine whether a vocation plan has been implemented

21 Effect adjustmen.t not premithusly anticipated

3) Foresfall &client's quieting a job Vathout attempts at

.5

.adjustment

4) Help aliticipate. adjustments that may become necessaryi,
,-' 5) Assist-41 prepdration for ddvancement on.the job or in the

occupation ,1

6) Provide. Any in ormation reque4ted by a client

7) Indicate conti. uing interest in each client, 1

8) Determibe wheth r a revised vocational plan is needed

11-3
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Module 11

o:

. Terminate an undesirable plALment.

10.. Provide emotional support when needed.
).

Wean clidht away from aependence upon VR specialist or

VR services:

There are certain questions th& client should answer to 'help
11

both of yop(evaluate his feeling about the job:

1. Is the job Consistent with the vocational plan?'
\

2., Is the job' satisfyigg?

3. Is the\job ioo boring or too challenging?

4., Are the'hours and tbe pay satisfactory?

5; How are non-work hours being spent? -

6. Are there any problems brewing?

7. Are there problems in the program? (e,g.

methadone' pick-up schedule)

Employer follow-up is important so that the specialist a :

with the

1. Indicate interest in the employer!s welfare.

2. Assess the employer's satisfaction With the client and the
4.

'relationship with the VR agency.

3. Find out what kind of .1rk out best-for him.
, ,

4. Obtain suggestions th; 2-1prove the specialist's

relationship and servic e e.mployer.
1

:I .

' , ,
Important questions to ask the employer are:

,

1. 'Is'ihe client a satisfactc- -mployee?, .

'- 2., Does he' need assistance in Aastering his job?

3. Does he, need additional training to improve his skills or

.gain advancement?
%

A. Has.he, been excessivelrabsent or iltherwise irresponsibLe? ,

.Are there problems with which the VR specialist might assis

1124,232
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Module 11

. Client and employer follow-up is a time-consuming, arduous and

often frustr,ting experience ior rehabilita0.on specialists. One

method of avoiding soMe of the problems in 'follow-up is to organize

group workshops t4,t focUs on'problems common to the ex-drug-abus-
,

. ,

.ing client. The workshop's not only save the specialist time, but

also give clients the oppOrtunity.to shard expetiences and alter-

native solutions.. The theme-centered group workshop is usually a.
a

short-term procedure; lasting for no more than one to three

sessions. Four tagkb stiould.be completed.before any workshop

begins:1) a specific, lwell-Adefined problem statement; 2) a clear

set of behavioral objectives; 3) a clear-cut workshop design; an`d

4) h meth\Od for evaluating its success.

For example, if several recently placed ei-druq-abdsing clients

are annoyed that they siend more than two hours commuting to and

/
from work daily, offer.a one-evening workshop oh the theme "Getting

to and from Work." The:problem statement mi ht read: "Partici-

Pants spend an a7erage of two hourg daily, wJich they feel is too

much, getting to and-from work."

The behavioral objective should be: "By the end of this evening,
_--

each participtillknow- at least two new ways of transporting

himself to and from,work that ,take at least 30% less time than now

needed."
r

23,1
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Mo.dule 11
,

The following design might be used:

8:00 - 8:30 Coffee,. get acquainted

4 8:30 - 9:30 Brainstorm a complete list of transportation

problems

9:30 - 9:49 Brak

.9:40 -.10:15 Brainstorm list of alternative transportation

11:00

facilities, toutes, etc.

Match problems to potential.solut., ls'\

Evaluation for the workshop session could be done about ne

month following the. 4vent,'using this simple measurement: lave ,

participants, in.facts used a new wav of transportigg themselves

to and 4rorn work? Do they save 30 percent of the time previously

required for transportation?

,IhSted.below are some suggested topics.for other theme-centered.

group.workshops, for botii c14.ents and emyloyers:"

Client WorkShops

1) Leisure time training

2) Social skills training

3) Where are you (vocationally)? Where do you. want to be2

4) Work adjustment problemi

5) Future planning

Employer Workshops

1) Education

2) Information

3) Common problem areas

4) Program expansion with specific employers

11-6
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Module 11,
.SUMMARYI 1

Follow-up is an important step in helping the ex-drug-abusing

client' succbed in his atempt tolenter the world.of"work. It is
41

not a simple task. In addition.to th'9 responsibility of iob
. .1

%
.., - .

,

development, pl,acement and follow-up, ihe specialist must'under-
t

stand his'client's Motivatibns: the things that Motivate him
C

.

toward drug abilse and the things.that may*motivate him toward a
. .

successful yoCational,darder.
,

-

'*44.--

ot
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INTRODUCTION

horki)obk

ThiAsblf-directed workbook ii designed to assist you to
e

summarize your training experience and to apply this experience

to the/C:cational rehabilitation process in your work environment.'
, .

When' you complete the workbook you will have an actic, plan for'
,

1

resolving specific problems that hinder effective servibe delivery
.

to clients. A

The workbook contains.f?ur steps:,

eV, Seep I: 'Self-Assessment

Step II: Prograi Assessment

Step'III: Statement of Actual and Mastery Conditions

Step Action Planning .

As you follow these stepsf'you will be--

elialuating yodr experience in training andianalyzing

how close you came to your:learning objectives;

evaluating whether the training helPCyou xeach those

objectivesp:

a

.defining and categ 'your job performahcerproblems4

, developing solutiO s\to one or more of these problems

through an 'action ipan\for application on,the job.

It is assum0 that one of your reaions for attending this

training progzam was to improv your on-the-job pelformance

by obtaining new information nd skills to help you reach that

goal.

You are nearing.the end o the'experience now and 4.,:seeiris

appropriate.at this point to look both backward And forward.

12 3
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t

, In Module 2, you defined your job duties and responsibilities
,N

i
41

,

and the skills and knowledge necessary to iperform the job. You .

_assessed"youraevel of skfkl'and knowledge on a scare of 1-5.

*The PrograM Force Field Analysis of your organizatiOn yielded

factors phi-perceived that.either suppoit or hamper the per-
.

,

fotmance of yo r work.' The'sd activities assisted you in setting
.

Cyour, learnAxig bjectives for training.

In essence, you defined, what yoU belie ,t6 be 'MASTERi

performance.'in your job. Whin you.ideptifie organizational
,1

skill and knowledge

condaions under which

prqblems relating

encieil'you

to yOur.work and ydur

arrived at the ACTUAL

perform your...t2.4.,LAs4 VR speCialist: Through phrticipation

raining you received feedback to cOntribute to a clearer
--

ailicreparicy between

As tiJIDEFICINCY

knowledge of your ACTUAL skiil level. !be

MASTERY.performance and ACTUAkperformance

situation. That deficiency situation becomes a problem ready

for.solving--7a problem of, job perfor anco. (Problems are,

.

ent,:"1.merely "situations in need pf

This problem situation is represented by the following,'

,*

'. -formula:

NJ

f,14 - A = D
11,

'MASTERY Performance - ACTUAL Peiformance = DEFICIENCY (Problem

in periormance).

5

2:3,3
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Workhook

.Your taskis to identify performance probleMs and develop

plans for their solution.
,

Before'we address specifip problems you identified, let's
,

1 .

. look 'at three- categorievof, performance problems. Performance

problems may be viewed as being one of or comblmations ofi the

t 'S'

folloiWing:
,

.

.,

,Saill,and/or Knowledge Deficiencies

This category referg:to the inability of'a worker to
".

perform a job or,task.effectively because-he does not

liave the necessary.skig or knowledge. Therefore, this

is called the "can't" category.

EnvironmentalTactors (dvienixational conditions and.-

constraints)
-

'Although a workei May.theoretiéallY have the 'necessary

skill and knowledge to perform a job, there are factors

in the work environment that are barriers to effective

job performance. These barriers can be physical (e.g.,
1

rigid rules and/or codes,of behavior that may not be

,compatible with the work to be performed or that elicit

'a negative emploYee response);they may involve poor

utilization of human and material resources, or inter-

personal conflicts% This by no means exhausts the%

"

list of the environmental factor,. Your oWn experience

may assist you in 'adding to the' list.

1/

This is called the "hampered" category. The worker

is hampered by factors in 'the work environment so that
.

effective or mastery work performance is unlikely.

.lo

1.2-2:19
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.Motivational and Incentive Faciors

I 6 '

This.category largely involves covert behaviors.

-Aittbugh motivation,is difficult to,defiad in this

context, it'contributes to tjob performance problems.

h'101.
I\

1

Often good workers have the skill and knowledge-to

perform a jdb in a work environment that appears

supportive; howeyer, they may not perform to expec-

tationi This could be a prOlem of motivation or
41.

incentive. MOtivational and incentive problems may,

for example, have their origin at the Organizatjonal

level if the incentive (reward) system does not meet
1

the workers' psychological needs. Because the

worker is presumed cdpable ;erforming a .job,

. this is 611ed the °won't" category.,

Trainin within this course has responded to only two of

these categories: skills.and/or knowledge deficishIcy and

environmental hin6ances.

This acavity is designed to assist you in defining and

Categorizing your job performance problems to develop'a plan

for your cohtinued professiginallrOfth and to help you in

systematically determining your needs for further training.

It may also,be useful irkdetermining how you will behave
r
diffekently on the job.

STEP : SELF-ASSESSMENT

,

1. Review your Self-:Assessment2Form. Go back over each item

and put a chèck (4 Over the number that most cltsely

describes where ,you perceive yourself to be now.

219
12-6
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f. Workbook

.. .

2. Did you achieve Your objectives? Yes., No
, 0

3. List,beloW the skill or knowledge areas for which you have
..

a prof'ciency number of lesg than 3 or for which you:did not .

: achieve our obiective. List as many reatons as you can

why these 4jectives were not met. For example:
.

)
,

a). Psychomebic Testingtfiis subject was not coveted in

[

. traininl.
)

,

.,. .

,

h) intervieWing techniques,--I did not`have
.

sufficient pra6-

tice in the skill.
-

s.

S.

4 .

4. List below those areas that Were not included,in your ori-

ginal asLessment but that you feel now are'lskills (and/or

, 1

to-'"

,

.

knowledge) necessary to the effective-performance of your

job (e.g.., 'planning and setting objectives). Put a check

mark beside those you'feel you need to improve,

-

r.

12-7 211
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TOJETHLR, ITEMS-3 AU0 4.SHOUL RLPRLSEJT,YOUR JOB PERFORMANCL

PROBLEMS-IiA TI41 SKILL i.t41) NOWL1)d1 e.CATEGORY.

S7.11S. PROGRAtl

. II

5: Reyiew your Program,Force Pield Analy is Form. What

problems in your. work environment are 1 sted thers3 Ithesa

. will be the,"hindering" forces. 'bist.the below/ in order
°

of inportance to you. Put a check mdrk,,bes de those that
t

airectly affect tour ability to perform your db. Put a

circle aiound those that you feel you cp do omething

about.
A

11rik

Seleci.one factor that has both a che* mark and a circle

around it, a factor, that you would like to pursue further.
A

Write it beloilr.-

11%

S.

12-8
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Workbook

YOU SHOULD NOW HAVE SOME INFORMATION IN tWOIJOB PER7FORMANCE

PROBIIEM CATEGORZESe SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE, AND ENVIRONMENT. IN

OTHER WORDSI.YOU HAVE DEFINED' SOME Or !TM THINGS YOU 6CAN'T" DO

AS WELL AS YOU WOULD' LIKE TO AND AT LEAST ONE FACTOR IN YOUR

ENVIRONMENT THA'"HAMPERS" YOUR JOB PER'FORMANCE. THESE WILL

LATER BE:CONVERTED INTO.PROBLU STATEMENTS; THE CORE.'OF YOOR

ACT/ON PLAN.

(.,

. STEP /II: STATETOT OF ACTUAL Nip nASTERY CONDITIONS \
,

\are

6. , This stet,. Will Assist you in summarizifig what you have

disdcovered thus far.

Comdtion A:

tz,

Below please write asitatement about how you percidve your-

.self professionally. Include statem6nts describing both .

your'stren9ths and weakneises in skill and knowledge areas.

14.t%
D,eiciibe major weaknesses in your woDk ehvironment that

,yom feel you can do something about; This need pot be long ...

.

v.

and involved. It is an exercise to help you' articulaie hovi

you pprceive your actual tonditi:on.
-.1.f

m wimall

.

12-9 21 fi
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.

Condition' B:

Describe what you imayine you and /(34/.7.,work environment

wpiati be like if the problems you describec.i..4n Coniiition A

. were solved.

'a- .4

fr
,

r

'YOU HAVE 140W IDENTIKED ACtUAL PERFORMANCE SITUATION.S AND PRO-'
1.7ECTED MASTERY CONDITIONS. THE FOLLOWING PAGES REPRESENT ONE
WAY,ITO ASSIV YOU III PLANNING, HOW 'YOU MIGhT SOLVi. THE;DEFICIENCY*.
SITUATION 'YOU hAVE DESCRIBED ABOVE. Thrs WILL TAT:* APPROXIMT,ELY
ONE HOUR TO COMFLETF, SO FEEL FREg TO TAKE 7BREAKS AS YOU NEED O.

r

4P

4 '"siN

I 1

404 b.

1

2 i

91.

12-1C
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Workbook

STEP ACTION PLANNING

One outtome of your participation'in this trAining will

be a concrete, specific statement of a personal action plan.

Te training you receive will be.valuable only iisyou can appl.
('
it to solving problems and needs in your. work situation.

This planning guide has been provided'to help you produce 4-

2a personal action statement. It is written in successive steps

, to enable you-to complete a ,finished plan by the end Of the

course.. If you have questions, asic for help from the training

staff4

Here is a list of.whatione "expert" has identified as the basic

action4planning steps. You 'will follow these stages to produce
;

your action plan: ,%

.(

1. ''Arrive.at as clear an image pf the desireu outcome as

possible.

, 2. Make a concrete statement of the action and goal.

.3. Identify and examine alternative methods of attening

the goal.

4. .Select one or two alternatives tO dpiore and test.'
.

5. Plan.first actioas,tO be taken: Lile(:;atc responsibility
.

and gain coinutitra.Ints. .

6. Lstaolish ways of evaluating first actions in orcier to
est

Rlan.next steps.

12-11,
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. . Goal ...;tateent

LstaLlishiny a realistic yoal is a very important pan:

of.your personal,action plan; wit:Lout it you cannot p?epare

oi,jec:tives or an ultimate plan for action. Include within

your goal stater.ent: 1) a uefinition of your problem, a

clatification-of your needs, and 3) a-possible solution.

The mechanics.for reacaing this goal follow in subsequent

pages. The goal reflects Condition )wich you described

in ,Stc-.:p III.

Goal Statem,Int

la

12-12



Workbook

B. Polternatives

You previouslywrote a needs assessment (the areas

in wnich you feel a need for further training °information,

or action) arid a goal statement. Can you think,of six way;

to solve the problems y6u identified in Condition A of Step

VIII? Try to think of'six completely different solutions to,

help you reacn your goal. since this is a forM of personal

"brainstorming," try not to evaluate the solutions now.

3 41

4.

5.

6.

Brief statement of yoal:

'A1t5ernatives; (Solutions)

24 7
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EXAMINING ALTERNATIVES ,OR SOLUTIONS

Look over the six possible progxam alterriatives you have listed.
4.

Choose the twos you find most appealing according to your own

criteria. Write them concisely in the space provided. Then,

answer each question about each possible alternative.

GOAL: ',' .ALTERNATIVE ONE:

,

ALTERNATIVE TWO:6

How practical is it
for your role in yoU
own work situation?
Can you do it?
Can it be done?

.

_

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.,

1

.

.

,

.

.

How functional is

it in terms of

meeting your goal?

.

.

.

,

.

,
's

,

.

.

.

.

.

How desirable is it
personall9 or
professionally?
Why?

,

,

1.

t

a

.

.

.

Choose one of the two alternatiyes above, in light of the answers

to the three questions. On the next.page indicate why
4

you chose that partidular alternative.

21 3
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Woi-kbook

Why did .you choose this alternative?

1

Before planning specific 4-hings vou must.,db to implement

your selected alternative,consider the following questions.

Keep your answers in mind as you plan.

1. Who or w t will determine, whether you will be able

to carry out any plan when you return to work?

2. What is there about your job that you should keep i.

mind in making plans? Who and what will inflvence

your success or failure?
2 ,

3. 'What are some mays that you could conceivably stop

yourself from reaching,your goal? 'List them.
1

4. What can you do to avbid nonsUbstantive objections

to your plan by your colleagues and superiors?

What alternatives shoul& you consider? Should such

objections be made?

-t

-



v'

c-

Action Plarining
..111

List mAj.Jr actions necessary to reaelcypur goal.

When liou have identified the steps required to solve the

problem, complete the details of your plan on the chart on
9

the following page.

2.

3.

4.

D

1-

Steps

a.

12-16
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AN,

J: Step8 to begiving work on action goal.

Ouestion Action'l

What is going
to be done?

Whop is going ,

to.do it?

When
going to be
done?

To or for
whomels it
gorng to be
done? °

What will
indicate that
it has been

done?

What evalua-
tion method
will deterMine
how well plans
have been
carried out?

Action 2
G

12-17 .0
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1

E. /oak 'Oer your proposed actions. What two concerns are

\raised'bY your plans? Explains.4ow you will resolve or
A

'deal with them. For'example, will.your program director

support yoUr plan? Does your current workload allow time to

implement your plan?

1. Concern

Way(s) 'to Deal with or Resolve:

I

.

4.

2. ',Concern

Way(s) to Daal with or.. Resolve:

YOU HAVE NOW DEFINED YOUR GOAL AND ACTION PLANSIAND
CONSIDERED ISSUES THAT-AFFECT THEIR IMPLEMENTATAIN4 USE
THE FOLLOWING PAGES TO STATL.YOUR PERSONAL ACTION PLAN.

4

2 _ct

12-18
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DATE:

PERSONAL ACTION PLAN,

Workbook

I. Yob environment'problem and/or persorial job performance

problem.

II. Joal statement:

r.

25 3
L2-19
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I.

III. Action(s) to be taken;

1. What will be done:

,2.- When will it be done;

3. Who will ddliit:

,

cr

;

To or for whom will it be done:

r .

9... .1 1

12-20
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5. -Criteria-for evaluation:

,

6. Evaluation* method:

A

IV. A statement about the values (personal or soàial)
r

upOn which this action plan is based. What issues, if

any, are raised or dealt with by your Plan? (Cpmplete this

se ,tion if it seems relevant to you.).

25

12721
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PSYCHOMETRIC TESTS

Appendix

, Ill/
Often the' subjective process of interliiewing a client to assess

personality, skills, and inteieits will, not yi.eld sufficient

objective information. Such information is essential for the

specialist to plap with the client for vocaOonai counseling,

training or jpb placement; Psychological tests provide an

important adjunct to observation.and interviewing, and help to

compensate for-some of the shortcomings of these.two,assess-
.-

.ment techniques.

Although tests are a valuable tool in the assessment

needs, they'should never be used or relied upon as a

of treatment

substitute

for careful interviewing,' nor should they, be administered or

interpreted-by untrained personnel.' No test is better than the

person who interprets its results. The potential difficulties

aising from incautious use of"such tests demand that they be

administered end.interpreted with the utmost,care.

.Even though you may not be trained to administer or interpret .1
;

psychological tests, it is ,important that you know something

about tests most commonly, reported in clients' records. It is-

also important to know what tests are available for Ihich

diagnostic purposes so that you can request tests for clients

who are difficult to assess. The following,types of tests are

most commonly used to stipplement other diagnostic procedures:'

Personality tests- objective

Personality tests--subjective

4 Intelligence tests

Vocational tests

A-3



,PERSONALITY TESTSOBJECTIVE

Objective tests of personality are used widely for both.treat-

ment and research. They are designed to.obtain information

about many different personality traits quickly, simply, and

inexpensively, Most of .these tetts.are based op true-false or

multiple-choice questions that can be answered'on a self-
,

administered test form,,usually in an hour or.less. They can

be given to clients either 'individually or in a group and do
c -

not require a trained staff member for either administration
.

or storing: Because these tests are inexpensive and simple to

I

use, theytave been administered to many thousands of people

,prior to, 'during, and after treatment. (An overall picture of

the client's scores on each of the many test scales, a test

profile, is obtained.) By comparing a'client's-test profile

with profiles obtained from other clients and research sub-\

jects, a trained person can learn a great deal'about a client's-,

treatment needs. All of these tests require tat clients re-

spond to questions truthfully, but-most ofther have built in

validity'indicators or "lie detector' scales designed to iden-

tify clients who try to create an unusually favorable or

unfavorable picture of themselves. The Most wiiely used tests

in this category aie thd Minnesota Mt..liphasic Personality

Inventory (MMPI), thq California ?sychological Invdntory (CPI),

the Edwards Personality Preference Sch,Oule (EPPS),,and the

Adjective Check List (ACL). ,

4.
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Minnesota Multiphapic Personality Inventory (MMPf)

AppeSdix

KnoWn familiarly-as the MMPI or the "Multe" this is the.oadest,

best known, and most widely used test in this,.category. gt
,

consists of:566 true-false questions such as,"I like to,read

mechanics magazines" or "My sex life is isfactory." -It is

scored by comparing.each clieny/r t the answers' given

.by people with known psychiatric problems. For example, a

client woWld receive a high score on the scale measuring

"Depression".if %is answers were the same as the ones given.
to these questions,by people receiving treatment for depression.

(Although the questions s em straightAorvard and vulnerable to

' deceptive respqnses, it iè difficult for clients tocreate.Ae

impression theyrant. For example, mAt people would think

that answering "true:"to the question, ."I often cross the ,

street to avoid meeting someone I don't like," might be an ,

indication of paranoia. In fact, diagnosed paranoid clients

1.

are more likely Xo anSwer "false" to this item. The important

thing to remember about.this test is.that the client responses

per se are not as important as whether or not the resPonses are

similar to ttlose given by'people w,i.th certain problems.

As an assessment'tcol for treatment planning, the MMPI can.be

particularly useful- im the identification of clients who may

be likely to commit suicide or to be dangerously agressive. It

is also extremely usefultin the detection of psychosis and in.

the assessment of a client's potential fon henefitting.from

A-5
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psychotherapy. In the hands of a skille.interpreter, it may
3

s3

be further utilized in the detection o4..okgAnic disorders and

psychiatric problems.

California Psychological Inventory (CPI)

The CPI was developed from the MMPI and has many ot the same

questions. It is somewhat Shorter than the MMPI and takes a

little less time to complete. Since it focuses on healthy

aspects of the personality, rather than on psychopathology,

it is less commonly used as a diagnostic tool. For this very

reason,.however, it is An excellent test to use in conjunction,

with the MMPI to obtain a.more balanced picture of 4 clientls

strengths and weaknesses.'

As in the MMPI, clients are scored on the CPI by comparing

their answers with those given by individuals with specific
11

issets. For example, the test profile for the

CPI incl4des scores on "Self-control," "Responsibility,"

"Tolerance," "Flexibility," and "Social Presence." It also

taps such areas as clients' "Intellectual Efficiency"--

which-indicates not hos.? smart they are, but how well they

use whatever intelligence they have -- and such traits as

"Achievement via Conformity" and "Achievement via

Independence" --whithl indicate whether clients,function

better on their own or as part of.a,group. Clearly, these

are the important factors that bhould be taken int1S' consid-

eration in any treatment planning process.

AfeV"
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Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS)

Adjective Check List (ACL)

Although they are constructed quite differently and call fo

different kinds of responses to.the test items, these two

inventories are discussed together because they both provide,

information about the client's personality traits and needs.

Instead -,f.focusing on problems or personality assets, however,

these tests yield scores'*hat reflect the client's self-image.

The EPPS is based on A series of multiple-choice questions in

which clients are asked to choose which of two alternatives

they would prefer. The ACL consists of a list of 300

adjectives from which the client is asked to select,thOse that

describe him. Both tests take considerablyabss time to com-

plete than either the MMPI or the CPI. The ACL is partic-

ularly easy to administer because it takes no mpre than ten or

fifteen minutes to complete and is considered enjoyable by

most clients.

Personality profiles based on these tests give information about

clients' needs for assertiveness, dependency, aggressiveness;

helpfulness, and for prais4or punishmpnt. Again, because these

tests do not focus on psychopathology, they ate less commonly

used in diagnostic assessment than the MMP1. However, both are

useful in diagnosis because they tap various aspects of the

personality that might otherwise bir, oveLlooked. ,Using such tests I

it may t;e pbssible to discover that an apparently fiercely



independent client would likelnothing more than a reiatiohship

tip which he could beigependen)t. The value of such information,

in treatment planning cannot be overestimated.

' PERSONALITY TESTS-- PROJECTIVE

Projective tests of personality are based on the simple idea

that a person will tell you something about himself (will

project aspects of Iis personality) when asked to use his

imagination. Thus, just as ohe person describes a bottle of

wine as half-full and another deseribes the same botle as

half-empty, projective tesiing assumes that differenX people

will see things differently or interpret things difOrently

according to their particular personality traits.

In contrast to objective tests,. projective tests must be

administered and scored by highly trained personnpl. Except

under special circumstances, usually in research:, projective

tests must be administered individually t.y the.ame person who

will later score and interpret the results. Ptojective testing,

therefore, is a time-consuming and expensive /undertaking. rn

some mental health settings, a-battery (or cgoup) pf projective

'tests is administered routinely to all cli9kts at the' time of

treatment intake, but in most cases projective tests are

requested to accomplish specific diagnostic tasks. In drug

abuse treatment, they should be tied primarily with clients who

are suspected to be psychotic or organically impaired and, to a
A
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Appendix,

lesser extent, with\ clients who appear severely depressed or

potentially violent or suicidal. The most widely used projective

tests are the Rorschach, the Thematic Apperception, Pest (TAT),

the Bender-Gestalt, and the Sentence Completion Test.

Bender-Gestalt

.The.Bender-Gestalt is.used almost eXclusively to determine the

nature and extent of organic impairment or brain damage., and

asks clients to reproduce erom memory a series of geometric

figures. The other projective tests involve the client in some

imaginative:actiVity, and differ from one another primal.ily in

the manner in which that activity is described..

Rorscha,ch /)

The Rorschach was the first projective test developed and it

is probably still the most widely tided. It is often referred

to as the "ink-blot test" because clients are shown ten cards

(some in color, some in shades of black, grey and white) that

tesemble patterns made by pouring ink in the fold of a pi?.pe

of paper and smearing it about to make an abstract design.

The cards ar- presented to clients one at a time, and yley

are asked to describe what they see in each card. Scoring

and intepretation of the Rorschach is based on what the

client describes, how many different things are "seen," and

most important, on the basis of "where" each thing is seen

and 'why it appears to the client the way it does. To give

just one example, some clients may focus their attention on

263



the whole blot and describe a scene made up of many parts';

others may concentrate on some minute detail of /the.blot or ,

describe each separate part as if it stood alone from all

rest. To thE trained diagnostician, these differences in

.
L/

perceptions of the Rorschach cards may help assess vrious
t

aspects of personality or pathology that may otherwirge be

extremely difficult to identify.

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT)

Unlike th Rorschach, in which clients are asked only to,

describe what they."see," the TAT calls for'clientg to Make up

stories. They are presented with a seriesiof drawings and

photographs of people and places, and asked ry

about what they see, what has led up to it, and about what

will happen next. In some of the pictures it is difficult

to make out clearly what the charactersare doing, whether

they are men ot women, or what some Of the objects or places

are. Thus, because the pictures are highly ambiguous, people

see them differently and tell quite different stories.

.

The scoring and interpretation of the TAT is based on many

things, including the way each client interprets thd pictures

themselves. 'gut, most iMpoitant are the themes of the stories

told. Again, to gilie but one example, some clients may tell

.
stories in which the main character does thing's because of

inner needs dnd wants, becaus,e things are' important to that

character. Others may tell stories in which ,:he main character

2 6 1
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does things only-because of external pressure or to satisfy

*the wishes of others he wants to p'ease. The TAT gives an

unusually rich picture of clients' innermost thoughts and
I.

-beliefs 'about the way the world works. In the hands of a

11111R1led diagnostician, and particularly when it is given along

with the Rorschach, it can be an extremely useful diagnostic

tool.

Sentence Completion Test (SCL)

The SCL i§ the simplest and most-straightforward of the pro---
.jective"tests described; it requir lite explariation. Clients

are given the beginning of a sentence, called the "stem," and

,are asked merely to complete.the sentence.. Fpr example, k stem
. ,

common to,a number of sentence completion tests is "My mother

" If a sentence completion test were designed

specifically for use in a drug abuse treatment program, it

might include the stem "Since I started using drugs .
11

In short, stems..are'designed to elicit answers.from clients

about issues that are relevant to their feelings, attitudes,

and behavior. Many such tests are available or can be

modified or designed to:mee't .specific program needs.

INTELLIGENCE TESTS
w

Although it is very difficult to define intellj.gence .

operationally, many tests havr been developed to measure it.
%

Most.of these tests were or nally developed for educatipnal

use to assess stuaents' abili es, but today their use has

41
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extended to employment screening and treatment planning as

well.

In general, intelligence,tests compare an individual's ability
1

tO perform certain intellectaal tasks against the performance

of a large number of other individuals. If his performance

exceeds the average score for his age group,.he is said to be

"above average" in Intelli4enCe.

\The form and content of such tests may vary coniiderably but,

in general, they are cpncerned primarily With such things as

memory, verbal, skills, quantitAtive skills; and problem-solving

abilities. Some also measure the ability to,nerform a numbe.- of

tasks involving nonverbal abilities such as ma2e pro/blems, jigsAw

puztles,and similar tasks. As operationally.defined in thes tests,

intelligence is thus viewed not as a single attribute but.as

involving many different levels of intellectual functioning..
,

-

There is gocad reason to belleve that the ability to perform,

well on intelligence tests may be, at least partially,,a

function of the indiyidual's edwzational and socio-economic

babkground. -Since many of the items require the use of skills

acquired through formal education,*the tests tend to be biased

hgainst.those with ,little or no educational attainment.

Similar17,many clients from racial minorities and fr

impoverished backglrounds tend to do poorly on,these t sts even

if they have a high degree, of native intellig,mce. Also,
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clients who .age unaccustomed.to taking tests or who become

anxious in a testing situation may perform below 'their true

capacity on such tests. For these reasons, it is important to.

be sure that"intelligence tests,are carefully Administered and

interpreted. Used inproperly, they can do much damage:, used

correctly, they can add significantly to the treatment planning

. .

- process. Two of the most.commonly,used intelligence tests,

the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence,Scale,

will be discussed here.

The Stanford-Binet Intelli ence Scale

Probably the most well-known of all psychological tests is the

Stanford-Binet Incelligence Scale developed in 1890 by Alfred

Binet and later expanded by Lewis Terman (of Stanford'University)

in-1910. Binet was the first to devise a method for distinguish-

ing between 'bright" and "dull" children. The test is designe'd

to measu e.the intelligence'level of children (fromage two) and'

adults/. Norms were established independent of minority groupings,

but these have since been somewhat modified. Because qf this and

the problems indicated above, caution ohould 4e used in

interpreting Scores derivei from such tests.

1111\e Standord-Binet operationally defines intelligence in terms

of seven major attributes or content..areas. They afe:

1. Language: the naming of objects, rhymes

2. Reasoning: orieni,ation, verbal absurdities

3. Memory: sentences, numerical sequences

2 6 7
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4 Conceptual: similarities, proverbs 4.

5-./ Social intelligence: comprehension, picture absuidities

6. Ntherical reasoning: making change, ingenuity

7. Visual-motor: form board, square copying

The ,Stanford-Binet was developed with.the idea that the mind

functions as an interwoven unit, with each of the above

facilities contributing to one's total intellectual funCtioning.

Since Binet viewed intelligence as a steady f,ro th process, he

proposed a scale or ladder of tasks. The s.e.,41e,is constructed.

so that .each successive.question'is more difficult because the

testee gains experiende by solving the previous items.

In administering the tests, the examiner attempts to start, the

subject on epsy tasks (questions), usually those at a level of .a,

year below his actual, chronological, age, (lower if he is

suspected to be'below average). The subject moves upward, level

by level, until at 'some level he fails all the subtests. Levels

are 4aced six months apart for children from ages two to five,'

one year apart for those from age tive, and even more wideiy

apart for subjects above the age of fourteen:

-`--14)ievel reached on the ladder is called the mental

age. Tte.intelligence quotient is a ratio determined by

expressirig the chronological age in months, dividing t.

it into the, mental age in months, and moving the decimal point

two claces to the right. Therefore, a child of chronological

age (CA) seven (84
/
months) and mental age (MI4 seven, would

A-14
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thus have an IQ of 100; a child cif CA ten (120 months) ahd "IA

twelve.years sik months (150 months) would have an IQ of 125!

and so on.

Although the-Stanford-Binet may be used with adults as well .

as children, it is most commonly usec.: with childen. The

lbove' discussion, then, may be referenced when reviewing

a client's academic record that reports Sianford-Binet

,.test results of the client at.an early age. The more com-

monly used measure of adult intelligence is the Wechsler

Adult Intelligen e

The Wechsler Adult intelli ence Scale (WAIS)

Situ:il the Stanford-Binet was designed primarily for use with

children, there was a need for a more adequate assessment

instrument for adults. Responding to this need, Wechsler, in

1955, developed 4 test more suitable for the adult population.

His' test, the WAIS, became widely accepted and was adonted as

the standard assessment instrument by many institutions and

individual diagnosticiang. '1

1

Like Binet, Oechsler viewed intJlligence aS a complex pheriomenon

resulting from biological development and experience. Although

his conception of i.ntelligence was similar to Binet's, he felt'.

thelneed to establish separate scores for,éach of the tasks

making up the individual's total performance.
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On the WAIS, items are divided lint) two major categories:

verbal and performance. Each category contaIns a series of

subtests designed to measure separate components of intelli-

gin-ce.

e.

-They are:.

. Verbal Performance

Information
.7 I

A

Block design

Comprehension Picture completion

Arithmetic - Picture arrangement

Similarities Object' assembly

Vocabulary

Digit span (memory)

Digit symbol

,

The verbal category subtests are self-explanatory in terms of

the tasks recluired;.thay are primarily a measure of factual

information, reasoning and analytical abilities, and memory.

The performance category.requires the person being tested to

look at various pictures or designs and-choose the order in

which they should appear. '\1\Jsually a story is told in three

or more cartoon panels presented in random order; the person

arranges them in their proper order. The task is one that

essentiallY involves the identification of a complex whole

from disorganized parts. These tests make limited demands on

verbal ability but, as such, are especially helpful in

identifyihg problems sUch ag organic impairment and educa-

tional deprlvation.
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The procedure for administering the WATS is comparatively

simple; it takes approximately one hour. The examiner is

permitted to administer the subtests inkthe order of his

choosing to accommodate the person's interests and reactions.
.

.

VOCATIONAL TESTS 1

. i

Vocational testing is a highly specialized field in which

different kinds of tests are.used to measure skills, aptitudes,
* (..,

,

interests, and dimensions of personality that relate to success

in different jobs.

,

The Kuder Occu ational Interest Surve (KOIS)

The KOIS is a test of.vocational interests that has one hundred

items. 'Each item lists three'activities{ The.client must

select his most,and least preferred,activity in each group of
,

three choices. These items come under t n major categories:

1Outdoor, Mechanichl/ Computational, Scie tific, Persuasive,

Artistic, Literary, Musical, Social Service, and Clerical.

Based on the' pattern of responses, scores are computed on

twenty-two differen occupational scales such as engineer,

farmer, minister, etc. High scores on these scales do not

.mean that the person is necessarily well-suited to a particular

occupation, but only that he has a pattern of interests con-

ducive to those occupations.-

2 7
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Vie Strong Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB)

'Am:other widely used test in vocational assessmeni is the sm. .

It, too,.asks for an indication of preferences among a variety

of alterna!tives, but it differs from the ruder in that it is

-

- scored by,comparing an individual's answers with those of

people who are successful in different occupations. Thus, a

person who scores .high on the SVIB engineer scale, Nor example,

. does so because he liked to do the same kinds of.things that

succpssful 'engineers to. Scores on the SVIB are harder to

/ fake than those on the Kuder and, partly for this reason, the

.SVIB is'considered to be the''best' vbcation71 intereS't test

available today.

The Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT)

this is a widely used battery of tests desi4ned to medsute

aptitude for different kinds ot work., Included in the DAT

battery ake tests measuring ability to perform a variety of

clerical and mechanical skills. A similar and widely used

test, the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) measures, in

addition, motor coordination, mantial dexterity, quantitative

ability, and is designed to ascertain aptitudes to perform

tasks required in specific jobs.

Other Tests

In addition to these broad-gauged Aptitude tests there ar mapy

others that measure specific job-related skills. Of these, the
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most reliable are."work sample" tests in which individuals

actuAly work on the job for a period of time to determine their

ability to perform the required tasks.'

Among personality tests used for vocational SCreening, the

holland systeM is the most widely used. This test yields

scores on six scales: realistic, intellectual, social, con-

ventional, enterprising, and artistic. Based on their test

profile, individuals are assumed to be especially well-suited

for particular occupations. Someone who scores igh on'th6

realistic scale, for example, would do well in highly

structured jobs-involving the use of tools, j1otors, and other

objects. But, they Would not do well in jo s involving.leader-
.

ship, close personal relationships, abstr t thinking, and

-47.!rba1 interactions. Likewise, someone scoring high cm ther

comtentional scale would do well on.jobs involving clerical

and computational tasks, but would not be well-suited for jobs

involving,aggressive salesmanship, verbal persuasion,,or-close

interperral relationships. In the interpretation of results

'On this and similar personality tests, it is important to

remember, that high scores on these scales do not mean that

the Person has the ability to periorm the required tasks for

the occupationi in question, but rather that he does possess

certain traits and predispositions that are compatible with

or conducive to the selection of jobs in specific vocational

9
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